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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 Motivation of the energy transition
Modern life is heavily reliant on technological advances and products. Such
things as electric lights, cars, computers and mobile phones became an
inseparable part of our daily activity during the 20th century. This has led to
increasing global energy consumption over this period [1][2]. Household use is
only a part of this demand, as more than 50% of global energy consumption is
by the world industrial sector [3]. Currently most energy production (~80% [3][5]) relies on fossil fuels such as gas, oil and coal. This means that not only our
daily activity, but also a significant part of the production processes and goods
that we use heavily depends on these resources. Additionally however, energy
demand is continuously growing [6] on the global scale as more nations become
economically developed, while global population is projected to reach 11.2
billion by 2100.
Fossil fuels are in essence limited, thus they will inevitably be depleted in the
mid-to-long term perspective. The geopolitical risks associated with them have
also become more and more pronounced recently [7]-[10]. However, one of the
largest issues in exploiting these resources is intensive CO2 pollution of the
environment from their combustion [5]. As is now well documented and
generally globally accepted, unchecked CO2 emissions will lead to catastrophic
global warming and climate change before the end of the 21st century [5]. The
recently signed Paris climate agreement states to hold “the increase in the global
average temperature to well below 2 °C above pre-industrial levels and to
pursue efforts to limit the temper ature increase to 1.5 °C above pre-industrial
levels”. The current European commission strategy [11] is to cut emissions in
the EU territory by at least 40% below 1990 levels by 2030, and in the long-term,
the objective is cutting emissions by 80-95% by 2050. This plan suggests global
transformations and improvements of the existing energy infrastructure,
production and consumption processes. For the EU this requires the emissions
trading system to be reformed and strengthened in order to cut emissions by 43%
(compared to 2005) [11]. Furthermore, the Energy Efficiency Directive targets
1
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27% energy savings by 2030 [11]. At the same time, the share of renewables
should be boosted to at least 27% of EU energy consumption. Therefore, an
integral approach to slow demand increase and modify production of energy with
reduction of emissions is being developed.
If we focus on the energy production processes, keeping in mind the abovementioned strategy and time perspective, the most promising technologies are
renewables (solar, wind, hydro, geo-thermal etc.), generation IV fission reactors
and fusion reactors. A progressive approach would be to research and develop
simultaneously all listed solutions. Therefore, a stall or a significant delay in one
technology would not lead to a global setback of the adopted world treaties.
Renewables are already widely used to generate electricity for households and
transportation: they accounted for about 19% of global energy production in
2016 [12]. During the last decade, the majority of growth in renewable energy
capacity was in solar photovoltaics and in wind power; while hydropower is well
established and continues to deliver the majority of renewable power generation
[12].
With respect to nuclear power, there are 131 nuclear reactors with a total capacity
of 122 GWe in the EU [13]. They are operated in 14 out of the 27 member states.
These nuclear reactors generate ~30 % of the electricity in Europe. A vast
majority of the current reactors are Generation II Light Water Reactors (LWR),
capable of providing base-load electricity with availability factors of over 90 %.
Nevertheless, the ageing reactors and the requirements for secure, cost-efficient
and low-carbon energy systems will require a substantial investment in
construction and development of nuclear reactors. Most of the advances in the
coming years will be from large, Generation III LWR, with commercial
Generation IV reactors on the horizon for 2040-2050 [13].
Unfortunately, every source has its drawbacks, which can be detrimental to its
worldwide implementation. For instance, renewables have a limited availability
depending on region, low energy density and are intermittent. These lead to
energy storage requirements as they scale up which have debatable cost-effective
solutions at this point [14]-[16]. Nuclear power produces long-lived isotopes as
radioactive waste (even Gen IV will produce high-level waste isotopes which
must be stored for many centuries rather than hundreds of millennia as Gen II
does now [17]). In addition, nuclear power is of concern for nuclear weapon
proliferation, and still are potentially vulnerable to meltdown or accidental
radioactive particle release, which could have a devastating environmental and
societal effect [Kyshtym in 1957, Chernobyl in 1986 and Fukushima in 2011].
This leaves nuclear fusion. The attraction of fusion is that it can provide highly
available base-load electricity from a nearly infinite fuel resource, while
2
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producing no greenhouse gases and only a small amount of low-level radioactive
waste [18].
Among others, we can list some major advantages of fusion as follows:
- Safety: the nature of the reaction cycle is self-limited and will simply “fade
out” even in case of an uncontrolled loss of the active cooling [19]. The cycle is
not based on a chain effect of the neutron multiplication and subsequent safety
risks. The amount of fuel is sufficient only for about one minute of the operation
in the active zone at any time [19]. The hydrogen isotope tritium (T) which
makes up half of the input fuel (along with deuterium, D) is radioactive, but its
potential danger is rather limited by its short half-life of 12.3 years and its beta
decay, which can penetrate only 6 mm of air [20]. Moreover, the current
restriction of T inventory is 700 g for the world’s current largest fusion
experiment ITER [21], and it is required that only 200 g can be exposed to the
environment in a case of the worst safety breach [21]. This amount would not
cause a health concern beyond the plant’s terrain.
- Pollution: Tritium is produced from lithium (Li) inside the reactor, and so the
fuel elements Li and D are not radioactive. The main by-product helium (He)
does not contribute to the greenhouse effect, is chemically inert and is a nonradioactive element. Although structural materials exposed to neutral
bombardment are activated, their decay time is considerably lower than those
that are generated in fission reactors [18][19].
- Sustainability: abundance of the fuel is one of the greatest advantages of
fusion. D can be extracted from ocean water, for which reserves are estimated at
4.6x1013 tons [22]. This is enough to fulfill energy demand for billions of years
[22]. As for Li inventory, its known ore deposits and dissolved amounts in the
seawater can provide fuel for millions of years [22].
The main drawback of fusion is that it is not yet developed and is a long way
from maturity. A commercial fusion application is not planned earlier than 2050.
Therefore, fusion will not have an impact on the global electricity generation
until then, but once it is available, it is projected to be able to provide a significant
base-load [23]. This could help in eliminating fossil fuel-based energy generation
from the energy sector. Fusion is therefore a highly attractive energy source, but
more research is required to bring it to technological maturity.
In this thesis, we address one of the most challenging aspect of fusion: the
material choice of the exhaust region of a demonstration fusion power plant
(DEMO).

3
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1.2 Fusion
Hydrogen fusion is the power source of the sun. During fusion, atoms merge (as
opposed to fission reactions where atoms split) into another atom. If the merging
atoms are lighter than 56Fe than a fusion reaction is exothermic (releasing
energy). Each reaction typically can release MeV’s of energy per reaction, which
is much greater than chemical reactions. A fusion power plant has the potential
to produce energy on scale of ~1-2 GW per unit, comparable to modern nuclear
or coal-fired power plants [24][25]. At the same time, the fuel required per day
is less than 1 kg, compared to the 8000 tones used per day by an equivalent coalfired power plant.
The most efficient (in terms of a reaction rate 〈𝜎𝑣〉) way to exploit fusion is the
reaction between hydrogen isotopes, deuterium (D) and tritium (T):

Figure 1.2.1: the reaction rate of fusion reactions [26][27].
2
1𝐷

+ 31𝑇 → 42𝐻𝑒 + 𝑛 + 17.6 MeV

Deuterium can be produced from water and tritium can be obtained from the
reactions with lithium (Li):
6
3𝐿𝑖
7
3𝐿𝑖

+ 𝑛 → 42𝐻𝑒 + 31𝑇 + 4.8 MeV

+ 𝑛 → 42𝐻𝑒 + 31𝑇 + 𝑛 − 2.5 𝑀𝑒𝑉

The by-product helium (He) is not dangerous to the environment and can be
safely utilized.
4
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1.3 Tokamaks
The core principle of a fusion power plant is to produce and maintain the D-T
reaction. The main challenge is to overcome the Coulomb barrier between two
positively charged nuclei and to initiate a thermonuclear reaction. The D-T
reaction can efficiently occur only at extremely high temperatures (Figure 1.2.1)
in the range of 10-20 keV (1 eV = 11600 K). For comparison, the photosphere
(the visible surface of the Sun) is only about 0.5 eV. At such temperatures the
fuel atoms becomes ionized, separating from their electrons and creating a
plasma. Plasma is a quasi-neutral ensemble of charged particles with collective
properties [28]. A special reactor has to be designed to obtain these rather
extreme conditions and to avoid excessive energy losses, which would occur if
such a plasma comes into contact with any solid surface. Further, it should also
be designed so as to avoid excessive high energy particle interactions to the wall
which would damage the device itself. The leading machine which is designed
to do this is a tokamak (from Russian ТОроидальная КАмера с МАгнитными
Катушками — toroidal chamber with magnetic coils). This confines plasma
by magnetic field in such a way that the walls of the plasma chamber are not
exposed to the full magnitude of drastic power and particle fluxes. The principle
of confining is based on the rotational motion of charged particles in helical
orbits under the Lorentz force along magnetic field lines. Ideally if a magnetic
field is uniform and under collision and turbulence free conditions, particles are
bounded to the field lines and move only along them, not in the perpendicular
direction. Furthermore, closed flux surfaces can be formed by bending the
magnetic fields into a donut-shaped loop. Therefore, a strong magnetic field
shaped in a certain way allows to lock the particle motion into closed surfaces
i.e. confine plasma. This magnetic field topology is created by field coils and
plasma current (Figure 1.3.1): toroidal field coils generate a magnetic field to
restrain particle movement along the toroidal axis; while the outer poloidal field
coils and the current driven in the plasma by the inner poloidal field coils keep
the plasma contracted i.e. "away" from the wall. Such a configuration of
magnetic coils and plasma current creates in total a helical magnetic field with
each field line lying on one of a nested set of toroidal flux surfaces. Furthermore,
magnetic field lines, which lie on flux surfaces and are not in a contact with a
solid surface are called closed, while those which pass through a solid surface
are called open. The last closed (magnetic) flux surface (LCFS) is the last flux
surface, going outwards from the main plasma, that does not touch a solid
surface. Particles driven by open magnetic field lines, which intersect structural
materials of the chamber, create certain heat and particle flux load on them. This
topic is addressed later in Section 1.4 of this chapter.
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Figure 1.3.1: a scheme of field coils arrangements and created field lines in a
tokamak. Source: EFDA-JET (EUROfusion).

The tokamak was proposed by two soviet scientists: Igor Tamm and Andrei
Sakharov in the 1950s. Its strong performance relative to other devices of the
time such as stellerators and Z-pinch machines made it the most attractive design
to develop [29]. An engineering complexity and an affluence of physics that were
revealed later made clear that only in a collaboration of scientific communities
all over the world the idea-concept can become a real working machine. As a
result, in 1955 during the conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy in
Genève, it was announced publicly, and previously separate and classified
studies on fusion energy in different countries began to shape a united solution.
Today there are many tokamaks all over the globe (Table 1.3.1) such as JET (the
UK), T-10 and T-11M (Russia), DIII-D and NSTX (the USA), KSTAR (S.
Korea), ASDEX-Upgrade (Germany), WEST (France), COMPASS (the Czech
rep.), FTU (Italy), EAST (China), JT-60 (Japan) and many others. The biggest
machine ITER, which is a result of an international cooperation, is currently
under construction in France.
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Tokamak
name/country

Major
radius
m
2.96

Minor
radius
m
0.96

Toroidal
field
T
4

Particle
Power
flux
flux
m-2s-1
MWm-2
0.52.5
JET/the UK
1.5x1023
1.66
0.67
2.2
1.4x1024
6-8
DIII-D/the USA
1.65
0.8
3.9
0.24
ASDEX1x1023
Upgrade/Germany
3.4
1.0
4.2
7x1022
4-5
JT-60U/Japan
Table 1.3.1: World tokamaks and their parameters: size, magnetic field,
particle and heat fluxes to divertor strike points [30]-[36].

The completion and successful launch of ITER will mark a distinct milestone in
the long history of fusion R&D by demonstrating the ability to generate net
energy (the output of 500 MW must be reached from just 50 MW heating power).
However, only reactors of the next generation will convert an energy production
concept to a full-scale power plant prototype with electrical power generation.
Several such demonstration power plant concepts, typically named DEMO, are
planned by different members of the consortium building ITER as the next step
[37]-[39].

1.4 The divertor
Although the magnetic topology of the tokamak leads to closed magnetic field
lines which confine the plasma, this confinement is not perfect. In reality,
diffusion and turbulence drive a continuous loss of charged particles outwards,
which escape from the confined region and hit the wall. In an equilibrium
situation all the heating power and the energy released and carried by the alpha
particles from the fusion reaction (3.52 MeV per 4He) must be exhausted at the
wall either by photons (radiation) or by neutral and charged particles (ions and
electrons). Present designs of future tokamaks apply a divertor concept to deal
with this exhaust energy. The divertor (Figure 1.3.2) is a specific part of a
tokamak’s plasma-facing walls, which has to withstand the highest thermal and
particle loads. It's main role is to divert the heat load towards remote wall regions
designed to withstand high heat fluxes and to exhaust impurities such as the byproduct (4He or He-ash) of the fusion reactions.
The divertor concept is based on the following principle: one or more extra coils
produce a null point in the poloidal magnetic field near the edge of the plasma
(the X-point). The magnetic flux surface passing through this null point is called
the separatrix. The region lying immediately radially outside this surface is
called the scrape-off-layer (SOL). Here charged particles are rapidly transported
along open field lines, which intersect the target plates of the divertor. The
7
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divertor, because of its remote location, isolates the plasma from impurities and
the rest of the vessel from the plasma and permits strong pumping of the
impurities through gaps close to the divertor surface (Figure 1.3.2). However, it
results in focusing the heat and particle loads onto a narrow area of the target
plates. Therefore, one of the most challenging issue to be addressed in future
devices such as DEMO is the material choice for the divertor.

Figure 1.4.1: the ITER divertor structure (left; source:www.iter.org) and its
relative position in the chamber (right).

In the ITER divertor the heat flux is expected to be 10 MW/m2 for steady state
and 20 MW/m2 for slow transients [40]. These values are close to all material
limits, and therefore it will be necessary to restrict heat load values in DEMO to
similar values as for ITER. These magnitudes match values that can be measured
in a rocket engine nozzle during a quasi-steady operation and startup transients,
10 MW/m2 and 19 MW/m2 respectively [41]. For a rocket however these loads
occur only on the order of minutes during the launch from Earth, compared to
(in total) years expected in DEMO [42]. The DEMO divertor will be even more
stressed because of additional heat loads from the fusion-generated neutron
bombardment. The neutron heat flux in the divertor area is 0.37 MW/m2 in ITER
and expected to be 1.1 MW/m2 in DEMO [43][44]. A table 1.4.1 below gives
some parameters of ITER and a DEMO prototype:

8
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ITER (Q=10)
DEMO (des. 2013)
6.2
9
R (m)
5.3
6.5
BT (T)
15
16.8
Ip (MA)
500
1790
Pfus (MW)
50
50
Pheat,add (MW)
0.1
1.7
Pulse length (h)
∼0.5
1.1
qneutron,wall (MWm−2)
~3
~20
Total dpa
Table 1.4.1: an overview of key parameters of ITER and DEMO [45].

1.5 Divertor wall performance requirements and choices
In this section, challenges and requirements to a material to withstand the fusion
plasma are discussed. As mentioned above, the magnetic field topology and
engineering solutions (divertor type tokamaks) lead to a tokamak design where
exhaust particle and heat fluxes are concentrated in a rather small region of the
chamber. Their large magnitude put strong requirements on a material that
should receive these loads: very good resilience to heat loads, particle loads and
neutrons. Otherwise, damaged plasma facing materials (PFMs) can lead to safety
and performance risks through e.g. water leaks due to cracking or plasma
contamination due to melting.
An excessively high heat load can lead to negative thermal effects such as
melting, evaporation and recrystallization. In addition, off-normal events
(plasma disruptions) drives a requirement to not only cope with steady loads, but
also fast transient processes, which increase heat and particle loads by one-ormore orders of magnitude over the time-period of hundreds of µs to several ms.
In ITER it can be expected that there are millions of cyclical loading events
known as Edge Localized Modes (ELMs). As well as the strong but brief heat
and particle loading such cyclical loading can also lead to fatigue effects and
progressive degradation and failure [45].
As well as providing some additional heating of the material, the fusiongenerated neutrons will transmute the divertor materials, generate H and He
atoms and create defects in the lattice. The damage level can be described using
the term displacements per atom (dpa), describing the number of times each atom
in the lattice has been moved from its position by collision with neutrons. For
ITER it is calculated to be 0.05 dpa per full power year (fpy) and 1-9 dpa/fpy for
DEMO, indicating that there is at least a 20-fold increase in the damage rate [46].
This results in a decrease in the thermo-mechanical properties of the material,
9
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which lowers its maximum performance values.
Another challenge is posed by chemical and physical sputtering processes. The
first occurs due to chemical reactivity of plasma species with PFM surface, the
later one takes place due to energy transfer from plasma ions to the target atoms.
High reactivity of hydrogen isotopes with PFM limits operation cycle of a
reactor. For instance, chemical bonding with fuel particles causes fuel retention
in the chamber. This results into a safety risk of fuel accumulation [21]. In
addition, when an ion bonds to the PFM atom and forms a volatile compound, it
can lead to a material degradation by eroding PFM surface. Those two factors
excluded carbon materials for ITER divertor in the past [47], even though carbon
demonstrated very good plasma performance overall [48]-[50].
Physical sputtering (later referred to only as sputtering) is a process, which ejects
target particles (atoms or even clusters of atoms) under bombardment of
energetic ions [51]. Its importance can be characterized by the material
sputtering yield (defined as the number of ejected target atoms per incident ion).
As well as the challenge of limiting erosion of the surface leading to
unacceptable thinning of the wall, sputtering is a critical issue due to plasma
contamination and therefore, cooling by high radiation losses, particularly for
high-Z impurities. Strong radiation losses with hollow or flat temperature
profiles and impurity accumulation in the plasma core often leads to plasma
disruptions [52][53], which are unacceptable in DEMO-type devices.
Fortunately, sputtering is a threshold phenomenon [51], thus it occurs only when
incident ions are above a certain energy. To combat sputtering in the divertor one
can choose several options: decrease the ion energy at the divertor surface,
choose an element with a high sputtering threshold or with a low sputtering yield,
and finally try to operate in a regime with a high re-deposition rate. Redeposition occurs due to interactions between the sputtered particles and the
plasma leading to a return of the sputtered material to the surface. Therefore, a
high re-deposition prevents sputtered atoms to enter the plasma core with
subsequent cooling.
Tungsten (W) will be used as PFM for the divertor region in ITER [23]. It has
many good qualities: a very high melting point, good thermal conductivity, is a
strong material, is not strongly activated by neutrons, has a low sputtering rate
by the fusion fuel ions and does not strongly retain tritium. However, it is not
clear that it is the best choice for wall material for DEMO. In DEMO the duty
cycle and particle ﬂuence in the divertor will exceed those in ITER considerably
[43][54][55]. Furthermore, neutron damage will degrade the material properties
significantly over time [55]-[57]. Because of the larger stored energy, even
mitigated ELMs would quickly lead to damage of tungsten surfaces, while
similarly no disruptions could be tolerated. Lastly, the fusion power is much
10
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larger while the divertor surface area remains similar to that of ITER, therefore
it can be estimated that at least 90% of the exhaust power must be radiated before
reaching the divertor plates to limit the maximum heat loads to 10 MW m -2,
compared to only ~75% in ITER [57], which means that even small errors
leading to a slight reduction in the radiated power would lead to excessive
heating and likely melting. Therefore, for future fusion reactors the choice of a
suitable PFM remains challenging.

1.6 Liquid metals
Liquid metals have large potential advantages over any solid target in terms of
erosion and lifetime by the continuous replacement of eroded material.
Inherently they are not affected by material degradations such as cracking [58],
surface morphology changes [58] or blistering [59], in contrast with W. In
designs using fast flowing liquid, it can also convect heat away from the strikepoint regions [62]. In addition, liquid metals are immune to neutron induced
lattice damage [60][61], but their substrates may still be influenced by it. Figure
1.6.1 illustrates the concept of using of liquid metals as PFM.

Figure 1.6.1: a diagram shows basic concept of liquid metals to ameliorate
plasma influence on a material

Tin (Sn) is considered to be one of the prospective candidates due to its low
melting point and high boiling point, 505 K and 2875 K respectively. It has a
low evaporation rate and a high potential power exhaust capability, predicted to
be up to 20-25 MW/m2 [63][64]. As mentioned above, tungsten (Z=74)
concentration limit is ~10-4, while for Sn (Z=50) being still a high-Z material, its
concentration limit should be closer to molybdenum (Z=42) which is ~10-3 [65].
Another candidate for liquid metals is lithium (Li). It has been considered as the
most preferable candidate for a liquid metal for a long time. There are numerous
works and studies devoted to its properties and the plasma performance [66]11
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[78]. It's atomic number of Z=3 and very low melting point of 454 K are making
it very attractive to utilize. But it has also some serious drawbacks such as a very
high evaporation rate at relatively small temperatures [79], a high oxidation rate
[74] and a hydrogen reactivity [80]-[82]. A combination of Li and Sn in eutectic
may potentially lead to a solution with advantages from both metals and
minimizing or even excluding their negative sides. But such an eutectic almost
has not been researched and knowledge of its behaviour under the plasma
exposure is very limited. Thus, it is valuable to accumulate data on SnLi eutectic
properties and its plasma performance.
Although liquid metals suggest many advantages as a PFM, they also possess
some application difficulties, which mean that it is technically more challenging
to implement than a solid material. One of the main problems is to stabilize a
liquid surface in front of the incident high flux plasma. High electric and
magnetic fields are also present in tokamaks giving rise to magneto
hydrodynamic (MHD) instabilities for the liquid, which can destabilize a free
liquid surface. Sputtering and evaporation are also higher for a LM than for
tungsten, so controlling and understanding this is important. Not all physical
processes are as well understood as for W and so developing this knowledge is
also crucial. In the next sections we consider some solutions to resolve this issue
as well as performance of liquid metals under high heat and particle loads.

1.7 Capillary porous systems (CPS)
Implementing liquid metals as a PFM has certain engineering challenges. In this
section, we investigate the implication of a capillary porous system for a divertor
and give a basic explanation of the principle. CPS allows the simultaneous
stabilization and resupply of the LM. A developed theory of CPS can be found
in references [83][84].
In general, capillary effects (CE) occur on the boundary between a liquid, a solid
surface and a gas phase. Surface tension of a liquid tends to reduce the surface
area and to create a spherical shape, because a sphere has a minimum area with
a given volume. In this state, the liquid has a minimum energy i.e. it is a stable
equilibrium state. The force of the surface tension is balanced by gravity and the
liquid has a flat surface if the mass of the liquid is rather big and its viscosity
small. However, at zero gravity or when mass of the liquid is relatively small the
liquid shapes in a small spherical drop (sprays and aerosols).
This principle is used to create the CPS. A porous material such as a mesh-stack,
felt or sponge is impregnated with the liquid metal. It is designed such that
capillary forces are sufficient to overcome the hydrostatic force of the liquid so
that what is lost from the surface by e.g. evaporation or sputtering is replenished.
12
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At the same time at the surface r approaches infinity so that the liquid does not
leave the surface, while the surface tension force also acts as a stabilizing force
against MHD instabilities such as Rayleigh-Taylor or Kelvin-Helmholtz due to
the interaction with the plasma fluid [85]-[87]. In such a way, a liquid can be
safely introduced into a tokamak environment without splashing or other
macroscopic erosion.
Intermolecular forces (surface tension and adhesion) determine the surface
curvature. In a simple capillary tube the balance between these forces and gravity
results in the liquid rising to a characteristic height h (Figure 1.7.1):
ℎ=

2𝜎12 cos𝜃
,
|𝜌1 − 𝜌2 |𝑔𝑟

(1.7.1)

where  are densities of a liquid and a gas in contact respectively,  is the
contact angle, g is the gravity, r is the radius of the capillary 12 is the surface
tension.

Figure 1.7.1: a scheme of the simple capillary, where h is the height of the
capillary, r is the radius of the capillary, θ is the wetting angle.

Capillary pressure is a result of tangential surface tension and can be expressed
as:
∆𝑝 = 𝑝1 − 𝑝2 =

2𝜎12
, (1.7.2)
𝑟0

where p1, p2 are pressures in a liquid and in an adjacent gas phase respectively,
12 - surface tension, r0 - curvature radius. If ∆𝑝 is negative i.e. the pressure
inside the liquid is smaller than in the ambient region then the surface will
become concave (Figure 1.7.1).
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1.8 Sputtering and re-deposition
Excluding fuel retention, the performance limits of a material in DEMO relevant
conditions are primarily defined by the impurity level in the plasma core and
thus by the sputtering/re-deposition ratio:

〈𝛤𝑖𝑚𝑝 〉 =

𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑝 𝑉(𝑛𝑒 )
, (1.8.1)
𝑛𝑒 𝐴𝑑𝑖𝑣 𝜏𝑝

where nimp is the impurity concentration, V is the plasma volume, ne is the average
electron density, 𝐴𝑑𝑖𝑣 is the divertor area and 𝜏𝑝 is the particle confinement time.
Therefore, without a high re-deposition or a low sputtering under reactor relevant
conditions, any high-Z material is likely to lead to impurity levels incompatible
with an efficient fusion energy production.
Sputtering phenomenon as it was described earlier is a threshold phenomenon,
which strongly depends on incoming projectiles energy. The yield is defined as:
𝑌=

∆𝑚
,
𝑀𝑖 𝑛𝑗

(1.8.2)

where ∆𝑚 is the mass of the target element 𝑖, 𝑀𝑖 is the atomic mass of the target
and 𝑛𝑗 is the number of incoming projectiles of the element 𝑗. Figure 1.8.1 gives
a dependence of the yield on the incoming projectiles energy for a couple of
projectile-target Ar-Sn:
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Figure 1.8.1: Sputtering yield for argon ions (projectiles) on tin (target) [51].

Many yields are measured or calculated and well tabulated for a vast number of
target elements [51]. Although several complications still exist. For instance,
experiments depend on several factors such as beam properties, target state and
residual gas pressure. The energy distribution of ions in the sputtering beam
gives uncertainty in the precise definition of the incident ion energy on the target.
To obtain a completely mono-energetic ion beam is a quite complicated task
especially for relatively small energies (<100 eV) [51]. Another aspect is the
target state e.g. its surface morphology, the chemical purity, as well as a crystal
or an amorphous state is of great importance [88][89]. These have an impact on
the determination of the yield of the actual target element. In addition, usually
experiments are made in a vacuum. Therefore, its level should be high enough
to assume that the residual gas cannot distort experimental results [88][89].
These important factors are addressed in more details in Appendix.

1.9 Evaporation
A liquid state of a metal gives another complication to the research of surface
processes during the experiments. Evaporation is the feature of a liquid surface.
This phenomenon is temperature and pressure dependent. C. B. Alcock derived
an empirical formula to evaluate vapor pressure [79]:
log (

𝑝
) = 5.006 + 𝐴 + 𝐵𝑇 −1 + 𝐶 log 𝑇 + 𝐷𝑇 −3 ,
Pa

(1.9.1)

where p is the pressure in the range of 10-10 to 102 Pa; A, B, C and D are the
empirical constants specific for each metal, T is the surface temperature.
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Utilizing this formula and general expressions for pressure and particle velocity
𝑝 = 𝑛𝑘𝑇 and 𝑣 = √3𝑘𝑇/𝑚 one can estimate a flux of evaporated particles
removed from the metal surface:
𝛤=

𝑛𝑣
,
4

(1.9.2)

where n is the particle density and v is the velocity of evaporated particles.
Overall, it is crucial to know the sputtering yield, the evaporation flux (for a
liquid state) and the re-deposition ratio of a material under a high flux plasma.
These values represent several key parameters to evaluate PFM performance and
plasma compatibility in a fusion plant.

1.10 Plasma sheath and Bohm criteria
In order to understand the beaviour of the liquid metal as a PFM it is important
to understand the behaviour of the plasma as it approaches the wall, and how it
is affected by the interaction with the liquid. At the intersection between plasma
and wall there is a thin boundary layer called the sheath. Although plasma overall
is a quasi-neutral media i.e. electron (ne) and ion (ni) densities are equal, in the
sheath ne and ni deviate from each other. This difference in densities gives rise to
a spatial variation in the plasma potential distribution. A qualitative picture of it
is represented in figure 1.10.1.

Figure 1.10.1: a qualitative picture of a potential distribution at the sheath edge
(left) and at the wall (right). Vse denotes sheath edge [90].

An isolated metal surface immersed in a plasma obtains a negative charge due to
large electron mobility comparing to ions [90]. Thus it's potential becomes
negative with respect to the bulk plasma. This potential corresponds to equal
currents of electrons and ions and is called the floating potential. Equation 1.10.1
represents a general floating potential:
𝑉𝑓 = −

𝑘𝑇𝑒
2𝜋𝑚𝑒
𝑇𝑖
(1 + )],
𝑙𝑛 [
2𝑒
𝑚𝑖
𝑇𝑒
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where k is Boltzman constant, e - electron charge, me and mi - mass of electron
and ion respectively, Te - electron temperature, Ti- ion temperature.
Violation of quasi neutrality in the sheath leads not only to potential distribution
changes as mentioned above; but also to the velocity distribution differences of
𝑚
ions and electrons. Due to the lower mobility ( 𝑖 ~103 ) of the ions they cannot
𝑚𝑒

follow fast electrons momentarily [90]. But to reach equilibrium state at the wall
the fluxes of particles of both signs should be equal. Therefore, if particle
densities are not equal in the sheath, subsequently velocities should be different
but again suffice the equilibrium condition at the wall. Now if one assumes that
𝑒(𝑉−𝑉𝑠𝑒 )
]) and
electron density follows Boltzman distribution (𝑛𝑒 = 𝑛𝑠𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [
𝑘𝑇𝑒

applies Maxwell equation (∇𝐸 = 𝑒(𝑛𝑖 − 𝑛𝑒 )/𝜀0 ) to link charge densities,
potential distribution and velocities the following equation can be obtained
[90][91]:
𝑣𝑠𝑒 ≥ 𝑐𝑠 = √

𝑘(𝑇𝑒 + 𝛾𝑇𝑖 )
,
𝑚𝑖

(1.10.2)

where 𝑣𝑠𝑒 is the velocity at the sheath edge, cs is velocity of ion acoustic waves
[91][92], k is Boltzman constant, Te is electron temperature, Ti is the ion
temperature, mi is ion mass, 𝛾 is the adiabatic correction factor [91][92]. This
equation shows that ion velocity at the sheath edge (“plasma exit”) should be
bigger or at least equal to cs and is called Bohm criterion. The flux to the wall
can now be defined as [90]:
𝛤𝑠𝑒 = 𝑛𝑠𝑒 𝑣𝑠𝑒 = 𝑛𝑠𝑒 𝑐𝑠 ≈ 0.5 ∗ 𝑛0 √

𝑘(𝑇𝑒 + 𝑇𝑖 )
, (1.10.3)
𝑚𝑖

where 𝛤𝑠𝑒 is the particle outflux density from a plasma to a surface, 𝑛𝑠𝑒 is the
particle density at sheath edge.

1.11 Secondary electron emission and its influence on a plasma-material
interaction
The interaction of the plasma with the wall can also influence the flow of ions
and electrons to the surface and modify this process. In this thesis, we study one
important phenomenon: secondary electron emission (SEE). When the surface
of a material is exposed to a flux of energetic electrons some electrons in the
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material can be given enough kinetic energy through collisions to escape their
bound state and leave the surface. These emitted electrons are called secondary
electrons (SE) and the incoming electrons are called primary electrons (PE). A
similar effect can occur under ion bombardment, but normally this process is
only important at >keV energies and in the current thesis we will discuss only
SEE.
Let’s now discuss the heat flux to the wall and how SEE modifies this. We
consider the wall potential as a potential reference i.e. Vw=0. At the surface ions
deliver not only their thermal energy but also an additional surface heating power
due to their acceleration through the sheath:
𝐸𝑖𝑤 = 2𝑘𝑇𝑖 + 𝑒𝑉𝑝 ,

(1.11.1)

where k is Boltzman constant, Ti is the ion temperature, e is the electron charge,
Vp is the potential of the plasma relative to the wall. As for electrons, according
to the kinetic theory [93][94] a single electron can transfer:
𝐸𝑒𝑤 = 2𝑘𝑇𝑒 ,

(1.11.2)

where k is Boltzman constant, Te is the electron temperature. Now one can write
the incident heat and particle fluxes determined by the ion and electron
temperatures:
𝑞𝛴,𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 =

[𝑗 + 𝐸𝑖𝑤 + 𝑗 − 𝐸𝑒𝑤 − 𝑗𝑠 𝐸𝑠𝑤 ]
,
𝑒

(1.11.3)

where 𝑗 + is the ion current to the wall, 𝑗 − is the electron current to the wall,
𝐸𝑖𝑤 , 𝐸𝑒𝑤 and 𝐸𝑠𝑤 are the mean energy transported at the wall by a single ion
electron and secondary electron respectively. Esw is negligibly small [90][92][93]
and thus it does not significantly modify the heat flux balance. However as j+=jjs in floating conditions a high secondary electron emission rate leads to
additional number of hot electrons arriving with cold surface electrons taking a
negligible amount of energy away. On the other hand, the emission of secondary
electrons under bombardment of ions and primary electrons is also important for
the floating potential magnitude, i.e. it changes Vp. The magnitude of its
influence is expressed through the SEE yield (Ysee), which is the ratio between
the number of ejected electrons from the surface and the number of incident
electrons. Above equation 1.10.1, shows the magnitude of the floating potential
with a negligible SEE. If SEE is not negligible then the formula should be
corrected as [90]:
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2𝜋𝑚

𝑇

𝑒
(1 + 𝑖 )
𝑘𝑇𝑒
𝑚𝑖
𝑇𝑒
𝑉𝑓 = −
𝑙𝑛 [
],
(1
)
2𝑒
− 𝑌𝑠𝑒𝑒 2

(1.11.4 )

where k is Boltzman constant, e is the electron charge, me and mi are masses of
electron and ion respectively, Te is the electron temperature, Ti is the ion
temperature, Ysee is the SEE yield. As it can be seen, when this yield becomes
similar or greater than unity this has a strong impact on the floating potential and
hence on the transferred energy from charged particles to the wall. The heat flux
transferred from electrons 𝑞𝑒,𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 to the wall is now modified with Ysee and can
be written as [90][92][93]:
𝑞𝑒,𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 =

𝑗 − 𝐸𝑒𝑤
,
𝑒(1 − 𝑌𝑠𝑒𝑒 )

(1.11.5 )

where k is Boltzman constant, Te is the electron temperature, 𝑗 − is the electron
current to the wall, Ysee is the SEE yield, e is the electron charge. At the same
time Eiw is reduced due to the reduction in Vf.
When YSEE approaches unity this description breaks down however. Several
models have been developed to describe it further [95]-[98], but in all cases a
high SEE yield leads to a drastic change in the potential through the sheath and
the balance of electron and ion energies and fluxes arriving at the surface of the
wall. Some works indicated that the increased heat flux from electrons can be
four times [99] or even bigger than previously estimated without SEE inclusion.
This thermal load can limit the application of a material as PFM or lower its
operation window. SEE is a material specific phenomenon, and its magnitude
depends on many parameters [100][101] and therefore has to be investigated
thoroughly.
The essential part of the SEE characterization is the experimental verification of
predicted theories and yields. In particular, yields for Sn and SnLi are not well
studied or have never been measured and therefore it is important to obtain a
yield for these new materials suggested for the divertor region.

2. Summary of research objectives and contributions
In this section, we underline the main points of the introduction chapter and state
research objectives of this thesis.
As stated in the previous sections, tin and tin-lithium eutectic are considered as
two of the main candidates for the liquid metal divertor concept. In this thesis,
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we address two fundamental properties of these materials: the re-deposition ratio
and the secondary electron emission yield. The first is important because a high
re-deposition rate leads to a minimization of core plasma impurities
accumulation and therefore increases the maximum tolerable gross erosion rate.
This increases the operational window for liquid metals due to bigger tolerance
in the surface temperature.
The second addressed issue is secondary electron emission; this is important due
to the intrinsic nature for metals to emit electrons under the electron flux. A high
SEE yield significantly influences the plasma edge and the power exhaust
capability of a material. If the SEE yield is high enough (close to one or more)
then the incoming electrons deposit more energy on the metal surface than
predicted by the classical sheath models. Therefore, the actual surface
temperature rises significantly and this effect has to be taken into account in the
total heat flux calculation. We also investigate the implementation of CPS due
to our utilization of the liquid state.
First, it was necessary to design an appropriate liquid metal target, which can
withstand the high-flux plasma exposure in DIFFER’s linear devices. In general,
it is important that a liquid metal should not limit the experimental setup
operation. Therefore, a liquefied metal should not spill out of the sample frame
or splash under the intense plasma flux. The wetting of the surface has to be on
acceptable level to achieve a homogeneous layer of a liquid metal on the surface.
CPS-based structures were successfully implemented previously in liquid metal
exposure to plasma experiments such as [102]-[106]. Therefore, it was decided
to apply CPS-based design in order to develop and optimize a simple test-design
for a liquid metal sample for plasma exposure in a linear plasma device.
In this thesis, we chose a stack of molybdenum meshes with different pore size
to create a simple design of a CPS sample (Figure 2.1). The stack is embedded
in a molybdenum cup and tin (99.99 % purity) was liquefied in a vacuum oven
in-situ. The dimensions and the number of stacks were optimized to achieve a
good ratio between tin and mesh. The cup design was chosen to have a small
mechanical stress in the mesh, which can otherwise lead to a convex deformation
under heating. Splashing or any rapid tin ejection can significantly distort
sputtering measurements. Therefore, it is important to avoid any mechanical
stresses and curved surfaces in order to prevent instabilities on the liquid metal
surface. The implemented sample structure allowed having a sufficient amount
of liquid tin on the surface of a sample during long (~8 hours) plasma exposures
in Pilot-PSI without depletion. The substrate was cleaned in different solvents
and heated up to remove residuals before liquefying tin on its surface.
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Figure 2.1: Sample design.

The vacuum was needed in order to prevent rapid tin oxidation at elevated
temperatures [107] and therefore poor wetting. In addition, these conditions
minimized any admixtures of atmosphere gases in the bulk of the sample, which
could influence the sputtering process later during plasma exposures.
A vacuum oven temperature of ~800 °C was found to be optimal to have a good
wetting of the mesh and cup walls. The filling process was found to work best
when a sequence of heating and tin inserts was used to achieve a homogeneous
distribution of liquid tin in the sample volume. Homogeneity of tin in the bulk
of the sample is required to have a constant renewable liquid surface on the top
of the mesh. Thus continuous tin exposure to the plasma beam, but not the mesh.
The filling process contained four stages: two heating and two cooling-down.
After each cooling stage, an additional amount of tin was supplied into the
sample between mesh stacks. Total mass of required tin was measured to be ~3.5
g per sample. The mass of tin was adjusted to be able have extended plasma
exposure and at the same time do not spill-out or splash liquid tin surface under
a high-flux plasma beam.
After the samples were designed and loaded with tin, they could be tested. The
investigation of re-deposition can be addressed by several methods:
 measurement of the density of the sputtered particles in the plasma beam,
 measurement of number of sputtered particles from the sample surface i.e.
the sample mass loss,
 measurement of number of particles loss, for instance by placing a particle
detector close to the sputtered target.
We researched the re-deposition ratio by each of these methods by developing
and utilizing the following techniques and diagnostics.
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The measurement of the density of the sputtered particles in the plasma beam
was performed utilizing a highly sensitive multi-pass absorption diagnostic
Cavity-Ring-Down-Spectroscopy (CRDS). We have tested and verified this
diagnostic in different plasma and setup conditions. This diagnostic was
implemented on Pilot-PSI. CRDS enabled the measurement of the lineintegrated density of sputtered tin atoms from the sample surface under high flux
plasma beam. Moreover, the diagnostic was used in the ultra-violet spectrum
(286.331 nm). A multi-laser setup with an advanced optical scheme was
developed to obtain a stable and measurable absorption signal.
Once the diagnostic was installed and properly calibrated in different plasma
conditions, the re-deposition ratio could be studied. It was important not only to
measure the re-deposition ratio, but also to find the processes that can influence
it. The dependences of re-deposition ratio on different plasma parameters are
vital for understanding and future control of it.
The next step was to study the re-deposition ratio of liquid tin under a high-flux
plasma beam and to investigate the different processes, which can influence the
re-deposition ratio under such a high-flux plasma beam. This was performed
using CRDS, we measured a re-deposition ratio of liquid tin to be ~98-99%. Two
processes were identified as likely to play a major role: high ionization and
plasma entrainment. Although the electron temperature was relatively small (~
1 eV), the high density and a significant tail in the Maxwellian distribution of the
electron energy can influence the ionization ratio substantially. Furthermore,
optical emission spectroscopy measurements also suggested that sputtered tin is
in highly excited or ionized states under our experimental conditions. Plasma
entrainment cross-section calculations showed that the momentum transfer
occurs at the distances of several mm up to cm and can also play a significant
role in pushing the tin back to the surface.
The observed high re-deposition ratio needed to be verified, firstly in other
experimental conditions, secondly with different techniques and thirdly with
different metals. These tasks are important in order to generalize and extrapolate
the previous findings for further related experiments and research.
As was mentioned above, the re-deposition ratio measured with one method
should be verified using other methods. This is important in order to check the
consistency of obtained results and to avoid possible errors.
Therefore, we researched the experimental conditions under which a high redeposition can occur. We verified with other diagnostics if a found trend to have
a high re-deposition under a high flux plasma beam could be generalized for
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different metals. We also estimated the influence of different plasma parameters
on the re-deposition ratio.
Further investigation of re-deposition was performed with different metal targets
(copper, molybdenum and tin) in a different plasma linear device: Magnum-PSI.
The re-deposition was measured and verified by two independent techniques: by
sample mass loss and by mass gain on a quartz crystal micro balance (QCM).
These two techniques showed a very high consistency with each other and with
the CRDS results. This series of experiments revealed that the re-deposition ratio
increases with increasing incoming flux. It also depends on incoming energy and
decreases with increasing ion energy. Calculations of plasma entrainment crosssections and mean free paths confirmed the observed dependences. At high flux
the re-deposition rate was higher than 99%.
To address heat exhaust capability, we also studied SEE which leads to a change
in the heat transmission to the surface through the sheath. The effect of this can
lead to sheath heat transmission factors several times larger than in classical
sheath models and therefore can give a significant underestimation of the heat
flux to the surface. To measure the influence of SEE one has to know the
secondary electron emission yield, which is a fundamental characteristic of the
metal used.
We measured secondary electron emission yield of prospective metals for the
liquid divertor concept such as in-lithium eutectic (SnLi) and investigate
influence of different melting and solidifying conditions on surface composition.
In this thesis, we measured the secondary electron emission yield of tin and tinlithium eutectic in liquid and solid states. The experiments were conducted using
current-voltage characteristics of the sample accompanied with gridded-probe
measurements to estimate the mean electron energy. We found that 20 at.%
inclusion of lithium in tin increases SEE yield ~ 1.5 times. However, the molten
SnLi has a smaller SEE yield than in a solid state. XPS measurements revealed
a very different oxidation state of surface layers after melting in an inert
atmosphere without plasma exposure and after melting with the exposure to
plasma. In addition, we observed lithium segregation to the surface of the SnLi
eutectic.
The layout of the thesis can be briefly described as follows: Chapter 2
characterizes experimental setups and their parameters used to study liquid
metals, it represents diagnostics and tools, which were used to measure redeposition, sputtering and SEE. Chapter 4 focuses on CRDS experiments and its
implementation to measure atomic tin density in the argon plasma beam of PilotPSI. Chapter 5 outlines experimental procedures and results obtained on
Magnum-PSI. These experiments were performed with different metals and
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additional diagnostics. Therefore, it allowed to verify results obtained earlier in
experiments of previous Chapter 4. Chapter 6 discusses experiments on SEE of
SnLi and Sn, describes the setup and comparison with reference data. Conclusive
Chapter 3 gives summary and outlook.
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Experimental setup and diagnostics
Material properties studies are heavily dependent on experimental verifications.
For fusion this means experiments and tests are conducted in tokamaks or at
tokamak relevant conditions. Unfortunately, experimental campaigns on large
tokamaks generally do not permit high time availability for sample exposures
under controlled conditions. Usually numerous experiments are launched
simultaneously and the chamber access is very limited until the full campaign
(over several weeks or months) is finished. This leads to large time lags between
exposure and analysis. Furthermore, the accessibility to or availability of
necessary in-situ diagnostics is typically very difficult due to the engineering
constraints of large setups. Another disadvantage of almost all existing tokamaks
is that plasma parameters such as electron and ion temperatures, particle fluence
or heat flux are substantially smaller than projected in ITER.
To avoid all these obstacles linear plasma generators have been developed. These
devices can replicate particle and heat load conditions of existing and future
tokamaks. In addition, these setup designs and availability often allow better
control of experimental conditions and can quickly exchange samples, allowing
parameters to be systematically varied. Thus, experiments in linear plasma
devices give valuable insight to many aspects of plasma material interactions in
a well-controlled environment and with higher accessibility than tokamaks.
The main disadvantage is that essentially, only some part of the SOL is simulated
and so the interaction between the eroded target material and the tokamak
geometry and the core plasma cannot easily be extracted, and these results can
therefore only give input to models. Table 2.1 gives different examples of some
linear plasma generators and their parameters.
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Pilot-PSI

MagnumPSI

PISCES-B*

LENTA*

NAGDIS-II*

PSI-2*

Ti [eV]

0.1-5

0.1-6

10-500

5

50

<15

Te [eV]

0.1-5

0.1-6

3-50

0.5-20

10

<30

ni [m-3]

1019-1021

1019-1021

1017-1019

1019

6x1019

1019

i [m-2 s-1]

1025

1025

1021-1023

5x1021

1022

1022



1.6

2.5

0.04

0.2

0.25

0.1

Table 2: Plasma parameters of world leading linear plasma generators [1]-[9]

In this thesis we have carried out experiments on two linear plasma devices
situated in Dutch Institute for Fundamental Energy Research (DIFFER) in the
Netherlands: Pilot-PSI and Magnum-PSI; and in a glow-discharge setup located
in Centro de Investigaciones Energéticas, Medioambientales y Tecnológicas
(CIEMAT), Spain.
2.1 Pilot-PSI
Pilot-PSI is the forerunner of Magnum-PSI and was assembled to investigate
engineering and scientific objectives such as: to assist in later design of
Magnum-PSI, to develop a high flux density plasma jet, to assess plasma
diagnostics (Thomson scattering, optical emission spectroscopy etc.), to address
plasma transport in high magnetic fields and to start the research of plasmasurface interaction under ITER divertor relevant conditions (i ~1024 m-2s-1,
Te~0.1-10 eV, Pf ~10 MWm-2) [10].

Figure 2.1.1: Scheme of Pilot-PSI with diagnostics.
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Figure 2.1 shows a schematic view of the constructed setup. A detailed
description of the machine can be found in [11]. The setup consists of a plasma
cascade arc source, a vacuum vessel ~ 0.13 m3, magnetic coils, several optical
diagnostics and detectors.
We use a modified cascaded arc source designed in Eindhoven University of
Technology [12]. Compared to the source described in [12] several modifications
were carried out, a description of the modified version is given here. It is
composed of a cathode chamber with a single central cathode, a set of copper
plates 5 mm thick with a central discharge channel ~ 4 mm diameter, and an
anode plate with a nozzle. Each plate is lined with a Mo insert and the anode
plate has a deposited W coating to reduce sputtered copper from entering the
plasma. The source can generate plasma with electron densities up to 1021-1024
m-3 in argon and 1019-1022 m-3 in hydrogen [13][14]. Typically downstream at
the target the electron density is 1019-1021 m-3. The vacuum chamber is evacuated
by 3-stage pumping system (Balzers DUO100, Edwards High Vacuum Int. EH500A and EH 4200) down to 10-4 mbar. The pressure is controled by four
pressure gauges: two at the source and two at the end of the vessel (Baumer
PRAD D005.S70.C210, 1-1000 mbar; MKS Inst. Inc. 310BHS-100, 1-1000
mbar and 370HA-00001, < 1mbar). The magnetic field is created by 5 oil-cooled
Bitter coils, which are evenly distributed along the chamber. They can create a
magnetic field up to 1.6 T with different plasma pulse durations. The operational
time is limited by the water cooling, consequently there is a break between shots.
The field is generated for 3 minutes at 0.4 T and for 9.5 s at 1.6 T. It is also
possible to operate in continuous mode with a magnetic field of 0.2 T, and this
setting was used in this thesis.
The important diagnostic applied in the setup are:


Thomson scattering (TS) to measure Te and ne at the source and at the
target positions (~ 11 mm from the target surface).



A FLIR fast infrared (IR) camera (FLIR SC7500MB, 4.5 kHz) to
measure the target temperature.



A multi-wavelength pyrometer (FAR Associates FMPI, 1100-2000 nm),
focused at the target centre with a spot size of ~ 1 mm.



A Phantom Visible camera V12, which observes the plasma beam either
tangential or ~normal to the target surface dependent on view chosen.



Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) using a two-channel survey
spectrometer (Avantes ULS2048 294−580 nm), focused at the target
center with a spot size of ~1 mm diameter and viewing at an angle of
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~15° with respect to the target normal.


Cavity-Ring-Down-Spectroscopy (CRDS) was performed to measure
tin atoms density.

2.1.1 Cavity-Ring-Down-Spectroscopy
We implemented Cavity-Ring-Down-Spectroscopy (CRDS) to measure tin
atoms line integrated density during sputtering experiments on Pilot-PSI. The
implementation of this high sensitivity diagnostic was a great part of the current
research. Its theoretical complexity and especially the effortful practical
application to Pilot-PSI environment required a lot of time and labor. In this
section, we firstly discuss the basic theoretical background of CRDS, then its
general practical application and finally we specify the diagnostic details and
features implemented on Pilot-PSI.
CRDS is a diagnostic, which is based on the measurement of the temporal decay
of a laser pulse injected in an optical cavity. The laser pulse is trapped in the
optical cavity that is formed by a pair of highly reflective (usually R > 99.9%)
mirrors. The light bounces inside the cavity reflected back and forth between the
two mirrors, and each pass a small fraction escapes through each mirror. The
transmitted light is detected at the output mirror as a function of time (Figure
2.1.1.1). This allows to measure temporal decay of the laser pulse in the empty
cavity (𝜏0 ).

Figure 2.1.1.1: A simple schematic of the CRDS setup: after
a mode-matching unit, a laser pulse is injected to the high
finesse cavity. Due to multiple reflections, one can observe a
decay of intensity with time on a detector.
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If we now put an absorbent media inside the cavity, then the first order
approximation of the intensity (I(t)) of the light in the cavity gives:
𝑡
𝐼(𝑡) = 𝐼0 exp (− ) ,
𝜏

(2.1.1.1)

where 𝐼0 is the initial intensity of the injected light, 𝑡 is the time, 𝜏 is the decay
time of the cavity. In general 𝜏 is a function of a frequency (𝜈), because the mirror
reflectivity and absorption of the media are also frequency dependent values. If
there are several absorptive species in the cavity, the equation for the decay time
is [15]:
𝜏(𝜈) =

𝐿
𝑑

𝑐 [1 − 𝑅(𝜈) + ∑𝑖 𝜎𝑖 (𝜈) ∫0 𝑁𝑖 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥 ]

,

(2.1.1.2)

where L is the length of the cavity, c is the speed of light, R is the reflectivity of
the mirror, 𝜎𝑖 is the absorption cross-section of i specie, 𝑁𝑖 is the density of
absorptive specie along the line of sight. For simplicity, we assume only one
absorptive specie inside the cavity. Then incorporating those two formulae above
one can obtain an equation for the line-integrated density of the absorbent:
〈𝑛〉 =

(𝜏0 − 𝜏)𝐿
,
𝑐𝜏0 𝜏𝜎𝑑

(2.1.1.3)

where 𝜏0 , 𝜏 are ring-down times in the empty cavity and with the presence of the
absorbing medium respectively, L is a total length of the cavity, c is the speed of
light, 𝜎 is the absorption cross-section and d is the length of the cavity occupied
by the absorbent.
As it can be seen from formulae above, one of the critical values to make a
precise calculation of the density is the measurement of the ring-down time
(decay time). Subsequently, reflectivity of the mirrors plays an important role
(Equation 2.1.1.2) along with well-defined absorption cross-sections. In general,
as mirror reflectivity increases, the fractional uncertainty in the decay time
decreases. This leads to a higher sensitivity limit. Therefore, it is essential to
specify mirror reflectivity, which of course depends on the wavelength and light
polarization (Figure 2.1.1.2) by LAYERTEC, their reflectivity curves claimed
by the manufacturer are presented in figure 2.1.1.2:
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Figure 2.1.1.2: Reflectivity curves of the mirrors
implemented in the experiment.

These mirrors are composed of highly polished substrate with multiple layer
dielectric coatings. In these mirrors, multiple layers based on Mo-oxide are
applied to the substrate to obtain a high reflectivity in the UV-range. In general,
the high reflectivity of these optics is achieved by designing overall structure to
obtain a constructive interference of the multiple reflections from many (𝜆/4)
layers of the coating. As it can be seen, there are oscillations in the wings of the
reflectivity curve (Figure 2.1.1.2). Such kind of oscillations are inevitable even
in the smooth part of the curve, although to a much lesser extent. As higher levels
of sensitivity are needed in the CRDS diagnostic, these oscillations will require
background subtraction. However, even with the implementation of background
subtraction, a limit will be reached, where the uncertainty associated with the
mirror reflectivity sets an upper boundary on the maximum sensitivity. Other
essential hardware features, which define the achievable sensitivity of the
diagnostic, are laser properties, cavity length/alignment and detector
specification.
Laser qualities and its proper coupling are as important as cavity mirrors. We
consider several significant complications associated with the laser such as the
light bandwidth, the interference effect and the laser transverse mode influence.
In general, there is always a range of decay times for a given bandwidth. The
broader the wavelength band of the laser light, the larger the range of decay
times. This decreases the ultimate sensitivity. Therefore, an unequal attenuation
of each frequency of the input bandwidth complicates the measurement of the
cavity losses and as a result, one can observe a deviation from the exponential
decay. Therefore, it is amiable to have a narrow spectrum of the pulse. However,
even if the laser beam has a quite small bandwidth there is another important
point to consider. This is so called amplified spontaneous emission (ASE), which
is a broadband intrinsic parasitic component of the laser emission. If ASE is not
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properly filtered out from the main pulse it can significantly degrade the
sensitivity. In most lasers ASE is suppressed by the internal optics and it can be
also filtered out manually with the help of Brillouin cell [16].
The interference effect in CRDS consists of two main topics: a transmission
variation when the laser pulse is longer than round trip between mirrors, and a
coherence issue due to the absorbent presence in the cavity. The transmission
variation occurs due to amplification of the cavity resonant modes. The beam,
which overlaps itself during one single pass can cause a constructive interference
of the resonant frequencies and a destructive interference for modes in between.
This is so called fringe contrast [17]-[19]. A simple calculation can be made for
a cavity of the size L, comprised of two spherical mirrors of radius r. In such a
cavity the longitudinal mode spacing of the light (travelling with speed c) is
given by 𝑐/2𝐿, while transverse modes are given by the following equation [20]:
𝐿
𝜈TEM = 𝜈0 [𝑞 + 1 + 𝜋 −1 (𝑚 + 𝑛 + 1) cos −1 (1 − )] , (2.1.1.4)
𝑟

where q is the longitudinal mode index, m and n are transverse mode indices.
Furthermore, the excitation of the high order transverse modes strongly depends
not only on input light characteristics, but also on the cavity geometry and
injection angle [17]-[19][21]. For multiple modes, there is a certain periodicity
that can lead to a modulation of the decay. It is usually referred to as mode
beating. This effect is illustrated in figure 2.1.1.3a, which represents a typical
decay waveform during the cavity alignment. Such modulation is generally fast
with respect to the decay time, and fitting calculations can typically average out
the effect. However, as the decay time shortens (e.g. lower mirror reflectivity or
in case of the absorption is high enough) this modulation can lead to significant
fitting problems.

Figure 2.1.1.3a: Mode beating effect observed on the oscilloscope TDS 3054B.
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Therefore, it is necessary to make a proper mode-matching of the laser beam,
preferably over a wide range of cavity modes. One way to prevent multiple
transverse mode excitation is the mode matching of the laser beam to the
fundamental mode of the cavity with a telescope, i.e. the laser spot size can be
coupled to the TEM00 beam waist of the cavity (Figure 2.1.1.3b).

Figure 2.1.1.3b: The signal of a mode-matched laser beam
in the optical cavity.

This method was implemented in our work. Two telescopes were installed in the
optical path: one after the frequency coupler unit, hence at the origin of the UV
beam and the second one was installed just before the cavity mirror. This second
telescope was implemented to suppress the mode beating effect described above.
The optical assembly consists of two lenses and two pinholes: one is between
two lenses and another is placed before the cavity mirror.
An alternative method of mode selectivity is the adjustment of the cavity such
that diffraction losses are high for the unwanted modes. This can be achieved by
placing limiting apertures inside the cavity or by adjusting the size of the input
pulse to the mirror diameter [22].
Simultaneously with mode matching and laser beam adjustments, the mechanical
stability should be verified accordingly. The criteria is the dephasing of the light
while mirrors experience slight shifts. If mirrors move a distance approximately
the laser wavelength on a time scale of the round trip, then a large dephasing of
the light occurs and the interference effect decreases. For instance, a cavity of
0.7 m long with a round trip time of ~5 ns would not possess a discrete mode
spectrum during the decay time if it is under vibrations with frequencies ~100
MHz. However, vibrations ~10 kHz would not significantly affect the cavity
mode structure.
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Further consideration point is a detector. It should have an appropriate response
time and spectral sensitivity, in our work we used Thorlabs GaP DET25K/M
with the quantum efficiency shown in figure 2.1.1.4. This allowed not only to
record the signal, but also significantly reduced the background light noise (λ
>400 nm).

Figure 2.1.1.4: Detector responsivity curve.

In addition, a detector should satisfy the following requirement concerning beam
walk. The requirement is that the size of the detecting area should be large
enough and have a homogeneous sensitivity across it to avoid a beam walk
effects caused by transverse mode modulation. The first effect is the beam actual
walk off of the detector element, this can lead to a large modulation of the decay.
The second effect is due to the variation of the quantum efficiency over the
detector surface. It can be differentiated from the mode beating by placing a
folding mirror before the detector and varying the placement of the light exiting
the cavity upon the detector element. In our setup both these obstacles were
eliminated by putting a focusing lens between the exit mirror of the cavity and
the detector (Figure 2.1.1.5). Therefore, the leaking light from the cavity was
focused onto a small region of the detector element.
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Figure 2.1.1.5: Focusing lens setup.

In conclusion, it is clear that both high sensitivity and high-resolution of the
CRDS technique can be influenced by several constraints described above.
Contributions from uncertainties in the laser and detector noise, the cavity
alignment and modes competition can decrease the technique sensitivity by
orders of magnitude [23]. Therefore, it is necessary to address all these
phenomena with a great care.

2.2 Magnum-PSI
Magnum-PSI (MAgnetized plasma Generator and NUMerical modeling for
Plasmas Surface Interaction) was designed to address several PSI challenges of
ITER and future reactors: to study the effect of high heat and particle loads,
determine tritium inventory by exposing to deuterium and hydrogen plasmas and
to evaluate material sputtering and dust formation. After the successful assembly
and launch of Pilot-PSI in 2001 Magnum-PSI started operation in 2011. Its
detailed description can be found in [10].
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Figure 2.2.1: Magnum-PSI chambers and diagnostic ports.

The engineering knowledge and implementation tests on Pilot-PSI led to the
same type of the plasma source and diagnostic set (TS, OES, IR camera etc.)
being applied on a larger scale device as Magnum-PSI. In 2016 it was equipped
with a powerful superconducting magnet and started operation with this in 2017.
This allows the creation of a magnetic field up to 2.5 T for both pulsed and
continuous exposures. This makes Magnum-PSI a globally unique device, which
is able to reach record high fluxes and fluences. In addition, an ion-beam facility
for in-situ sample analysis is planned to be available in 2017-2018. A complex
of present and future diagnostics implemented on Magnum-PSI allows the
performance of plasma experiments in a well-accessible and steady/pulse mode
in a flexible laboratory environment.
Figure 2.2.1 demonstrates a view of three (target, heating and source) chambers
surrounded by the superconducting magnet. Briefly, in Magnum-PSI the scheme
is as follows: the plasma produced in the source follows the magnetic field lines,
flowing through the two skimmers (from the source to the heating and then target
chambers) and recombines at the target surface. The experiments on MagnumPSI allowed the successful design of a single cathode plasma source essentially
identical to the one used in the Pilot-PSI experiments. To obtain a low pressure
at the target such that the neutral source in the target chamber comes mainly from
recycling at the target surface (which is thus analogous to what is expected in
ITER [24]) a 3-stage differential pumping system is installed [10]. This system
represents a concept where the vacuum vessel is divided into separate chambers,
which are individually pumped by their own pump stations. The different
pumping stations are not the only distinctive part of this scheme, but the actual
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separation by the skimmers. Skimmers are special inter-chamber splitters, which
block the majority of the neutrals from travelling downstream while allowing the
ionized plasma through their central orifice. The skimmer configuration makes
it possible to decrease the neutral flux to the next chamber substantially; at the
same time, they do not significantly influence the flow of the plasma beam.
The superconducting magnet is one of the most crucial parts of Magnum-PSI.
The newly installed magnet consists of 5 superconducting solenoids wound in a
2.5 m long stainless steel coil former [25]; they are made of a copper multifilamentary NbTi conductor. The design was developed to have 16 view-ports
for additional diagnostics (Figure 2.2.1). The generated on-axis magnetic field
was measured with calibrated gall probes at a radial position of 100 mm over a
length of 1750 mm in steps of 50 mm. The measured deviation is < 5%, which
means a rather homogenous magnetic field from the source to the target surface
[25]. The maximum current ramp speed is 3.5 A/min, this allows to achieve
gradual ramping from 0 to 2.5 T in ~90 minutes [25].
Apart from the same diagnostics listed for Pilot-PSI, a Quartz-Crystal
Microbalance (Inficon front load single sensor/STM-2 PN 074-613-P1D) was
installed at a distance of 25 cm from and at an angle of 45° to the target and
Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy (RBS) diagnostic was implemented at
Magnum-PSI for the first time. Both of these diagnostics, as well as X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy were key to the work in Chapter 5 and their basic
principles are described in sections below.
2.2.1 Quartz Crystal Microbalance basics
A Quartz-Crystal Microbalance (Inficon front load single sensor/STM-2 PN
074-613-P1D) was installed at a distance of 25 cm from and at an angle of 45°
to the target on Magnum-PSI. This diagnostic was implemented for cross check
in the combination with RBS to estimate the thickness of obtained deposited
metal films.
The essential part of a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) is a quartz crystal
resonator (QCR). A QCR is a disk of crystalline quartz with typical sizes the
resonator thickness ~330 𝜇m and diameter ~1.5 cm. The plate carries electrodes
on both sides. The principle of work is as follows: when a voltage is applied to
the electrodes, the inverse piezo-effect induces a shear deformation. If the
frequency of the exciting AC-voltage matches one of the acoustic resonance
frequencies of the plate, the amplitude of oscillation becomes large and the
electric current drawn by the electrode becomes large at the same time.
Measuring the current into the electrodes, one can easily find the resonance
frequencies.
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On resonance, the deformation pattern is a standing plane wave. The wavelength
of sound is twice the thickness of the plate. If a thin film is deposited on one
surface and if this film has the exact same acoustic properties as the resonator,
the film acts simply to increase the acoustic thickness of the plate. The
wavelength of sound increases and the resonance frequency decreases
accordingly. Therefore, one can write an equation:
𝑓𝑟 =

𝑐𝑞
𝑐𝑞
=
,
𝜆
2(𝑑𝑞 + 𝑑𝑓 )

(2.2.1.1)

where 𝑐𝑞 is the speed of sound, 𝜆 is the sound wavelength, 𝑑𝑞 is the thickness of
the resonator plate, and 𝑑𝑓 is the film thickness.
If one assumes the small load approximation (SLA) then a thickness of the
deposited film can be written as [26][27]:
𝑚𝑓
Δ𝑓
2𝑛𝑓0
=−
𝑚𝑓 = −𝑛
,
𝑓0
𝑍𝑞
𝑚𝑞

(2.2.1.2)

where Δ𝑓 is the shift of resonance frequency; 𝑓0 is the resonance frequency at
the fundamental i.e. 𝑓0 = 𝑍𝑞 /(2𝑚𝑞 ); 𝑍𝑞 is the acoustic wave impedance of ATcut quartz (𝑍𝑞 = 8.89x106 kg m-2 s-1); n the overtone order; 𝑚𝑓 is the mass per
unit area of the film and 𝑚𝑞 is the mass per unit area of the resonator. Equation
2.2.1.2 is so called the Sauerbrey equation. It suggests that the frequency shift is
mainly proportional to the film thickness. However, it should be noted that the
film might differ in its acoustic properties from the plate itself. The QCM
measures the film’s mass per unit area (not the film thickness), regardless of what
the film’s physical properties are. In general, the sample may or may not be a
homogeneous film. As long as the sample is rigid enough, the QCM measures
the sample’s area-averaged mass per unit area. Further, the Sauerbrey equation
can be transformed in more useful formula to obtain film thickness 𝑑𝑓 [26][27]:
𝑑𝑓 = −

1 𝑍𝑞 Δ𝑓
,
𝜌 2𝑓02 𝑛

(2.2.1.3)

where Δ𝑓 is the shift of resonance frequency; 𝑓0 is the resonance frequency at
the fundamental ; 𝑍𝑞 is the acoustic wave impedance n the overtone order and 𝜌
is the film density.
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2.2.2 Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy basics
Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) is one of the analytical
techniques for surface layer composition. RBS measures a depth distribution of
the impurity element contained in a thin surface region of a sample [28][29]. This
method is based on the detection of the charged particles (an ion beam)
elastically scattered by the nuclei of the analyzed sample (Rutherford scattering).
RBS measures the energy of charged particles that are backscattered from a
target. The amount of energy lost in the collision with the atomic nuclei depends
on atomic number Z of each element present in the sample. Ion beams composed
of 𝛼-particles (4He) or protons are two of the most commonly used to produce
energetic charged particles for RBS [28]. Typically, these ion beams are
produced by an accelerator with energies 1-4 MeV (for 4He) and 100 keV-2 MeV
(for protons). RBS allows analyzing surface layers of a sample up to 30 𝜇m thick
[28].
The basic principle of RBS is the scattering process of a charged particle on a
nucleus. A schematic of this phenomenon is given in figure 2.2.2.1:

Figure 2.2.2.1: a single scattering process of a moving ion
(Z1, M1) of energy E0 by a target atom (Z2, M2) [28].

We denote a projectile having charge Z1 and mass M1, moving with velocity v1
(having kinetic energy E0) is scattered from target nucleus of charge Z2 and mass
M2 (at rest). The process can be described as follows. An ion beam falls on a
target, subsequently the incident particles get scattered from the target atoms,
which recoil. Since the force (Coulomb) between the target nucleus and the
impinging charged particles is repulsive and follows the inverse square law, it
causes the path of the scattered ions to be hyperbolic [28][29]. The angle between
the asymptotes of the hyperbola is the angle of scattering 𝜃. This angle depends
on an impact parameter b. The impact parameter is defined as the perpendicular
distance from the nucleus to the line that the incident particle would have
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followed if it had not been scattered. It can be shown from the laws of
conservation of energy and momentum [28][29], that the impact parameter (b) is
given by formula:
𝑏=

𝑍1 𝑍2 𝑒 2 cot(𝜃/2)
,
4𝜋𝜀0 𝑀1 𝑣12

(2.2.2.1)

where Z1 is the incident ion charge, M1 is its mass, Z2 is the target atom charge,
e is the electron charge, 𝜃 is the scattering angle; 𝑣1 is the incident ion velocity,
𝜀0 is the vacuum permittivity.
The distance d is another important parameter (Figure 2.2.2.1); it is the distance
of closest approach or collision diameter of the incoming particle, for head-on
collision with the target nucleus it can be expressed as:
𝑑=

𝑍1 𝑍2 𝑒 2
,
4𝜋𝜀0 𝐸0

(2.2.2.2)

where Z1 is the incident ion charge, Z2 is the target atom charge, e is the electron
charge, 𝐸0 is kinetic energy of the incident ion; 𝜀0 is the vacuum permittivity. It
is worth to mention that for backscattering to occur, the projectile and target must
get close enough together such that the distance of the closest approach is within
the K-shell radius. In this case, we can neglect interaction with electrons.
For scattering at the sample surface, the only energy loss mechanism is
considered momentum transfer to the target atom. The ratio of the projectile
energy after a collision to the projectile energy before a collision is defined as
the kinematic factor. In other words, the energy fraction (E1/E0) transferred from
primary to scattered particles. This kinematic factor is also known as Kparameter. We give an expression for K-parameter assuming that the interaction
is elastic; projectile energy E0 is much larger than the binding energy of the atom
in the target; and the nuclear reactions and resonance are negligible. In this case,
the kinematic factor becomes only a function of three variables 𝜃, M1 and M2:
2

√𝑀22 − 𝑀12 sin2 𝜃 + 𝑀1 cos(𝜃)
𝐸1
𝐾(𝜃, 𝑀1 , 𝑀2 ) =
={
} , (2.2.2.3)
𝐸0
𝑀1 + 𝑀2

where E1 is the scattered ion energy, 𝐸0 is the kinetic energy of the incident ion;
M1 is the mass of the incident ion, M2 is the mass of the target atom.

It is important to mention that because of more efficient transfer of momentum
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from the incident particle to a light target atom, there is much greater separation
between the energies of particles backscattered from light elements than from
heavy elements. As the mass of the target atom increases, less momentum is
transferred to the target atom and the energy of the backscattered particle
approaches the incident particle energy. This means that RBS is more useful for
distinguishing between two light elements than it is for distinguishing between
two heavy elements. RBS has good mass resolution for light elements but poor
mass resolution for heavy elements [28][29]. However, the lighter elements than
the incident particle cannot be detected as these elements will scatter at forward
trajectories with large energy [28][29]. Figure 2.2.2.2 represent several values of
K-parameter for different elements and ion beams.

Figure 2.2.2.2: Kinematic factors for proton and 𝜶-particle beams
on selected targets as a function of the scattering angle 𝜽 [29].

There are several other parameters of the process, but their description is out of
the scope of the current thesis. For a complete description of RBS and its
specifics the reader is welcomed to literature reviews such as [28][29].

2.3 CIEMAT SEE setup
The setup to investigate secondary electron emission of solid and liquid metals
was assembled in CIEMAT. It consists of a vacuum chamber, a gas inlet, a
pumping system, a gridded probe, a Langmuir probe (LP), a sample holder and
an anode (Figure 2.3.1). Later it was also modified with an internal heater.
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Figure 2.3.1: CIEMAT setup and the gridded probe [30].

A glow (helium) discharge created in the setup was characterized with the
following diagnostics: LP measurements and OES [30].
The LP [31] was used to obtain the electron density and temperatures of the
plasma (table 3), while gridded probe measurements gave the electron energy
distribution function, and subsequently the mean electron energy (MEE). MEE
is needed to characterize the secondary electron emission yield of a metal as a
function of the MEE of the incoming electrons.
The measuring principle of the gridded probe is explained in detail in Chapter 6
of the thesis. The technique is based on the measurement of a current-voltage (IV) characteristic. Briefly, it can be described as a probe technique with several
biased parts: the bottom part called the collector (the insert on figure 2.3.1) is
biased at the plasma potential +50 V to compensate the potential drop in the
sheath [30], the grid above the collector is biased using a sweeping potential,
from negative to almost the plasma potential. This scheme makes the grid act as
an energy filter for the incoming electrons. At high negative (relative to the
plasma), potential electrons are repelled from the grid and only super-thermal
electrons can reach the collector surface. The registered current represents the
flux of super-thermal electrons as a function of bias. When the grid potential
approaches the plasma potential electrons experience only a small retarding field,
therefore this part of the current measures the energy of the less energetic
electrons. I-V measurements are used to fit the electron energy distribution
function (EEDF) with a bi-Maxwelian function (Chapter 6 of the thesis). A biMaxwellian function is a typical representation of the EEDF in a low pressure
glow discharges [32].
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The SEE measurements were carried out by comparing the measured currents on
the gridded probe with those on the heated sample holder. The principles of this
are explained in Chapter 6.
OES was applied by using a photomultiplier/interference filter (filterscope)
system. It detects helium 728 nm and 706 nm emission lines from a side window
in order to measure the effective temperature of the plasma by line ratio method
[30][33]. The system was calibrated using a reference lamp (AVANTES, HL2000-CAL). These techniques give cross checked measurements which give
more reliable information of the discharge parameters.
I, mA

P, x10-3 mbar

Vp, V

ne, x1014 m-3

Te,eV

100

11

231

4

9.6

100

7

246

1.7

8.8

100

4

330

1.5

10.4

300

11

226

9.4

7.2

300

7

254

5.5

9.3

300

4

357

10.3

8.9

500

11

223

6.3

6.5

500

7

263

8.6

7

Table 2.3.1: Measured helium discharge parameters, I is the
discharge current, P is the gas pressure, Vp is the plasma
potential, ne and Te are the electron density and temperature,
respectively [30].
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Tin re-deposition and erosion measured by
Cavity-Ring-Down-Spectroscopy under a high
flux plasma beam*

V. Kvon, R. Al, K. Bystrov, F. J. J. Peeters, M. C. M. van de Sanden and
T. W. Morgan
Abstract. Cavity-Ring-Down Spectroscopy (CRDS) was implemented to
measure the re-deposition of liquid tin under a high flux plasma beam in the
linear plasma device Pilot-PSI. A capillary porous system (CPS) consisting of a
molybdenum cup and tungsten meshes (pores diameters of 0.2 mm and 0.44 mm)
was filled with tin and exposed to argon plasma. The absorption of a UV laserbeam at 286.331 nm was used to determine a number of sputtered neutral tin
atoms. The incoming flux of argon ions of ~50 eV was 1.62.7x1023 m-2s-1, and
the sample temperature measured by pyrometry varied from 850 °C to 1200 °C
during exposures. The use of CRDS for measuring absolute number of particles
under such plasma exposure was demonstrated for the first time. The number of
sputtered tin particles in the cavity region assuming no losses would be expected
to be 5.5x10111.2x1012 while CRDS measurements showed only 5.79.9x108.
About 9899.8% of sputtered particles were therefore found to not reach the
CRDS observation volume. Spectroscopic ratios of Sn I to Sn II ions, as well as
equilibrium considerations, indicate that fast ionization as well as plasma
entrainment of neutrals is responsible for the discrepancy. This would lead to
high re-deposition rates, implying a lowered contamination rate of core plasma
and lower required replenishment rates at high-flux conditions than would
otherwise be expected.

*This chapter is a published article in Nuclear Fusion 57 Number 8
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1. Introduction
While tungsten will be used as the plasma facing material (PFM) for the divertor
region in ITER [1], the duty cycle and particle ﬂuence in the divertor of a fusion
power-plant (i.e. DEMO) will exceed those in ITER considerably [2,3,4].
Furthermore, neutron damage will degrade the material properties significantly
over time [4,5,6]. Uncontrolled Edge Localized Modes (ELMs) or disruptions
would also lead to irreversible damage to the solid surface of any divertor plasma
facing component (PFC). Therefore, the choice of a suitable PFM remains
challenging. The alternative principle of a liquid PFM is therefore studied in the
current work.
Liquid metals have large potential advantages in terms of erosion and lifetime
by the continuous replacement of eroded material. Unlike tungsten or other
solids they do not suffer from material degradations such as cracking [7], surface
morphology changes [7] or blistering [8]. Furthermore, liquid metals are immune
to neutron induced lattice damage [9,10] (though their substrates may be). Tin is
considered to be a prospective candidate material due to its low melting point
and high boiling point. It has a low evaporation rate and a high potential power
exhaust capability, predicted to be up to 2025 MW/m2 [11,12]. Performance
limits of tin in DEMO relevant conditions are primarily defined by the tin
impurity level in the plasma core and thus by the sputtering/re-deposition rate.
As tin is a high-Z material, contamination is a critical issue due to cooling by
high radiation losses. Strong radiation losses with hollow or flat temperature
profiles and impurity accumulation in the plasma core often lead to plasma
disruptions [13,14]. For instance, tungsten (Z=74) concentration limit is ~10-4,
while for Sn (Z=50), its concentration limit should be closer to molybdenum
(Z=42) which is ~10-3 [15]. Therefore, without high re-deposition, strong core
impurity flushing or low sputtering under reactor relevant conditions, any highZ material is likely to lead to impurity levels incompatible with efficient fusion
energy production.
In the present work we investigate sputtering and re-deposition of liquid tin
under a ~50 eV high-flux plasma beam produced by the linear device Pilot-PSI
[16] by the measurement of impurity concentrations by Cavity Ring-Down
Spectroscopy (CRDS) for the first time. Typically, impurity concentrations are
determined from emission spectroscopy, but a limitation in such experiments is
accurately determining the erosion and re-deposition rates. This requires detailed
knowledge of the plasma species densities and energy distributions, along with
rate coefficients for important processes such as ionization, recombination and
charge exchange. As CRDS uses absorption of laser light the total line-integrated
species number (in this case of ground-state Sn0) can be unambiguously
determined.
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The experimental conditions and diagnostics are described in Section 2.1. A
description of the CRDS system that was implemented is outlined in Section 2.2,
while Section 2.3 describes the preparation of the Sn filled capillary porous
system (CPS) targets [17-21]. Section 3 explains the experimental procedure and
results, firstly in terms of characterization of the CRDS system (Section 3.1), and
secondly an investigation of the erosion and re-deposition of the tin in argon (Ar)
plasma (Section 3.2). Lastly the interpretation and implications of the obtained
measurements are discussed in Section 4.

2. Setup and diagnostic description
2.1 Plasma exposure
Pilot-PSI (figure 1) is a linear plasma device capable of creating ITER relevant
divertor conditions [22]. Experiments were conducted in Ar plasma. The total
heat flux was evaluated by calorimetry, while the surface temperature was
monitored with pyrometry (FAR Associates FMPI) and IR camera (FLIR
SC7500MB, 4.5 kHz).

Figure 1: PILOT-PSI and Cavity-Ring-Down-Spectroscopy setup: a
fundamental wavelength of Nd:YAG laser is converted by Sirah dye-laser and
frequency coupler unit (FCU) into 286.331 nm laser beam. The wavelength is
controled by a wavelength meter (WM) and polarisation is returned to s-pol by
λ/2 plate. After multiple reflections from guiding mirrors the quality of the beam
is restored by mode a matching unit before entering the cavity.
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Electron temperature and density was estimated by Thomson scattering (TS) at
the target [23]. As the CRDS system occupied the same ports as used for TS,
these measurements had to be made separately from CRDS measurements during
identical reference discharges. The TS laser beam was placed at the same
distance from a sample surface, ~11 mm, as the CRDS beam. Typical electron
density and temperature profiles are shown in figure 2 (a, b). Parameters of
discharge shots in present experiments at the plasma centre were: Te= 0.72.3
eV, ne = 1.02.4x1020m-3; heat flux = 0.58 MWm-2, particle flux =
1.62.7x1023m-2 s-1, magnetic field B = 0.2 T. Biasing was 50 V unless
otherwise stated. Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) in the range of 294580
nm was performed by two-channel spectrometer (Avantes ULS2048), focused at
the target centre with a spot size of ~1 mm diameter and viewing at an angle of
~15° with respect to the target normal.

Figure 2 a, b: TS measurements of: a) ne electron density and b) Te electron
temperature profiles across a target. Dashed area shows a width of the CRDS
beam relative to TS measurements.Vbias= 50 V, Isource=165 A; B=0.2 T

2.2 Cavity-Ring-Down-Spectroscopy
The implementation of the Cavity-Ring-Down-Spectroscopy (CRDS) system
was a distinguishing part of the work. CRDS is widely used for the detection of
small amounts of impurities in a gas or plasma environment. One of the
advantages of using such a technique in a plasma experiment is that it is
independent of plasma parameters, clearly separating the signal from requiring
knowledge of plasma species density and rate coefficients of the relevant plasma
processes. This therefore avoids one of the main problems in optical emission
methods to study plasmas by enabling the direct measurement of the absolute
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density of the chosen particle and particle state. It can also detect unexcited (and
thus non-emitting) species outside of the plasma along the CRDS line-of-sight,
unlike in emission spectroscopy. Furthermore, by using a tunable dye-laser a
wide selection of species can in principle be detected depending on chosen
wavelength. CRDS measures the rate of absorption of a light pulse confined in a
high finesse optical cavity rather than the magnitude of its absorption. Therefore,
the diagnostic is also independent of pulse-to-pulse fluctuations of the laser,
which can be an issue for other absorption techniques.
A detailed description of the CRDS technique can be found in [24], but a brief
outline is given here for clarity. A sample is placed inside a high-finesse optical
cavity. Then a laser pulse is coupled into the cavity at the wavelength of a chosen
electronic transition of the species to be investigated. The light is reflected
repeatedly between two highly reflective mirrors making up the cavity ends, and
after each reflection a small portion of light is coupled out of the cavity to a
detector. An exponential decay time (for the light intensity is recorded such
that the decay time will decrease relative tothe decay time in vacuum (0). This
can be related to the average number density of the absorbing particles as:

n 

( 0   ) L
c 0d

(1)

where  are ring-down times in the empty cavity and with the presence of the
absorbing medium respectively, L is a total length of the cavity, c the speed of
light,the absorption cross-section and d the length of the cavity occupied by
the absorbent.
CRDS therefore effectively increases the path-length for absorption from a few
cm or m for a single pass up to as much as several km. CRDS is thus a nonperturbing and extremely sensitive to even a small amount of impurity technique
(absorption sensitivity up to 10-10cm-1 [25] has been reported).
As Sn is predominantly sputtered or evaporated as a neutral a Sn0 absorption line
was selected. A wavelength of 286.331 nm Sn I (5p2  5p6s) was chosen for
the main absorption peak. This line is one of the persistent lines or raie ultime
[26] of tin in ground state with high absorption rate [27-29]. Thus it is sensitive
even to a small amount of tin in the discharge. Furthermore, in our experimental
conditions there were no other species which absorb at this wavelength. Several
persistent lines: 380.1 nm for Sn I observation and 533.23 nm, 556.19 nm and
558.88 nm for Sn II were chosen to monitor presence of those species in the
discharge via spectrometer. These lines had a high intensity and therefore gave
a clear qualitative indication of the amount of neutral tin and singly-ionized tin
line-emission close to the target surface.
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The implementation of the CRDS system had several stages which are shown in
figure 1. A neodymium doped yttrium aluminum garnet laser (Nd:YAG, LAB170, Spectra-Physics, 10 Hz, 10 ns, 0.5 mrad, 4.5 W) produced a beam of 532
nm light, which was converted by a Sirah Cobra dye-laser (Rhadomine 6G) into
572.66 nm light (the pulse line width was 1.2 pm). Subsequently this was
converted by a frequency coupler unit (FCU) with a SHG-260 KDP crystal into
a 286.331 nm UV-beam of 50 mW power. The final wavelength was measured
with a High finesse WS/6-UVU wavelength meter based on a Fizeau
interferometer with absolute accuracy of 0.6 pm in the 192 – 370 nm wavelength
range. The overall guiding distance between the Nd:YAG laser and the cavity
was about 25 m.
Specially manufactured plano-concave mirrors were used to create a cavity of
L= 0.672 m (Layertec R=0.997631 for s-polarized light at 286.5 nm). It was
placed strictly tangential to the target surface at a distance of ~ 11 mm in front
of the target position in Pilot-PSI. The tangential position was verified with
additional laser beams relative positions simulating an incoming plasma beam
and UV laser beam. Attention was devoted to the polarization of light after each
conversion stage due to the relatively high drop in reflectivity of the mirrors
depending on the polarization. The Nd:YAG laser and the dye-laser emitted spolarized light but this was converted by the KDP crystal into p-polarization.
This would lead to a strong drop of power after each reflection such that the
cavity quality would strongly suffer as the reflectivity for p-polarization was
R=0.940615. Therefore, after obtaining a UV beam we implemented a halfwavelength plate after the KDP crystal converting the light back to spolarization. This enabled the maximum reflectivity of cavity mirrors to be
utilized, minimizing power losses.
An additional complication was the necessity to choose the ultra-violet (UV)
range for the measurements in order to use an absorption wavelength with a
ground-state transition. The UV-multicoating of the mirror surface creates
parasitic reflections and can decrease the beam quality. Another adverse effect
is mode beating [30,31]. These issues were resolved with a mode matching unit.
This consisted of an aperture and two UV fused silica plano-convex lenses
(curvature radii of 27.6 mm and 9.2 mm). Using these a Gaussian-like beam of
5 mm diameter was obtained at the entrance to the cavity. The intensity of the
laser light exiting the cavity was measured by a GaP detector (Thorlabs
DET25K). This detector is insensitive to visible light which minimized to
negligible levels the noise and the background signal from the plasma and
surrounding environment. Tin coating of the cavity mirrors was excluded by an
extra argon flushing flux on them during an experiment and tangential position
of the cavity itself. In this way sputtered and evaporated particles are unlikely to
reach the mirrors' surface. In addition, we measured the ring down time in the
empty cavity daily before an exposure and no degradation of reflectivity was
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observed.
Such a sensitive technique is commonly implemented in very steady and
undisturbed environments; various examples are given in [24,30]. In this work
CRDS was performed with sufficient decay time in the presence of many
detrimental factors such as:


a variable magnetic field



pump vibrations



mechanical shocks (evacuating and ventilation of the chamber)



temperature variation (chamber temperature was changing from room
temperature up to 120 °C during exposures)

This therefore gives a statistical noise such that signal was accumulated to give
a normally distributed value whose variance was used to calculate the error bar
of the signal.
2.3 Sample preparation
Samples with good wetting and a homogenous tin distribution over the sample
volume were required for the Pilot-PSI experiments. Utilization of the capillary
porous system (CPS) [32] in the target enabled exposures of a homogenous layer
of liquid tin to the plasma beam. The CPS structure was produced by embedding
a stack of tungsten and molybdenum meshes (with pores diameters 0.2 mm and
0.44 mm) in the melted tin (Goodfellow, purity 99.99%). Cups with outer
diameter of 30 mm and inner diameter of 22 mm and depth 2 mm were filled
with ~2.8 g of tin, which gave a good ratio of tin to CPS structure to avoid
overfilling and splashing of liquid metal during exposures. Filling was made
using a heater under vacuum conditions starting with a solid tin wire. At a
temperature of about 800 °C tin demonstrated good wetting and homogeneous
filling of a holder. To ensure uniform tin distribution throughout the sample
volume tin was added stepwise between mesh layers and at the bottom of the
holder. This ensured that after melting inter-layers of tin are created between
meshes, avoiding voids such that capillary refilling of the surface can take place.
Following the filling process samples were cooled to room temperature under
vacuum to avoid contamination. Photographs of a typical sample surface are
shown in figure 3 (a, b) indicating that good wetting was achieved. Surface
roughness was estimated from microscope pictures and weaving characteristics
of the mesh to be <0.5 mm.
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Figure 3: a  surface of a tin sample; b  wetting at the edge

3. Measurements and experimental results
3.1 Characterization and verification experiments
We first made preliminary test shots in an argon discharge in the absence of a tin
sample. The aim of these shots was to verify the decay time 0 of the laser signal
and to ensure that the external negative factors listed in the Section 2.2 did not
interfere with actual measurements. was determined to be 159±2 ns.
Following this a tin sample was exposed to an argon plasma flux of 2.3x1023 m2 -1
s . Subsequent changes of signal both with biasing (significant tin sputtering)
and without bias (absence of tin) were identified as shown in figure 4. Absence
of sputtering and tin surface temperature below melting point ensured a
negligible amount of tin during unbiased exposures. It was observed that there
was a decrease of ring-down time measured at 286.331 nm from ~159 ns for
unbiased samples to ~150 ns for biased samples. This decrease demonstrated the
dependence of the signal on the presence of tin atoms due to sputtering (surface
temperature was below the melting point here also). Following this a wavelength
scan with resolution of 20 pm was carried out with fixed bias of 50 V. The
result of this scan (figure 5) demonstrated that there is a maximum absorption at
the chosen peak 286.331 nm. Calculation of a ring-down time was made by
averaging over 400 direct measurements. The standard deviation of the normal
distribution in due to random jitter, vibrations in the system etc. was used to
define the error bar.
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Figure 4: Ring-down time with and
without bias for two different biases
and two different plasma fluxes.

Figure 5: Ring-down time at the
resonant (286.331 nm) and off-resosnant
(step of 20 pm) wavelengths. Red curve
shows a simulated line profile and is for
guiding purpose only.

3.2 Results of the measurements
A continuous exposure of the tin sample with a gradual increase of source power
at a fixed bias of 50 V was carried out. The difference between CRDS signal in
the presence of tin and without it was again clearly distinguishable when the bias
was switched on. This moment and a subsequent decrease in is shown by a
dashed arrow in figure 6. This figure represents simultaneous evolution of the
ring-down time, sample temperature and Sn I and II lines emission during the
discharge. At a given bias an increase in source power leads to a stronger
sputtering of the target (seen in the increment of the Sn I line at 380.1 nm), an
increase of tin in the cavity and the subsequent decrease of the ring-down time.
The gradual steps in the source power are well correlated to the temperature
increase and Sn I, II lines intensity changes at temperatures below 950 °C (figure
6, 7). However above 950°C rapid increases in the Sn I emission line match a
strong increase in the temperature curve while the source power, the Sn II
(533.26 nm) emission and the target current do not demonstrate such a fast
variation.
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Figure 6: Evolution of ring-down time, sample
temperature and Sn I line intensity during plasma
exposure. Solid arrows show correspondence between
graph and its axis.

Figure 7: Target current, source power and sample
temperature during plasma exposure

Estimations from Langmuir’s law of evaporation [33] predict that only at around
1200 °C should the evaporation rate start to be dominant over sputtering but
temperature enhanced erosion (TEE) below that temperature beginning at around
900 °C was previously reported under similar conditions [34], consistent with
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our observations here. The increasing intensity line contribution above 900 °C
therefore should be interpreted as TEE as reported in many other works [35-38].
Figure 8 represents a ratio between line intensities as a function of the sample
temperature. Magnitudes of three persistent lines of Sn II (553.23 nm, 556.19 nm
and 558.88 nm) are shown with respect to neutral Sn I line (380.1 nm). It is worth
to mention main features in this figure:
1. There are two clearly distinguishable regions. Below 1000 °C ratios
steadily increase, but above this temperature all three ratios decline. This
implies that a temperature dependent phenomena e.g. TEE [35-38],
becomes more prominent near 1000 °C.
2. In our electron temperature range of interest (0-10 eV) the ionization
rate-coefficient is a strong function of temperature and only weakly
independent on density, while the ratio of emission is proportional to ne
and the rate coefficient. As source power is increased during the
experiment the main effect is to increase the plasma density while not
strongly changing the electron temperature. Therefore, in sputteringdominated plasmas (<1000 °C) we can interpret the increasing ratio as
due to the increase in density leading to higher rates of ionization.
3. Above 1000 °C TEE becomes significant, leading to significantly more
Sn in the plasma. This can lead to a moderate cooling effect and thus a
decrease in the ionization rate which more than compensates for the
increased ne as the source power is further raised, leading to a drop in
the line-intensity ratio.

Figure 8: Line intensities ratio: intensities of three persistent lines of Sn II
(533.23 nm, 556.19 nm and 558.88 nm) with respect to Sn I line 380.1 nm
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4. Discussion
To determine the re-deposition rate we calculate how much tin would be
expected to be sputtered from the sample and compare our measurements with
theoretical values. It is essential to consider the geometry of the beam and the
subsequent dimensions of the CRDS scanned volume; i.e. to calculate not only
the number of particles that leave the surface but the number of particles in the
probed volume 11 mm from the sample at a given moment. The second step is
converting it to the absolute number of particles in the probed volume that should
be detected by CRDS.
The eroded flux is composed of sputtered and evaporated particles, neglecting
for now the contribution of anomalous temperature-enhanced sputtering (thus
giving a lower estimate). Sputtered flux depends on incoming ion flux and
sputtering yield, while evaporation depends only on the surface temperature.
From TS measurements we can obtain rather accurately the incoming flux of
argon ions along the target surface assuming Te  Ti . But there is an uncertainty
in the sputtering yield magnitude. At low energies (below 100 eV) there are
mainly sputtering yield calculations based on codes such as TRIM or SRIM.
SRIM-2000/03 gives high value artifacts as shown by Wittmaack in [39]. The
liquid state of the sputtered surface should also be taken into account. General
corrections for TRIM are given in [40] and specifically for liquid tin in [41].
Furthermore, at low-energies the distribution of sputtered particles significantly
deviates from a cosine-law under perpendicular incoming flux [42,43]. We
estimated the maximal amount of tin atoms in the CRDS observation volume
assuming that sputtered particles can arrive to the scanned volume without
collisions, re-deposition or changing ionization state. The next assumption is that
the flux of sputtered tin is homogeneously distributed in a solid angle of 2. Then
the flux through a rectangle with sides equal to CRDS beam diameter of 5 mm
and to the width of the chamber (486 mm) is given by:
sput
Fout
 

evap
Fout
 

2 ( y )

YFin ( x, y )
sin( )ddxdy (2a)
Α
1( y)




2 ( y )




1( y)

Fevap ( x, y )
Α

sin( )ddxdy (2b)

Fin ( x, y )  Fin ( x  0, y  0) exp( 0.5( x 2  y 2 ) /  beam ) (3a)
2
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Fevap (T , x, y )  Fevap (T ( x  0, y  0)) exp( 0.5( x 2  y 2 ) /  beam ) (3b)
2

evap
sput
where Fout
and Fout
are the total outcoming fluxes through the rectangle

due to sputtering and evaporation respectively, A the rectangle area, the
azimuthal angle, Y the sputtering yield for tin at Eion=50 eV taken from [42] to
be equal to 0.1. This value is the highest that can be extracted from [41,42].
Fin(x,y ) is the Gaussian distribution function of the incoming plasma flux,
Fevap(x,y,T) the Gaussian distribution function of the evaporated flux of tin atoms
along the sample surface, Fevap(T(x=0, y=0)) was obtained from two simple
formulas: F=nv and ideal gas law p=nkT ,where v is thermal velocity of tin atoms
and p was calculated as vapor pressure from [44], and beamis the standard
deviation of the plasma beam profile. The integration was made numerically in
MATLAB, calculating outgoing flux from each elemental square a=xy and
its contribution in the solid angle defined by probed volume geometry (figure 9).

Figure 9: Schematic view of the geometry for
numerical integration: 1  elementary
square, 2  cross section of scanned area, 3 
sample elementary layer

Obtained fluxes should be divided by v which is a velocity of tin atoms. Sputtered
tin atoms leave the surface typically with maximum half of the surface-binding
energy [42], which means that they have energy of

E  1.56 eV [45] and

subsequent velocity v0, while evaporated particles have thermal velocity
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(vth).Thus substituting all values above into simple equation
sput
evap
N calc  Fout
/ v0  Fout
/ vth  V , where V is the volume of the cavity we can
expect the number of neutral tin atoms to be detected by CRDS equals to
Ncalc=5.5x10111.2x1012 for the range of the fluxes applied here as the source
power was varied (red circles in figure 10). The contribution of evaporated
particles to the total number of eroded particles varies from 0.2%13%. This
suggest that already ~10% of evaporated particles in the total flux may play a
significant role in the emission line ratio observed in figure 8 (see end of the
section 3.1). This value is the upper limit because we assume no re-deposition,
ionization and the maximum possible Y.





The next step is to determine the number of particles via the CRDS method. A
general overview and the relevant equations can be found in literature such as
[24,30,31]. We note here corrections made to the basic equations to obtain the
average tin density and the subsequent number of measured particles Nmeas= n
V. We consider a narrow frequency interval, thus the frequency dependence of
the cross-section and the mirror reflectivity can be neglected. Moreover, if we
create such conditions (a specifically chosen wavelength and presence of only
one absorptive species in the cavity), then the absolute density value n can be
calculated with equation (1).
The tin absorption cross-section for UV radiation at 286.331 nm has not been
precisely measured. However, Hilborn [46] showed that a cross-section can be
calculated as:

 (286.331) 

g2 2
21g ( ) A21
4 g1

(4)

where g1,2 are statistical weights of the first excited and ground state of tin
respectively, 12is the wavelength of absorbed light, g()isthe line profile, A21
is theEinstein coefficient of spontaneous emission (reference values are taken
from [26]). Fast neutrals imply that Gaussian broadening is dominant (at least 5
times bigger) over natural and Stark broadening. Thus assuming a Gaussian line
profile with a width determined by the particle velocity v0 as above we obtain
=3.5x10-17 m2. Using equation (1) we therefore find average densities in the
range n  510x1013 m-3 and Nmeas=5.79.9x108.
As one can see the number of neutral tin atoms measured by CRDS represented
in figure10 even with error bars are significantly lower (three orders of
magnitude) than from calculations above. This therefore suggests that at least
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one of the above assumptions are not valid. Tin atom velocity and subsequent
absorption cross-section should have the largest influence on the measured
values along with ionization rate of tin and the magnitude of sputtering yield at
low energies (near threshold). Below we consider each of those parameters
separately and give an evaluation of their importance to the measurements and
estimations.

Figure 10: Dependence of the number of tin atoms calculated based on measured
ring-down time on sample temperature: black squares number of Sn atoms
measured by CRDS, red circlesnumber of Sn atoms calculated using equation
(2 a, b) with particle velocity defined by surface binding energy, blue triangles
number of Sn atoms calculated using equation (2 a,b), but with smaller particle
velocity defined by evaporation. Red arrow shows effect of decreasing Y and
uncertainty in the ion energy on estimated values. Black arrow shows an effect
of temperature reduction in Gaussian line profile calculation on measured
values.

A vast database of experimental sputtering yields for energy ranges down to 100
eV is given in [42]. At low energies <100 eV there are mostly calculations [42]
and theoretical predications [47, 48]. Some works have attempted to increase the
accuracy of calculated yields by SRIM and TRIM [39] at these energies, but still
below 100 eV rather big error bars for tin sputtering remain. Sigmund suggested
at least 50% error in the Y magnitude due to certain effects in the low projectiles
energy range [47] and despite more recent advances in sputtering calculations
we take this as a conservative estimate. This error was therefore used in the figure
10 to calculate error bars. In [39] Wittmaack showed that SRIM simulations at
low (~1 keV) projectile energies give overestimated results for sputtering yield.
These overestimated yield calculations appear irrespective of code input
parameters such as the surface binding, the bulk binding, and the displacement
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energy. In particular he observed that calculated and experimental yields can be
YSRIM / Yexpt  3.4 at 1 keV impact energy for Z1 / Z 2  0.5 where Z1, Z2
atomic numbers of the projectile and the target respectively. Thus this effect may
be even more prominent at lower energies. Biasing in our experiments was 50
V and Z Ar / ZSn  0.36 indicating an overestimate of the sputtering yield is
likely. In addition, Grossman et al. [40] described a weak dependence of the yield
calculated by TRIM and SRIM codes on surface tension at elevated temperatures
in the liquid phase of a metal. Lastly there is an uncertainty in the ion energy due
to the error in determining Te and in estimating the floating potential. As the yield
curve is very steep [42] in this region any uncertainties result in a very high
variation of the sputtering yield in the low energy range. A decreased sputtering
yield will result in lower expected Ncalc values of sputtered tin, but cannot likely
be more than maximally one order of magnitude. This effect is shown by a red
arrow in figure 10 and included in a lower error bar.
Secondly, the temperature of tin atoms can also have a significant impact on
expected and measured Ncalc and Nmeas. The velocities that we have used after
calculating outgoing flux (equation 2a and 2b) were defined by the surface
binding energy and thermal velocity for evaporated particles. If evaporation
dominates then the velocity would be thermal for all outgoing particles and thus
much lower, but in this case Ncalc would be higher as it is proportional to v-1. The
effect of decreasing Sn atoms velocity such that all particles would be thermal
on expected number of neutral tin atoms is represented by blue triangles (figure
10). The temperature of tin atoms is also implicitly included in the cross-section
calculation via line profile function g() (see equation 4). A Gaussian line profile
(GLP) was used in above calculations. As this line profile was estimated using
the temperature of tin atoms defined by a half of the surface binding energy [42]
it should be the upper estimate when expressing Nmeas. A temperature reduction
in GLP calculation would increase the magnitude of absorption cross section at
λ21 and subsequently decrease the Nmeas. This influence is shown by a black arrow
in figure 10. Summarizing different factors discussed above we can conclude
that a decrease in tin atom temperature will have following effects:


Nmeas will decrease as it is  TSn0 (black arrow in figure 10)



Ncalc will increase as it is  1

TSn0 (blue triangles in figure 10)

Therefore, this would act overall to increase the expected discrepancy between
theory and observation.
Thirdly, we discuss plasma entrainment which can also play significant part in
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the reducing the detected neutral tin amount. Mott and Massey [49] developed a
theory of interaction between ions and atoms at low energies. They give an
expression (in CGS) for a momentum transfer cross section in such interactions:

 mt  2.210 Z 2 e 2 2 E

(5)

where is the atom polarizability, Ze the ion charge and E the relative kinetic
energy of the interacting atom and ion. Substituting tin polarizability of 6x10 -30
evap
sput
m3 [50] we obtain  mt
= 4.4x10-19 m2 and  mt
= 3.1x10-19 m2. These values
correspond to tin atom energies determined by the surface temperature
(evaporation) or the sample surface binding energy (sputtering). A characteristic
path of this momentum transfer from argon ions of density ni can be estimated
sput
by a simple equation   1  mt ni which gives evap
mt  8 mm and mt  12
mm. Calculated paths are comparable to the position of the CRDS beam which
was placed at ~11 mm from the target surface. This implies that argon ions will
efficiently push back neutral tin atoms towards the sample. Thus they can get redeposited before reaching the scanned volume. This effect can lead to 3-5 times
less detected particles than estimated from evaporation and sputtering.
Lastly, we discuss the ionization of tin. As only neutral Sn can be detected by
the CRDS a high level of ionization would lead to a lower value than expected
of Nmeas relative to Ncalc. The detection of ionized tin was performed by
spectrometer observing several persistent lines [26] of Sn II. Figure 6 shows the
intensities of the lines of ground state Sn I 380.09 nm, ionized Sn II 533.23 nm
and ring-down time during the discharge, while figure 8 clearly indicates a
significant population of Sn II leading to line emission ratios relative to Sn I of
order 1. We wanted to estimate relative populations of ionization states ni 1 / ni .
We first make estimates from equilibrium calculations. As a first assumption we
considered Pilot-PSI's high density plasma beam in local thermal equilibrium
(LTE) and used the Saha equation:

ni 1 2 gi 1  2me kTe 



ni
gi ne  h 2 

3/ 2

  

exp  
 kTe 

(6)

where gi+1, gi are statistical weights of levels i+1 and i respectively, me , ne , Te the
electron mass, density and electron temperature respectively, k, h Boltzman and
Plank constants respectively, energy difference between levels i and i+1.
Substituting parameters of the plasma beam and calculating this ratio for the first
tin ionization potential 7.34 eV [26] i.e. for a relative population between ground
state Sn I (5s25p2 3P0) denoted as n0 and the first ionized state Sn II (5s25p 2P1/2)
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denoted as n1 we obtain ratio n1 / n0  4  104 meaning that tin should be fully
ionized in LTE. However, according to the McWhirter criterion [51] the density
of the plasma is not sufficient for LTE to be a strict description (ne>7.7x1022 m3
). It should be noted that such strong ionization would lead to an even smaller
number of particles than we measured (i.e. a larger discrepancy) and so this is
likely an overestimate. We can also calculate populations from semi-empirical
rate coefficients [52]. In this case LTE is no longer assumed, but that the density
and opacity is low enough that only electron mediated ionization and
recombination from and to ground states are the dominant processes. This is
essentially equivalent to local coronal equilibrium (LCE) between ionization
stages. In this case:

nk 1

nk

 k ,k 1v



l

 k 1, ki v

( 7)

Where nk+1, nk are the ground state populations of ionization stages k+1, k;
 k ,k 1v the ionization rate coefficient from the ground state, and  k 1,ki v is
the total recombination rate coefficient to neutral atom level i (for detailed
expressions see [52]). Calculation of rate coefficients in this approximation using
equation 7 gives a value of n1 / n0  500 , i.e that the ionized population is again
very large. Such large ionization fractions also seem compatible with other
experiments. For example, Hajjar et al. [53] observed high ionization of neutral
aluminum atoms to the Al2+state by helium plasma in similar experimental
conditions to ours.
In both of the above cases equilibrium conditions are assumed, which may not
be true close to the plasma surface as the eroded particles require a finite time to
equilibrate in the system. Furthermore, both are purely theoretical calculations.
Therefore, we use the measured line intensity ratios of figure 8 to attempt a more
accurate evaluation. We take two cases corresponding to two density conditions
LTE where Boltzmann relationships between all levels should hold and secondly
LCE between levels where excitation is electron mediated and de-excitation is
through spontaneous emission. These correspond to high density and low density
conditions respectively, while our experiment should lie somewhere between
these two extremes.
In both cases we can define relationships between the excited and ground state
populations of neutrals (i=0) and ions (i=1) as:
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 E 
ni * gi *

exp   ii*  (8a)
ni
gi
 kTe 
for the Boltzmann case, where ni* and ni are populations of the excited and the
ground state i respectively, gi, gi* are the statistical weights of the ground and
excited levels and ΔEii* the energy difference between them. For LCE the
relationship is given as [52]:

ni * ne  ii * v

ni
 j Ai* j
where

(8b)

 ii*v is the excitation rate coefficient, and Ai*j the Einstein coefficient

from the excited state to decay to level j. Now we calculate the same relative
population between ground state Sn I (5s25p2 3P0) and the first ionized state Sn
II (5s25p 2P1/2) but with an intermediate evaluation of relative population
between excited and ground states of Sn II and Sn I. ni* value for respective
species is obtained from measured intensities (see figure 8) and applying
equation:

n1*
n0*



A00k I 1*
1

( 9)

A1 p I 0*

where n1* and n0* are the populations of excited levels of Sn II and Sn I
1
0
respectively, A0k
, A1 p the Einstein coefficients for transitions from the
observed excited to de-excited states, I1* and I0* intensities of observed lines of
Sn II and Sn I. The equation for

 ii*v is given in [52] substituting equation

(8a) or (8b) into equation (9) and rearranging the ratio n1/n0 gives values from
0.08 to 0.13 for Boltzman case and values from 0.05 to 0.12 for the LCE case,
depending on the Sn II line under consideration (see figure 8) and magnitude of
electron density during the exposure.
As these numbers are relatively consistent we can assume values are close to
these numbers at the observation position of the OES. This again indicates
ionization is important, but not sufficient to entirely comply with the
measurements. However, as the observation position of the CRDS is 11 mm
further from the surface compared to OES we may expect higher ionization ratios
at this point. An intermediate ratio between the calculated and estimated values
here of a factor ~10-20 thus seems plausible. Figure 11 demonstrates a strong
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dependence of the ionization rate, rate coefficients used in equations 7 and 8b on
the electron temperature. This indicates the importance of an equilibrium
electron temperature in scanned volume and near sample surface as mentioned
above.

Figure 11: Calculated rate coefficients for excitation, 3body recombination and ionization rate using
expressions from [49] as a function of electron
temperature.

Overall we may consider the contribution of sputtering yield error, entrainment
effect and ionization most critical. While a lower sputtering yield could lead to
a reduction by up to a factor 10 in Ncalc, entrainment and ionization can be used
to mostly explain the low Nmeas. Therefore, combined effect of sputtering yield
overestimation, plasma entrainment and high ionization will explain discrepancy
between measured and predicted number of particles. Entrained neutrals will be
expected to mostly return to the target. As ionized particles are trapped in the
magnetic field most ionized tin species should also be drawn-back to the
negatively biased target by the sheath field in the case of prompt ionization or
entrained in the plasma flow due to the large flow velocity towards the target
[54, 55] and re-deposited. It should be noted that this depends mostly on electron
temperature and density rather than ion species, and thus would also be
applicable to dominantly light-ion plasmas, such as in fusion reactors, rather than
pure argon plasmas as here.
A ratio between CRDS Sn I measured number of neutral tin atoms (figure 10)
SnI
SnI
and calculated above sputtered tin atoms is given by N meas
/ N calc
~ 0.2  2% .
Given that geometric losses are accounted for as well as uncertainties in both the
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measured and predicted neutral densities this implies that physical processes
must be important. Our calculations show that both ion-neutral friction leading
to entrainment and ionization can play a role and we attribute the observed
discrepancies to these processes. This implies that ~98-99.8% of sputtered tin is
either ionized or entrained and thus would be predominantly re-deposited. The
implication of this is that under high-flux plasma conditions a high re-deposition
rate can be expected, so that in a future fusion reactor such as DEMO this would
effectively increase the tolerable gross erosion and thus in evaporationdominated regimes the operational temperature window. This would also reduce
the requirements for the tin resupply rate to the surface and thus the required
flow rate, which reduces engineering considerations.
5. Conclusion
CRDS was successfully implemented to measure neutral tin density sputtered
from samples exposed to high flux beam of 1.62.7x1023 m-2 s-1 argon ions.
Samples were made of molybdenum substrate with CPS structure produced as a
stack of tungsten and molybdenum meshes embedded in the melted tin. The
number of detected of sputtered tin atoms varied from 5.7 to 9.9x108 compared
to theoretical expectations of 5.5x10111.2x1012 assuming no re-deposition or
ionization, indicating these processes are important. Calculations and optical
emission observations show that both entrainment and ionization can play a role
in the reduction and this high ratio implies that ~98-99.8% of the eroded Sn
atoms can be ionized and re-deposited. This indicates that core impurity
contamination from tin surfaces exposed to high density plasmas such as would
be expected in the DEMO divertor may be more tolerable due to the high redeposition rate. Large re-deposition fractions may also increase the effective
temperature range for a tin PFM (and thus power handling capability) compared
to assumptions of negligible re-deposition.
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High re-deposition ratio of metals under highflux plasma sputtering in Magnum-PSI
V. Kvon, E. Zoethout, P. Rindt, W.M. Arnoldbik, J.W. Genuit, S. Camp, J.
Wang and T. W. Morgan

Abstract: Plasma core contamination by high-Z impurities must be minimized in a
fusion power plant to avoid instabilities or loss of power output. Experimental studies of
erosion under conditions relevant to the high density and high flux ITER/DEMO divertor
conditions are, however, scarce. In this paper, the re-deposition ratios of several metals
(copper, molybdenum and tin) under a high flux plasma beam in Magnum-PSI are
explored. Samples were exposed to particle fluxes of 0.3-8.5×1023 m-2 s-1 in argon or
helium plasmas with electron temperatures and densities of 0.6-2.1 eV and 0.35.5×1020m-3 respectively, and with ion energies of 5-63 eV. After exposures, the samples
were analyzed with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and Rutherford Backscattering
Spectroscopy, which were respectively used to identify and quantitatively determine the
deposited amount of Mo on the samples from sputtering of the clamping ring. Taking
this into account two independent techniques were used to measure the net erosion rate:
mass loss measured by mass balance after exposures and the mass gain on the quartz
crystal microbalance during exposures. Both demonstrated a high level of consistency.
Based on these results the calculated re-deposition ratio is >99.8% in the highest flux
cases. It was found that the re-deposition ratio strongly scales upwards as a function of
particle flux and density. Plasma entrainment of sputtered neutrals is proposed to be the
dominant cause of such a high re-deposition rate and the associated mean free path
lengths can be used to calculate good predictions of the observed re-deposition ratios. As
similar plasma conditions are expected in ITER and DEMO at the divertor strike points
these results indicate that high gross erosion rates could be acceptable at these positions,
which could relax divertor design and control requirements and would be particularly
beneficial for high-evaporation materials such as liquid metals in future fusion reactors.

*This chapter is submitted for publication
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1. Introduction
Plasma material interaction remains a fundamental challenge on the way to the
successful implementation of fusion power. Excessive core plasma
contamination by erosion and inward transport of impurities from plasma facing
components (PFCs) will lead to an undesirable reduction in fusion power, and
therefore provides an upper limit on the net impurity flux from the wall materials
entering the core plasma. A high re-deposition rate of eroded material can
minimize core impurities and increase the lifetime of a PFC by reducing the net
erosion rate. Such a situation is more likely to occur when mean free paths are
small in relation to the scale size of the divertor, i.e. when the plasma and wall
enter the strongly coupled regime, which is what is expected in detached
conditions at the ITER divertor size scale [1]. Particularly in the case where
evaporation is the dominant erosion mechanism, which is the case for liquid
metals such as lithium (Li) and tin (Sn), a high re-deposition rate could also
increase the temperature window for operation of such a PFC [2].
Until now there was rather limited data on the re-deposition rate measurement
under ITER/DEMO divertor relevant plasma fluxes [1][4][5] where very high
incoming particle fluxes and low ion and electron temperatures are anticipated.
Recent work indicated that under Ar plasma exposure liquid Sn test targets
investigated in Pilot-PSI [6] exhibited an implicit re-deposition rate of 98-99.8%
[8], while other studies in Pilot-PSI or Magnum-PSI have also indicated a high
re-deposition rate under high flux plasma [7] [9]. In this paper, dedicated studies
have been carried out to investigate the re-deposition ratio of several different
metals (copper (Cu), molybdenum (Mo) and tin (Sn)) under high flux plasma
exposure in Magnum-PSI [10][11][12]. Sn is considered as a prospective
material for use in a liquid metal divertor in DEMO [13][14] and, as stated above,
is a material where a high re-deposition rate was apparent. Cu was chosen as a
metal with a relatively high sputtering yield and which had the advantage that it
can visually indicate the presence of many impurities on its surface, while Mo
was used as a reference where sputtering should be close to negligible.
The experimental conditions and samples are described in Section 2 and 3
respectively. The methodology used for calculations and measurements is given
in Section 4. Results are given in Section 5 and are divided into 3 subsections
following the notation given in Table 1, while Section 6 discusses the results and
process that can lead to the observed re-deposition ratios. Lastly, the
interpretation and implications of the obtained measurements are outlined in
Section 7.
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2. Experimental setup and diagnostics
Experiments were conducted in the linear plasma machine Magnum-PSI. The
machine was designed to obtain ITER divertor-like and above ITER divertorlike conditions to test materials under high flux, low electron temperature plasma
exposure [1][11][12]. With a recently installed superconducting magnet
Magnum-PSI can reach steady state magnetic field up to 2.5 T, electron
temperatures ~6 eV and deliver a high flux of up to ~1x1025 m-2 s-1 plasma at
beam centre to a target surface. In the experiments reported here the magnetic
field was varied between B = 0.2-0.8 T, peak fluxes at beam centre were
Γ=0.3x1023-8.5x1023 m-2 s-1 and the duration of a single exposure lay typically in
the range t =20-40 s. Experiments were performed in argon (Ar) and helium (He)
plasmas. These conditions were chosen to limit the surface temperature of the
target materials to a regime where evaporation was negligible.
The spectrum composition was monitored using by optical emission
spectroscopy (OES), with two spectrometers (Avantes AvaSpec-2048-USM2RM): one in the range of 299-590 nm viewing close to normally at the target
and one in the range 378-950 nm viewing tangentially in front of the target at the
Thomson scattering position, approximately 3 cm from the target surface.
Thomson scattering (TS) was used to measure electron temperature (Te) and
electron density (ne) near the target [16] at the same axial position as the
tangential OES view. Parameters of the discharge in the plasma centre were: Te
= 0.6-2.1 eV and ne = 3.0x1019-5.5x1020 m-3 dependent on the field and the target
bias. Example radial profiles of Te and ne are shown in figure 1.
The targets were biased at -50 V, -30 V or kept at floating potential. For the argon
cases, the measured floating potential was slightly positive relative to ground
(~5V) while for He it was close to zero. This was taken into account when
determining the ion energy for sputtering. The sample temperature was
monitored by IR camera (FLIR SC7500MB, 4.5 kHz) and direct temperature
measurements were performed using an N-type thermocouple, installed inside
each sample in close contact with the plasma exposed surface. A tangential view
of the plasma region in front of the samples was observed by fast visible camera
(Phantom V12). In addition a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), (Inficon front
load single sensor/STM-2 PN 074-613-P1D), was installed in the vacuum
chamber near the target to accumulate sputtered particles. It was positioned at an
angle of 45° with respect to the target normal and at a distance of 25±2 cm. The
QCM crystal exposed surface was 8.25 mm in diameter.
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Figure 1: Thomson scattering measurements of electron density (left) and
electron temperature (right) profiles along the sample surface:B=0.6 T,bias -50V.
The area of a sample (dashed) and the area of a clamping ring (crossed) exposed
to the plasma beam are shown to illustrate the beam dimensions relative to the
samples.

3. Samples
Samples were produced from molybdenum (99.97 % purity), copper (E-Cu57,
≥99.90% purity) and tin (99.99+% high purity Goodfellow ltd.). Copper (Cu)
and molybdenum (Mo) samples were manufactured as cups with 1 mm base
thickness and 4 mm rim thickness, with outer diameter of 30 mm and the inner
diameter of 22 mm (figure 2). This geometry was chosen to minimize the sample
thickness in the centre to reduce surface temperature while fitting in the 4 mm
deep, 5 mm thick Mo clamping ring. The surface roughness was analyzed with
an optical microscope (Zeiss Imager Z2M), giving the horizontal roughness as
50-300 m. Vertical roughness was resolved with a profilometer (Bruker
DektakXT) and was measured to be ~7 m. Tin (Sn) samples were re-produced
as in our previous paper [8]. In short, a 4 mm thick, 3 mm deep Mo cup was
filled with Mo mesh (0.2 and 0.44 mm diameter pore sizes) and then impregnated
with Sn. The thickness of Sn samples was 4 mm and the inner diameter was 22
mm, identical to the Mo and Cu samples. All samples were clamped by a Mo
clamping ring of 5 mm thickness and 60 mm in diameter. The region where the
sample (dashed) and the clamping ring (crossed) is exposed to the plasma beam
is indicated in figure 1.
After plasma exposure, the samples were analyzed by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). The composition of the top surface was studied in a vacuum
environment of 1×10-8 mbar. Monochromatic Al-Kα radiation was used to
investigate the surface. For quantification of the measured XPS spectra, element
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specific peaks are identified. The peak areas of the identified elements are
determined and corrected for the element specific sensitivity factors from the
Scofield library [17]. The element specific normalized surface area (hereafter
simply called normalized intensity) can be used as a measure of the atomic
concentration of the observed elements. XPS scans were performed radially from
the centre of the sample to the edge at a footprint diameter of approximately 0.5
mm. This resulted in a radial profile of the chemical composition of the surface
(approximately the top 10 nm).
After the experiments it was found that Mo, sputtered from the clamping ring,
was deposited on the samples. To quantify this amount the samples were also
analyzed using Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy (RBS) using the Ion
Beam Analysis Station at DIFFER. A 2.0 MeV 4He beam generated by a High
Voltage Engineering Singletron accelerator was used with two detectors at 170°
and 150° scattering angle. The 2×2 mm beam spot was scanned across the
surface diameter in 2 mm steps. The RBS spectra were used to determine the
quantitative amount of deposited Mo with a 1-5 % accuracy as a function of
target radius. For the Sn samples, determination of the Mo amounts was not
possible in a straightforward manner, while distinguishing the deposited Mo was
naturally impossible for the Mo sample. Expected deposition masses of Mo are
therefore estimated in these cases by extrapolation from the Cu exposures as the
Mo clamping ring was identical in all cases.

Figure 2: Copper sample photograph and optical microscope images of
its surface.
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4. Methodology
4.1 Experimental conditions
The experimental series were divided into three groups. The list of samples and
exposure conditions is given in Table 1:






The first group consisted of 4 copper samples and was devoted to the
study of the flux influence: during their plasma exposure the ion energy
was kept approximately constant, but the magnetic field i.e. the
incoming ion flux, varied.
The second group consisted of three copper samples and was devoted to
study the influence of the incoming ion energy. During the plasma
exposure of these 3 samples the magnetic field was fixed at 0.4 T, but
the bias was different per each sample.
The third group consisted of two tin samples, one copper and one
molybdenum sample. The aim in this experimental series was to
investigate re-deposition with different plasma species and target
element.

The total incoming flux of ions (Γi) was calculated based on TS measurements
of the electron density and temperature [15]:
𝛤i ≈

1
𝑘(𝑇e + 𝛾𝑇i )
𝑛i √
2
𝑚i

(1)

where ni is the ion density, k is the Boltzmann constant, Te and Ti are electron
and ion temperatures, respectively, γ is the adiabatic constant, which is taken to
be 5/3, and mi is the ion mass. We assume that Te≈Ti and ni≈ ne [16].
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57
38
38
41

40
170
60
40

Mo 1

Sn 1

Sn 2

41

5

Cu 7 (He plasma)

30

Cu 5

63

61

30

Cu 4

63

40

20

Cu 3

61

Cu 2

40

Cu 2

58

30

30

Cu 1

Eion
[eV]

Cu 6

t
[s]

Target designation
and material

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

B
[T]

𝜞𝒊

1.7

0.3

0.3

1.7

1.1

1.7

3.0

8.5

5.7

1.1

0.3

[×1023 m-2 s-1]

1.3

0.7

0.7

2.1

1.2

1.3

0.9

1.5

1.5

1.2

0.6

Te
[eV]

1.2

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.8

1.2

2.5

5.5

3.7

0.8

0.3

ne
[×1020m-3]

33

38

38

22

33

33

33

24

26

33

38

FWHM
[mm]

Table 1: Sample list with exposure parameters. Γi (flux), Te (electron temperature) and ne (the electron density)
are given in the centre of the plasma beam. B is the magnetic field, t the plasma exposure duration and FWHM
the half-width at half-maximum of the plasma beam. Note that Cu 2 falls into two groups and is therefore written
twice for clarity.
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2

1

Group
number
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4.2 Temperature monitoring
Under a high flux of energetic ions, excessive heating of the target can act as an
additional loss term due to evaporation. This can lead to significant source of
error in determining re-deposition ratio due to the requirement to accurately
know the surface temperature distribution. Therefore, during experiments it was
important to monitor the sample temperature to ensure temperatures were kept
at levels where evaporation is negligible. This was done by minimizing the target
thickness to 1 mm for Cu and Mo samples and installing a thermocouple inside
of them to monitor this. This design and arrangements were tested in a
preliminary set of experiments with the same discharge settings (see Table 1)
prior to the actual experimental series.

Figure 3: Example Cu and Mo sample temperature evolution during long
plasma exposures.

Cu and Mo samples were exposed to extended discharges to obtain a time period
when the temperature of a sample reaches a plateau. As can be seen in figure 3,
Cu and Mo samples reach a stable temperature not higher than 570 K at the
highest fluxes. At these temperatures, the impact of evaporation on mass loss of
Cu and Mo targets is negligible [18]. Thermocouples were not inserted in the Sn
targets; however, during the experiments it was observed that the Sn did not melt,
which indicates the temperature remained below 505 K, where evaporation is
also negligible.
4.3 Re-deposition ratio determination
To measure the re-deposition ratio we utilized two methods. The first was to
m
measure the mass loss of each sample (∆𝑚loss
) with a microbalance (Metler
Toledo NewClassic MF MS105DU) after the plasma exposure and compare it
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e
with the expected mass loss (∆𝑚loss
). The weighing of the samples was carried
out at least 5 times per sample prior to the plasma exposure and 5 times after the
experiment, with a statistical error evaluation for every measurement series.
Some Mo was deposited on most samples from the sputtering of the clamping
m
rings. The mass gain ∆𝑚gain,Mo
due to this was measured via RBS on each
sample individually and taken into account in determining the mass loss of the
target material.

The expected mass loss was calculated as the sputtering process in the absence
of any re-deposition. The expected mass loss due to sputtering as a function of
radial position (r) was calculated using [19]:
e
∆𝑚loss
= ∑∫
𝑧

𝑟max

0

2𝜋𝑟 𝑌(𝐸ion , 𝑖, 𝑧) ∗ 𝑀𝑧 ∗ 𝛤𝑖 (𝑟)𝑓z (𝑟, 𝑡)𝑡 d𝑟

(2)

where Y is the sputtering yield, which is a function of the ion energy (Eion), the
ion species (i) and target species (z); Mz is the target atomic mass, fz the surface
fraction of the species z and t is the duration of the exposure. This function was
calculated in MATLAB based on TS profile measurements along the sample
surface. The sputtering yield for each metal was taken from [19]. 𝑓𝐶𝑢 = 1/(𝑥 +
1) where x is the ratio of Mo to Cu as determined via spatially resolved XPS
data and as shown later in figures 4, 5, 7 & 9, and we also take the assumption
that post-mortem surface Mo concentrations increased linearly over the entire
discharge. We also assume that Mo is the only other impurity so that 𝑓𝐶𝑢 +
𝑓𝑀𝑜 = 1. 𝑓𝑆𝑛 is based on 𝑓𝐶𝑢 data, while fz =1 for the Mo sample.
To choose the appropriate ion energy and the subsequent sputtering yield we
determined the ion energy due to biasing and the sheath acceleration with the
formula: 𝐸ion = 𝑒𝑉bias − 𝑒𝑉f + 5.5𝑘𝑇e where e is the electron charge, Vbias is
the bias voltage and Vf is the floating potential (which was measured for each
discharge condition). Note that for the argon plasmas the measured floating
potential was typically around +5 V while for He it was close to zero, typically
giving an ion energy slightly higher than the bias voltages used. Given the
uncertainty in the ion energy and the fact that the sputtering yields are relatively
close to threshold we assign an error bar of 50% to the determined sputtering
yield, as discussed in [8]. To take into account the Mo mesh in the Sn samples
we accounted for the open area values claimed by its manufacturer. Therefore,
Sn was assumed to be sputtered only from the areas between the pores. The
impact of Mo mesh in the mass loss was adjusted accordingly by then taking
sputter rates for Mo. Again this gives a conservative estimate for the expected
mass loss as the mesh was observed to be wetted by the Sn, meaning that in the
sample the plasma facing material is therefore expected to be only Sn [13]. The
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re-deposition ratio from mass loss is therefore calculated as 𝑅loss =
e
m
m
1 − (∆𝑚loss
+ ∆𝑚gain,Mo
)/∆𝑚loss
.
m
The second method was to measure the mass gain on the QCM (∆𝑚gain
) due to
the deposition of sputtered material and compare it with the expected mass that
e
should be deposited in the absence of any re-deposition (∆𝑚gain
). The measured
mass gain was determined from the frequency change of the crystal using both
the Sauerbrey equation [20] and the Z-match method [21], both of which agreed
within 1%. The error bar arises from the standard deviation of the statistical noise
in the measured signal. RBS measurements of the QCM crystal used gave
complicated results due to the complex structure of the deposited layers and the
fact that the silver coating on the crystal is higher in mass than the deposited
elements. Therefore, a reasonable estimate of the contribution from the clamping
ring is not possible. To give the smallest possible re-deposition ratio (i.e. the
most conservative assumption) we assume that all deposited material is solely
due to the target element sputter deposition and that the clamping ring
contribution is negligible.
e
e
In this case, we determine the expected mass gain as ∆𝑚gain
= ∆𝑚loss
Ω, where
Ω is the solid angle subtended by the QCM. To evaluate the fraction of total
sputtered atoms that theoretically can be deposited on the QCM we assumed that
sputtered atoms are isotropically distributed in the solid angle of 2π after
sputtering. This assumption can be justified taking into account that the sample
surface is rather rough (see Figure 2) and therefore any preferential direction of
sputtered atoms should be averaged by the morphology of the surface. The redeposition ratio from mass gain is therefore calculated as 𝑅gain = 1 −
m
e
∆𝑚gain
/∆𝑚gain
.

5. Experimental results
We structure our experimental results as follows: at first, we show XPS
measurements and photographs for each group of samples (see Section 3 and
Table 1) as well as the RBS analysis. Afterwards we analyzed the mass loss of
each sample and the mass gain on the QCM during this sample exposure then
compared them with expected mass loss or gain without re-deposition to
determine the re-deposition ratio. In addition, as the targets' material is sputtered
we observed emission radiation from the sputtered atoms. By comparing the ratio
of emission at the target surface with that at the TS position complementary
information about re-deposition was also determined.
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5.1 Group 1: Influence of flux on the sample mass measurements
Group 1 consisted of 4 copper samples where the ion energy of the pure Ar
plasma was held approximately constant at 58-63 eV. The magnetic field and
thus the incoming flux of ions was different for each sample (Table 1: Group 1).
As mentioned above, samples were clamped by a Mo clamping ring, a part of
which was exposed to the plasma beam (Figure 1). In this area, the ion flux was
much lower than in the center of the beam, but still could lead to Mo sputtering
and re-deposition due to the same bias of the clamping ring as the target. Indeed,
after plasma exposures all samples demonstrated Mo deposition on their surface,
which is clearly visible due to the colour difference between Mo and Cu. The
gradual increase of Mo re-deposition has been observed optically (as a silvergrey metallic layer) and confirmed with XPS measurements (Figures 4 and 5)
and RBS measurements (Figure 5.1). The XPS results in all cases show that Mo
is the pre-dominant impurity deposited. C and O are also present, but are
presumed to be from the atmospheric exposure and their contribution to the
target mass change is neglected. It should be noted that sputtering rates for Mo
by Ar are sufficient to have easily removed the Mo from the surface and therefore
this is itself an indication of strong re-deposition.

Figure 4: Normalized intensity ratio of Mo and Cu of samples Cu 1 and Cu 2
and their photographs after plasma exposure.

For lower fields of 0.2 T and 0.4 T, with fluxes 0.3x1023 and 1.0x1023 m-2s-1
respectively, XPS showed a relatively small ratio <1 of Mo to Cu (Figure 4). For
the sample Cu 1 the incoming flux was not high enough to have a significant redeposition of Mo. In contrast, Cu 2 demonstrated a higher ratio of Mo to Cu,
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which radially increases towards the periphery of the sample, which correlates
with the visibly observed silver ring of Mo. This indicates that at lower plasma
beam fluxes the Mo re-deposition ratio is low although it clearly occurs. Further,
the fact that the re-deposition is strongly concentrated towards the edge of the
sample implies that the mean free paths are small and that the radial distribution
is likely contributed from several sputtering and re-deposition steps.

Figure 5: Normalized intensity ratio of Mo and Cu of samples Cu 3 and Cu 4
and their photographs after plasma exposure.

For higher fields of 0.6 T and 0.8 T, with fluxes 5.7x1023 and 8.5x1023 m-2s-1
respectively, XPS showed much high ratios ≫1 of Mo to Cu (Figure 5) than in
the previous case. This indicates that at higher plasma beam fluxes the redeposition is significant.
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Figure 5.1: Areal density of deposited Mo measured by RBS as a function of
radial position for samples Cu1-Cu4.

The RBS analysis confirms the thin deposition layer of Mo increases with
increasing flux. The deposition profiles for these four samples are shown in
figure 5.1. These agree very well with the qualitative analysis from the XPS.

Figure 6: QCM mass gain rate (solid black line) and mass loss rate (orange
dashed line) dependences on the incoming flux magnitude.
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The mass loss rate and mass gain rate on QCM showed consistent results (Figure
6), with decreasing rates as a function of flux. It could be assumed that this is
due to increasing Mo on the surface, however, at this ion energy Ar sputtering
rates for Mo and for Cu are similar and so this makes little difference to the
expected mass loss or gain rate. Qualitatively, the generally decreasing trend in
both measurements can be understood as a dependence on the flux magnitude.
As the incoming flux becomes larger more particles are not only sputtered, but
also are re-deposited back. This effect must increase with flux as without this the
expected mass loss rate would be expected to increase rather than decrease as a
function of flux.
The mass gain rate on the QCM can be understood as being related to the net
loss rate from the local target region. This also decreases with a larger flux, which
implies that despite the greater sputtering rate (which would be expected to
produce a higher rate as a function of flux) the large re-deposition ratio means
overall fewer atoms can reach the QCM crystal. The physical phenomena, which
can account for this trend, are discussed in detail in Section 6.
5.2 Group 2: Influence of ion energy on the sample mass measurements
The next group of samples was devoted to the investigation of the effect of
different ion energies. Group 2 consisted of 3 copper samples that were exposed
in the same magnetic field of 0.4 T, but at different biases. The plasma contained
only Ar species, but the bias, thus the energy of incoming ions, was different per
each sample (see Table 1: Group 2).
For the floating potential case (Cu 5), both XPS and optical images of the sample
did not reveal any Mo presence. In addition, the sample did not have any mass
m
loss (∆𝑚loss
=-0.04±0.03 mg) after the exposure and no mass gain on QCM
m
(∆𝑚gain = -4 ng/cm2) was observed during the plasma shot. These measurements
are consistent with the assumption that no sputtering and therefore no redeposition occurs at a floating potential. Thus, this can help to ensure that all
mass gain or loss observed on the QCM and target is due to the sputtering and
re-deposition processes rather than environmental factors from the background
gas or impurities from the plasma source or wall.
For the negatively biased cases in this experimental series, XPS showed similar
ratio between Mo and Cu normalized intensity ratios to the lower field exposure
in Group 1 (compare Figures 4 and 7). The images also comply with the XPS
measurements. For the lower biased case (Cu 6) the results are very similar to
the higher biased case (Cu 2), indicating that biasing rate does not play as strong
a role as flux dependence in the overall re-deposition process. The RBS results
show that for Cu 6 the deposited layer was around twice as thick (6.8×1015cm-2)
as the layer for sample Cu 2 (3.2×1015 cm-2), despite the lower ion energy in the
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former case. This reinforces the conclusion that flux and electron density play
the most important role in the re-deposition rate.

Figure 7: Normalized intensity ratio of Mo and Cu peaks of samples Cu 6 and
Cu 2and their photographs after plasma exposure.

Mass loss rate and mass gain rate on the QCM again showed good consistency
with each other: although the sputtering yield was around 38% that of Cu 2, the
flux magnitude was ~65% bigger in the smaller bias case. Therefore, overall we
expected the gross yields at -30 V to be 59% those at -50 V. However in total the
mass loss rate is around 28% that of Cu 6 and around 34% in terms of mass gain.
Therefore, the re-deposition was more prominent at bigger flux with higher
density, and consequently the mass loss rate and the mass gain rate on QCM are
smaller than expected for the -30 V biased sample relative to the -50 V biased
sample (Figure 8).
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Figure 8: QCM mass gain rate (solid black line) and mass loss rate (orange
dashed line) dependences on the bias magnitude.

5.3 Group 3: Sample mass measurements under different exposure conditions
and target materials
Measurements were carried out with the aim of investigating re-deposition using
ion and target species combinations other than Ar and Cu: changing gas type
from Ar to He (sample Cu 7) while maintaining a Cu target; changing the target
material to Mo (sample Mo 1) with Ar plasma, and finally changes the target
material to solid tin with Mo mesh embedded (samples Sn 1 and Sn 2) with Ar
plasma.
For sample Cu 7 the XPS results demonstrated a similar ratio of Mo to Cu as for
Ar plasma, which varies from 0.7 in the centre up to 1.1 at the edge compared to
0.2-0.6 for Cu 2. The flux in this case was a factor 1.7 higher than for Ar, but
this ratio is rather high giving that Mo sputtering should be negligible at such
small energies of incoming He ions: the sputtering yield in such a case is very
close to threshold with a large uncertainty [19] but certainly <10 -3. This implies
that the amount of Mo sputtering must be very small. However, we clearly
observed strong discolouration on our sample. The RBS results showed that Mo
is present on the sample in amounts consistent with the XPS analysis 72±6 µg in
total were deposited. This is negligible compared to the Cu sputtering but
sufficient to cause the discolouration. The RBS profile is also peaked in the
centre unlike the other cases, indicating that the source of Mo may come from
the plasma for this sample. When using He here the voltages between plates in
the source are much higher than for Ar, which may mean that Mo inserts in the
source were sputtered and deposit on the surface of the sample in this case. The
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mass loss rate of Cu 7 sample was measured to be 7 g/s and QCM mass gain
rate was 7 ng/(s cm2).

Figure 9: Normalized intensity ratio of Mo and Cu of Cu 7 sample and it's
photograph after helium plasma exposure.

Mo sputtering in argon plasma was also investigated, also below or close to
sputtering threshold. A Mo sample was exposed to Ar plasma at -30 V bias, 0.2T
with the incoming flux of 0.3x1023 m-2s-1. At such conditions, we expected to
observe the re-deposition rate to not be very strong, based on the measurements
in the previous two groups with same conditions (compare Cu 1 sample). The
sputtering threshold of Mo for argon ions with energies ~38 eV is very close to
threshold with Y~5×10-4 [19]. During Mo sample plasma exposure, we still
observed a mass loss of Mo sample, with a small and simultaneous QCM mass
gain. The mass loss rate was measured to be 3 g/s and QCM mass gain rate of
8 ng/(cm2 s) was acquired during the sample exposure. However, the mass
changes were so small and the uncertainties in expected mass changes so large
that a meaningful determination of the re-deposition ratio was not possible.
For the Sn samples no droplets in the discharge were observed on Phantom V12
and FLIR IR cameras, and as stated earlier the temperature was below that
required for evaporation. These observations suggest that the target surface
erosion was pre-dominantly due to sputtering by the plasma beam. The mass loss
rate for the Sn 2 sample was measured to be 10 g/s and QCM detected gain of
6 ng/(cm2 s). For the Sn 1 sample, the plasma flux was smaller and as expected
the mass loss rate and QCM mass gain rate were larger than for sample Sn 2 due
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to lower re-deposition rates. The mass loss rate and QCM mass gain rate were
measured to be 25 g/s and was 11 ng/(cm2 s) respectively.
5.4 Optical Emission spectroscopy results
OES measurements also suggest an increase of re-deposition with increasing
flux. Figure 10 demonstrates the ratio between intensities of Cu II lines, as well
as Mo I lines, at two different positions simultaneously: at the target position and
at the TS position. The ratio of these intensities was then calculated.
Unfortunately only a small wavelength range could be observed in two locations
and in this region Mo and Cu spectra are very close together. Therefore our
spectrometer could not resolve Mo I lines from Cu II. The lines are strong Mo I
lines and weak Cu II lines [23]. However, OES signals during two samples at the
same exposure conditions: Cu 6 (Cu and Mo species are present) and Sn 1 (only
Mo species no Cu are present), revealed that Cu does have a significant impact
on Cu+Mo intensity. In this case it is about 60% of the total intensity. This
indicates that the erosion rate of Cu is much higher than Mo, as would be
expected, and that Cu is at least partially ionized in the plasma as Cu II is
observed. Figure 10 shows the sum of both species lines intensities at different
incoming plasma fluxes for the group 1 targets.

Figure 10: Ratio of intensity of Cu and Mo lines at the target and TS positions.
Numbers indicate wavelengths in nm near which several strong Cu and Mo lines
are located (wavelengths from NIST [23]).
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6. Discussion
XPS measurements demonstrated a significant presence of Mo on our Cu targets.
Therefore, Mo clamping rings which were at the same bias as samples during the
exposure, were sputtered and subsequently re-deposited on the target surface.
Furthermore, radial XPS spectra showed that there is a radial increase of the Mo
to Cu ratio for all measured Cu samples (see Figures 4, 5, 7 and 9). RBS spectra
generally support this and show that it increases from the centre to the periphery
of a sample (figure 5.1) with the exception of Cu 7. As the clamping ring was
placed concentrically on the target's edge, such as that the central inner part of
the target with the diameter of 22 mm is fully exposed to the plasma beam (see
Figure 2), the rims of the Cu targets were closer to the Mo clamping ring than
target's centre, thus Mo atoms that were sputtered and re-deposited would more
likely concentrate on the rim side of the Cu sample if the path lengths are much
smaller than the size of the target. This tends therefore to support a re-deposition
process with a path length of only a few mm.
A general trend of mass loss rate decrease with the increase of the incoming ion
flux was measured for all 3 groups, despite the increasing gross sputtering rate
with ion flux (Table 2 and Figure 11). The mass gain rate on the QCM also
follows the same decreasing dependence with increasing flux. It is important to
try to identify the mechanism, which can drive this.
Ionized sputtered particles return easily to the surface due to the strong electric
field if this occurs in the sheath, or due to entrainment in the plasma outside of
that [15][24]. Therefore, electron impact ionization and subsequent re-deposition
of ions back to the negatively biased target is considered. However, according to
literature the maximum ionization cross-section is 3-4×10-20 m2 at ~35 eV for Cu
and 4-9×10-20 m2 at 40 eV for Mo [25][26][27][28][29], but in our experimental
condition the electron temperature was ~1-2 eV, and the cross-sections are many
orders smaller. Even considering that the sputtered particles can have energies
typically up to half the surface binding energy (Esb) the cross sections for
ionization are still very small (Mo has the largest with Esb =6.85 eV [30]). We
can conclude that the cross-section for this process in our plasma was<10-22 m-2
for all ion-neutral combinations. Therefore, due to small electron energy and
small magnitude of the corresponding cross-sections (comparing to the next
discussed processes), electron-impact ionization is not considered as the most
influential.
Second, we consider entrainment [24] of sputtered atoms back to the target
surface due to interaction with plasma ions. This is driven by inducing a dipole
in the atom due to a nearby charged particle. This phenomenon becomes more
and more prominent if the density and subsequently the flux of the incoming ions
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increases. To estimate this process we use the cross-section for momentum
transfer between ions and atoms at low energies [31]:
1/2

𝜎𝑚𝑡

3√2 3/2 4.88𝛼𝑒 2
=
𝜋 (
)
16
𝜇

𝑘𝑇𝑖 𝑘𝑇𝑛 −1/2
[
]
+
𝑚𝑖 𝑚𝑛

(3)

where  is the atom polarizability and 𝜇 the reduced mass. Polarizabilities of
Cu, Mo and Sn were taken as an average value from several references to be
15.5Å3, 13.6 Å3 and 5.9 Å3 [32] respectively. The cross-sections calculated with
formula (3) for Ar-Mo and Ar-Cu interactions are ~1-6x10-19 m2, which are an
order of magnitude bigger than the maximum ionization cross-sections listed
above, which are also valid at energies of tens of eV rather than the current case.
Charge-exchange (CXR) is another process, which can lead to particle charging
and subsequent ion-ion collisions, which are more efficient to induce
entrainment. Typically non-resonant charge transfer such as would be present
here is not considered as an important channel, however the fact that weak Cu II
emission lines are observed indicates that at least some sputtered copper becomes
charged, which as stated above has a low probability due to electron impact
ionization. No literature was available for the cross-sections between the species
here, however for low energy collisions Hutchinson suggests a formula [33] to
estimate the cross sections when a resonance occurs at a particular ion-neutral
separation as they approach one another:
𝜎𝐶𝑋𝑅 ≈ 8𝜋𝑎0 2 𝑛𝑛 4 𝑍𝑖 [1 + √1⁄𝑍𝑖 + 1⁄4𝑍𝑖 ]

(4)

where nn is the quantum level of the neutral (taken to be 1, i.e. ground state), and
and Zi the charge of the ion (also taken to be 1). The case applied in [31] is valid
for fully ionized ions interacting with neutral hydrogen, therefore this gives only
a crude estimate. However, this gives 𝜎𝐶𝑋𝑅 ~2.6x1019 m2, which is energy
independent at low energies and thus identical for all our species pairs. Despite
the poor approximation, it does indicate that this can still be an important process
in this case as it is the same order as the momentum transfer. More accurate data
would give a much clearer indication of its significance.
After calculating these cross-sections per each pair of the gas ion and the target
metal in our experiments i.e. Ar-Mo, Ar-Cu, He-Cu, He-Mo and Ar-Sn, the mean
free path (MFP) is determined as 𝜆MFP = 𝑣𝑛 /[(〈𝜎𝑚𝑡 𝑣〉 + 〈𝜎𝐶𝑋𝑅 𝑣〉)𝑛i ], where
ni is assumed to be equal ne which is measured by TS. We can expect the
following: the larger the plasma density the smaller the MFP and thus smaller
the mass loss rate and QCM mass gain rate. This indicates that the re-deposition
ratio should be higher at larger fluxes and larger ni. Table 2 shows calculated
MFP for each sample and element.
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-2 -1

𝜞𝒊
[×10 m s ]
0.3

λMFP
[mm]
45.4

𝐞
∆𝒎𝐞𝐥𝐨𝐬𝐬 ∆𝒎𝐦
∆𝒎𝐦
∆𝒎𝐦
𝑹𝒍𝐨𝐬𝐬 , %
𝑹𝐠𝐚𝐢𝐧 , %
𝐠𝐚𝐢𝐧,𝐌𝐨 ∆𝒎𝐠𝐚𝐢𝐧
𝐠𝐚𝐢𝐧
𝐥𝐨𝐬𝐬
[mg]
[mg]
[µg] [µg/cm2] [µg/cm2]
15.6
4.28
1.3
17.6
3.49
72.6
80.2
±9.4
±0.07
±0.1
±10.9
±0.04 -42.4/+10.6
-33.2/+7.7
1.1
18.7
67
3.01
120
76
1.50
Cu 2
95.1
97.9
±34
±0.05
±10
±39
±0.02
-5.0/+1.6
-2.1/+0.7
5.7
4.2
170
0.41
870
194
0.57
Cu 3
99.5
99.8
±90
±0.05
±10
±98
±0.01
-0.8/+0.3
-0.3/+0.1
8.5
2.8
360
-0.81
1020
410
0.88
Cu 4
99.95
99.8
±180
±0.03
±80
±209
±0.01 -0.11/+0.04
-0.2/+0.1
1.7
12.4
26
0.68
16
29
0.43
Cu 6
97.3
98.5
±17
±0.03
±1
±19
±0.01
-2.3/+0.8
-1.2/+0.4
1.7
50.8
9.0
0.29
72
10.2
0.27
Cu 7
96.0
97.4
±6.5
±0.04
±6
±7.5
±0.01
-2.9/+1.0
-2.1/+0.7
(He)
0.3
56.1
0.58
0.58
1.3
0.7
1.4
Mo 1
±0.58
±0.06
±0.1*
±0.7
±0.01
0.3
61.2
10.5
1.52
1.3
11.8
0.68
Sn 1
86.2
94.5
±5.5
±0.05
±0.1*
±6.2
±0.01
-14.4/+4.8
-5.7/+1.9
1.7
16.5
17.9
0.41
16.3
20.2
0.18
Sn 2
98.2
99.3
±13.7
±0.03
±1.3*
±15.6
±0.01
-3.0/+0.8
-1.2/+0.3
Table 2: Summary of the determined measured and expected mass losses and mass gains and the derived redeposition rates, as well as the mean free path of the target material in each case.

Sample
Name
Cu 1
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Figure 11: The net loss rate (1-R) of the sputtered element as a function of
electron density. The expected losses are calculated using equation (5).

Data in Table 2 show very consistent re-deposition ratio between the sample
mass loss and the mass gain on the QCM. This gives high confidence in the
results given such highly similar values by two different methods. One can see a
clear growth of re-deposition ratio with increasing flux of incoming ions and
simultaneous decrease of the mean free path as the density increases.
One can also describe the expected net loss rate (i.e. 1 − 𝑅) as the fraction of
particles which escape collisions, such that:
1 − 𝑅 = exp(− 𝐿𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑎 ⁄𝜆𝑀𝐹𝑃 )

(5)

The characteristic length scale of the plasma is difficult to determine but we
estimate it as the distance a particle from the center of the target would have to
travel if emitted at an angle of 60° from the target surface to reach the half
maximum distance from the beam axis, i.e. 𝐿𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑎 ~FHWM of the plasma
beam as given in table 1. These expected losses are shown in comparison to the
measured data in figure 11, indicating relatively good agreement given the
uncertainties in defining both Lplasma and λMFP and confirms that the processes of
momentum and charge exchange identified are sufficient to account for such
high re-deposition ratios. This is also in qualitative agreement with the OES
observations as the ratio of impurity line intensities at the target relative to at the
TS position 3 cm upstream increases with flux. In other words as the density
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increases, at the position of the TS an increasing fraction of the sputtered
particles are no longer present and are presumably entrained and redeposited
relative to what is spectroscopically observed at the target. When this path length
becomes smaller than the characteristic plasma size (in the Magnum-PSI case
approximately 2-4 cm) then re-deposition becomes very strong.
We can now also consider the implications for ITER and DEMO. In SOLPStype codes ion-neutral friction between the plasma and impurities is typically not
considered, as both the friction and thermal forces are generally only concerned
with charged-species collisions [34][35][36]. However, when electron
temperatures are sufficiently low, sputtered neutrals can have relatively long
lifetimes and should not be neglected. Analogous to the friction force for ions,
the friction force for ion-neutral friction can be derived as
0
𝑚𝑡
𝐹𝑖𝑛
= 𝑚𝑧 (𝑣𝑖 − 𝑣𝑛 )⁄𝜏𝑖𝑛

(6)

𝑚𝑡
Where 𝜏𝑖𝑛
≈ (𝑛𝑖 𝑣𝑖 𝜎 𝑚𝑡 )−1 is the collision time for momentum exchange under
the assumption that vi>>vn. However, unlike for ion-impurity and electron
𝑚𝑡
impurity collisions for charged particles (z) which have a dependence 𝜏𝑒𝑧
∝
3/2
3/2
𝑚𝑡
𝑇𝑒
and 𝜏𝑖𝑧 ∝ 𝑇𝑖
respectively, thus giving rise to the electron temperature
and ion temperature gradient thermal forces, it follows from equation (3) that
𝑚𝑡
𝜏𝑖𝑛
is independent of Ti, and therefore ion-neutral collisions are not subject to
thermal forces. As this force is that which typically directs particles away from
the surface and towards the main plasma this indicates that in regions where ionneutral collisions are important entrainment by friction will be the dominant
force leading to efficient re-deposition at the wall.

It can also be noted that cross sections for the momentum and charge exchange
cross-sections do not vary strongly when hydrogen isotopes or helium are chosen
rather than argon as the ion species. Taking as an example a partially detached
DEMO scenario calculated using SONIC gives ion density of 2×1020-2×1021m-3
with electron temperatures in the range 1-5 eV in the detached region. In the 12 cm inside the attached region the ion temperature reaches ~100 eV while the
ion density drops to ~2×1019 m-3 [37]. For a W-based divertor this would give
re-deposition rates well above 99.99% (1-R<10-4) in the detached region at the
highest densities but this rapidly becomes unimportant (R~5%) in the 1-2 cm
region just outside this if we assume that the characteristic plasma dimension
(Lplasma) is given by the ionization mean free path (~1 mm) [37]. Predominantly
this is due to the strongly decreasing Lplasma and ni, for cases where ionization
mean free paths are longer re-deposition processes will be more important. As
most sputtering is expected to take place in the attached region ion neutral
friction is therefore unlikely to be of significance for the erosion lifetime of the
strikepoint region of a W divertor except for sputtered neutrals which enter the
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detachment region and potentially during transient events such as ELMs.
However, for liquid metal divertors the region of highest evaporation is likely to
be at the detached strikepoint locations where the heat load is highest. (1-R) can
easily reach <10-4 in such a case, assuming a conservative ionization mean free
path in this case of ~1 cm. If Lplasma is of order the poloidal width of the detached
region (~10 cm) then (1-R)→0. Such very high re-deposition rates imply that the
operational temperature for liquid metals may be significantly extended upwards
compared to estimates neglecting such re-deposition processes [2].

7. Conclusion
Re-deposition of Cu, Mo and Sn was studied under high-flux Ar (0.3-8.5×1023
m-2s-1) and He (1.7×1023 m-2s-1) plasma exposure. Mass loss and QCM
measurements showed consistent results between the measured mass loss rate of
the samples and the mass gain rate on the crystal. XPS demonstrated a radial
distribution of re-deposited Mo, increasing towards the edge of the samples. RBS
analysis was used to determine this deposited Mo mass on the sample surface
and take this into account for the re-deposition calculations. We observed a
strong dependence of re-deposition ratio on the plasma flux and particle density.
Plasma entrainment of sputtered particles is considered to be the primary process
for such high re-deposition ratios. The effect does not appear to depend strongly
on particle or target species, but is strongly correlated with the mean free path of
the particles, which for the entrainment process is inversely proportional to ni.
This dependence appears to agree well with the results (figure 11). The
maximum re-deposition rate under our conditions is estimated at ~99.8% at the
highest flux based on the more conservative of the two measurement approaches.
These measurements and calculations are consistent with our previous work [8],
where a highly sensitive absorption technique Cavity-Ring-Down-Spectroscopy
was used to measure the re-deposition ratio of tin. It should be noted, that while
these experiments were predominantly carried out in Ar, cross-sections of similar
magnitude would be expected for plasma entrainment for such materials with
hydrogen isotope ions or other species. The results agree reasonably well with
the expression 1 − 𝑅 = exp(𝐿plasma /𝜆MFP ) which indicates re-deposition
rates above 99.99% should be possible at the high density regions of the DEMO
divertor. This is positive for all materials but in particular, this can increase
operating temperatures limited by evaporation for liquid metals used at the
divertor strikepoints of DEMO.
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Secondary electron emission of tin and tinlithium under low energy helium plasma
exposure*

V. Kvon, E. Oyarzabal, E. Zoethout, A. B. Martin-Rojo, T. W. Morgan
and F. L. Tabarés

Abstract: Secondary electron emission (SEE) yields of tin (Sn) and tin-lithium
(SnLi) eutectic (20 at.% Li) samples were measured in He-plasma at a mean
incoming electron energy up to 120 eV. SnLi shows a maximum yield of about
1.45 at 110 eV electron energy while the yield of the Sn surface was measured
to be maximally 1.05 at 120 eV. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
analysis demonstrated the segregation effect of Li to the surface of the eutectic,
both after melting in the argon atmosphere and in molten state with simultaneous
He-plasma exposure. At least the top 10 nm of the SnLi samples were heavily
enriched with Li, and Sn/Li ratios varied in the range 0.8-5% depending on
eutectic treatment conditions. After the plasma exposure Sn3d is detected
predominantly in the oxidized state while after extended atmospheric oxidation
there was still a significant amount of Sn3d detected in the metallic state. The
liquid surface of SnLi indicated a possible decrease of SEE yield. All
measurements gave values of SEE yield close to or above unity. Such values can
lead to significant plasma sheath disturbances and subsequent additional heat
flux from electrons on such a plasma-facing material, thus, should be accounted
for in designing fusion reactors using these components.

*This chapter is a published article in Nuclear Materials and Energy 13
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1. Introduction
Over the last two decades the concept of a liquid metal divertor for a post-ITER
nuclear fusion reactor i.e. DEMO has attracted increasing attention [1,2,3].
Studies suggest liquid metals have favorable properties in terms of power
exhaust and self-healing [4,5,6]. Lithium and tin are considered as two of the
most promising candidates due to their physical and chemical properties. For
lithium (Li) these include: low-Z value, hence a higher level of impurities can be
tolerated before fusion power is significantly degraded; a low melting point; and
improved discharge stability in tokamaks [7,8,9]. As for tin (Sn), it has a wide
operational window due to its low melting and high boiling point in combination
with a relatively low evaporation rate and could potentially exhaust power
densities up to 20-25 MW/m2 [5,10]. The idea to use the advantages of both
metals in the eutectic of SnLi has been proposed in several papers such as
[11,12,13], but the properties of such the eutectic when exposed to a plasma are
not well studied. Thus, the characterization of the eutectic in comparison to its
constituent elements is still necessary.
An important property of a plasma facing material (PFM) is the rate of emission
of secondary electrons relative to the incoming particle fluxes. The secondary
electron emission (SEE) yield represents the outgoing amount of electrons per
each incident electron as a function of the energy of the incoming particle.
Generally, at energies below several hundred eV only the emission stimulated
by electrons is important [15] and therefore we restrict our discussion and study
here to the electron stimulated emission. SEE can lead to a modification of the
sheath which consequently will increase the floating potential and provide an
additional heat from increased electron flux [14,15]. The magnitude of the extra
heat arriving at the surface originating from high SEE can be several times larger
than the heat flux on a material with no or marginal SEE yield (Ysee) [14].
Therefore, the power exhaust capability of a metal surface can be limited by this
process.
The influence of SEE on plasma sheath and the corresponding rise of the heat
flux was estimated in several works such as [14,15,16, 17]. The classical sheath
model can still describe marginal SEE [15,18,19], but even in this case when Ysee
approaches unity the SEE impact on the sheath layer is significant, as can be seen
through equations 1 and 2 which represent the floating potential (Vf) and the
electron heat flux (qe, surf) to the surface respectively [15]:
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where k is the Boltzman constant, me, mi are respectively the masses of electrons
and ions, Te, and Ti are respectively the electron and ion temperatures, Ysee is the
secondary electron yield and j- is the electron current density striking the surface.
As can be seen both equations approach infinity as Ysee approaches unity and the
sheath model is therefore insufficient. A modified sheath to account for this can
be described with a space-charge-limited (SCL) model, where a virtual cathode
appears in the sheath, limiting the electron losses from the surface [20-23].
Furthermore, when the yield is even larger some models predict a reverse sheath
(RS) [24-27]. The SCL model suggests an increased heat flux and a corrected
floating potential, but the RS model implies that the sheath can be reversed or
even disappear [26]. This will lead to extremely high heat load because electrons
will not be decelerated at all in the sheath (as considered in the classical model)
and thus an increased flux of power and electrons will be deposited on the PFM.
This can therefore substantially limit the power exhaust capability of such a
material.
In this paper we measure the Ysee of Sn and SnLi under low energy He-plasma
exposure, as they are considered to be prospective candidates for a liquid divertor
concept. In particular, the Ysee of SnLi has not previously been measured, while
this represents the first time this measurement methodology is used for the Ysee
of Sn. The segregation of Li to the surface of the eutectic mixture is also studied
before and after exposure using X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS).
The experimental apparatus and arrangements are described in Section 2.1. The
sample design and the preparation process is given in Section 2.2, while Section
2.3 outlines the experimental procedure and results. Finally, the discussion of the
obtained measurements and conclusions are given in Sections 3 and 4,
respectively.
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2. Experimental apparatus and procedures
2.1 Setup
A detailed description of the experimental setup is given in [28,29]. In this
section we briefly outline the main elements and specify the important
modifications that were made. The vacuum chamber consists of an anode; a port
for a sample holder with a built-in heater and a thermocouple; and another port
for a disk probe with a grid [30] (figure 1). A glow discharge is created in a
helium gas between the walls, which are grounded and act as the cathode, and
the anode. Each sample was exposed to glow discharges at a variety of gas
pressures. This variation was used to make a valid determination of the electron
energy distribution and accurately determine error bars. The following discharge
parameters were varied depending on the experimental series, with higher
voltages and currents used at higher gas pressures: the discharge voltage
(220400 V), the current (275525 mA) and the gas pressure (1.6x10-3to8x10-3
mbar). In this range of parameters, we previously measured electron densities of
4x1014 m-31.03x1015 m-3 and electron temperatures of 6.510.4 eV [29]. The
background pressure was 2x10-6 mbar and the heater temperature was varied in
the range 295623 K dependent on the choice of the solid or the liquid surface
to be measured.

Figure 1: Experimental setup. A vacuum chamber has
several inlet ports for a sample holder with a built-in
heater and a thermocouple on one side and for a disk
probe on the other side.

2.2 Sample preparation and characterization
Samples were made of tin or tinlithium eutectic (nominally lithium 20 at. %,
Princeton Scientific Corp.). Round stainless steel (SS304) disks of 20 mm were
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used as a substrate. The substrate surface was mechanically polished to ~100 µm
roughness and chemically treated with concentrated hydrochloric acid (37%) to
provide a good adhesion of the molten metal to the substrate (figure 2). The Sn
and SnLi were melted in a separate vacuum chamber with a residual gas pressure
of about 6x10-7 mbar. The substrate surfaces were then coated with the molten
metal and subsequently cooled to the room temperature in vacuum prior the
transfer to the exposure chamber. The coating thickness was measured to be
5mm.

Figure 2: A microscope picture of a substrate
surface after the mechanical polishing and the
etching in the concentrated hydrochloric acid.

It was previously observed that the SnLi composition evolves under melting,
leading to the enrichment of the surface with Li relative to the stoichiometric
ratio [12]. To attempt to understand the actual surface which produces the SEE,
SnLi samples were analyzed using X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) to
investigate the heating and melting influence on such a SnLi surface. Two SnLi
(20 at.% Li) eutectics were analyzed: one produced using a similar procedure as
[13] (type 1) and another using supplied by Princeton Scientific Corp. (type 2).
These eutectics were used to study three different states of a sample.
The first state was as received from the manufacturer and analyzed with XPS
(made from type 1, notation "as received" in figure 3). This sample had
predominantly been stored in a sealed air-tight container prior to measurement.
The second state was after melting in an argon atmosphere, subsequent
solidifying, but no plasma exposure (made from type 1, notation "Ar melt" in
figure 3). Its only atmospheric exposure was during transfer to the XPS machine.
The purpose of melting in argon (inert atmosphere) was to investigate the
influence of melting and re-solidifying of SnLi on its surface layer composition
and at the same time to minimize the influence of oxygen and water vapor during
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the melting and solidification processes. Melting was performed in a glove-box
with controlled level of oxygen and water vapor.
The third state was melted with the heater in the plasma chamber and afterwards
exposed to the He-plasma used in these experiments (made from type 2, notation
"He exposed" in figure 3). Following this exposure, it was stored for several days
in atmosphere prior to XPS testing.
The XPS measurement of the "as received" sample (green line in figure 3)
demonstrates two chemical states of Sn: the peaks at 485 eV and 493 eV
correspond to the metallic state whereas the peaks at 487 eV and 495 eV
correspond to the oxidized state of the Sn3d peak [31,32]. The results from the
“Ar melt” sample (red line in figure 3) shows that Sn is present mainly in the
metallic state and only a marginal fraction is in the oxidized state. This implies
that the surface oxide layer can be removed by the melting process, presumably
subsumed within the liquid, and replaced by the metallic Sn at the surface. The
Sn3d peak of the “He exposed” sample (blue curve in figure 3), shows Sn only
in the oxidized state [31,32] (peaks are shifted to ~487 eV and further). This is
clearly different from the “as received” sample that was also stored for prolonged
time at atmosphere and may relate to the more moist atmosphere it was exposed
to compared to the storage box used predominantly for the as-received sample.
Analysis of the Li1s peak of the SnLi eutectic shows that Li is always present in
a compound state (figure 3). This is due to its high reactivity with, for example,
the oxygen, nitrogen and water vapor from the atmosphere [37,38]. Also based
on the total XPS spectra the formation of more complex molecules containing
hydrogen and COx groups are suspected [38]. The Li1s peak for the “as received”
and “He-exposed” sample are similar, probably due to the prolonged exposure
to atmosphere in both cases and are shifted slightly to higher binding energy
compared to lithium in the metallic state (figure 3). The binding energy of the
Li1s in the Ar melted sample is significantly higher (+1 eV) than the other two
and is likely due to the presence of different compounds compared to the two
others (see the discussion section). XPS shows the other components present to
be Sn, carbon and oxygen groups.
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Figure 3: XPS measurements of SnLi eutectics. Signals
of Sn (top) and Li (bottom) from three samples: green
curves - as received (type 1); red curves - Ar melt and 15
min atmosphere exposure (type 1); blue curves - He
plasma exposed+stored at atmosphere (type 2).

If we now compare XPS measurements from both peak types (Sn and Li) we can
conclude that:
-

In the "as received" sample Sn and Li both are present in compound
(oxygen-containing) states. However, there is also a metallic state Sn
(green curves in figure 3).
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-

For the “Ar melt” sample different lithium compounds are dominant,
while Sn is predominantly in the metallic state (red curves in figure 3).

-

XPS measurements from the “He-exposed” sample show a Li peak at
the same position as the “as received” sample in the compound state and
Sn peak only in the oxidized state (blue curves in figure 3).

Sn/Li

As received

Ar melt

He exposed

0.052

0.017

0.008

Table 1: Relative composition of the SnLi eutectic according
to XPS atomic concentrations.

All eutectics show similar XPS results in terms of large amounts of lithium
presence at the surface. Sn to Li ratios vary from 0.8% to 5%, as is shown in
Table 1. These measurements are consistent with the segregation effect
previously found for an eutectic SnLi sample similar to our type 1 which appears
after melting [12]. It is important to mention that the XPS probes only the top
surface. As lithium is the majority constituent of the XPS measurement in a
compound state, intensity can be measured up to 10 nm below the surface in all
samples. On the other hand, this is the same region where secondary electrons
are generated. We also observe that after melting the sample surface is
increasingly enriched with lithium, both for the melt in Ar as for the He exposed
sample. From this one can expect that the plasma-surface interaction in the
melted state should be dominated by lithium interaction with charged particles
and not tin, despite the lithium concentration of the compound being only 20
at.%.
2.3 SEE measurements and results
Sn and SnLi samples were exposed in a helium plasma, preceded by an argon
sputtering discharge. The argon sputtering was carried out to remove oxides
which can form during sample installation in atmosphere and can influence the
SEE yield [33]. It should be noted however that the oxidation (from background
pressure) of the surface during measurements affects the magnitude of the SEE
yield, but this is consistent with the expectations of real vacuum conditions. The
vacuum conditions of a divertor region of a fusion device will not have an ultrahigh vacuum: a working neutral pressure of 1-10 Pa is predicted during operation
with a background pressure of 10-410-6 Pa [34,39]. Therefore, a partial
contamination with oxygen of the metal surface will be present.
We replicated experimental conditions and procedures reported in our previous
studies [28,29] in terms of gas pressures, discharge currents and voltages (their
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range is listed in the Section 2.1). Furthermore, we aimed to research SEE not
only of the solid state metals but also of molten samples. The measurements
consisted of sample current measurements (obtaining I-V curve of a sample),
then probe measurements of the current (I-V curve of a disk-probe). Afterwards
based on the measured sample currents we calculated Ysee and based on the diskprobe I-V curves we calculated mean energy of incoming electrons. Briefly, the
present experimental series can be described as following:
1. A current-voltage (I-V) characteristic was measured by sweeping an
applied bias on the sample (figure 4a), thus attracting a changing ratio
of electron to ion currents from the plasma to the sample surface. The
linear part of the negative I-V characteristic (figure 4b) contains the ion
saturation current which is subtracted from the total current drawn by
the sample. After the subtraction the I-V curve consists of the sum of the
incident electron current (𝐼𝑒inc ) and the secondary electron emission
current (𝐼𝑒SEE ) represented in figure 4c.
2. To obtain 𝐼𝑒inc an I-V characteristic was measured using the gridded
disk probe [30]. The bias of the collector was fixed at the maximum
voltage of the sample in the previous step, plus an extra 50 V to
compensate for the potential drop in the plasma sheath [29]. The voltage
on the grid was varied over the same range as on the sample in step 1.
Only 𝐼𝑒inc is therefore measured on the collector because all secondary
electrons return to the collector surface due to the high applied bias. In
the calculation of 𝐼𝑒inc two geometrical factors were applied to compare
with the current measured on the sample: the first to account for an area
difference between the collector and the sample; the second to account
for the shadowing effect of the grid, which can block electrons from
reaching the collector surface.
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Figure 4: He plasma, 1.6x10-3 mbar, 250 A 350 V, Sn sample in solid state, no
heating: 4a - sample I-V characteristic; 4b - ion current component of the I-V
curve; 4c - sample I-V characteristic after ion current subtraction.

3. The SEE yield was calculated as the ratio between 𝐼𝑒SEE and 𝐼𝑒inc as a
function of voltage bias:
𝑌SEE (𝑉bias ) =

𝐼𝑒SEE (𝑉)
𝐼𝑒inc (𝑉)

(3)

4. To characterize the SEE yield as a function of the mean electron energy
an electron energy distribution function (EEDF) was calculated using
the disk probe measurements. This was made by finding the derivative
of the current on the probe:
𝑓(−𝑞𝑉) =

𝑚 𝑑𝐼
𝑞 2 𝐴 𝑑𝑉
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where f is the electron energy distribution function, q is the elementary charge,
m is the mass of electron, A is the area of the probe, I is the current on the probe
and V is the voltage on the probe. From this the mean electron energy can be
calculated as a function of the bias voltage fitting it with a bi-Maxwellian
distribution using MATLAB as:

𝐸mean (𝑉bias ) =

∞
(𝐸 − 𝑞(𝑉p − 𝑉bias )) 𝑓(𝐸)𝑑𝐸
𝑝 −𝑉bias
∞
∫𝑉 −𝑉 𝑓(𝐸) 𝑑𝐸
p
bias

∫𝑉

(5)

where Emean is the mean electron energy, E is the electron energy, q is the
elementary charge Vbias is the bias voltage and Vp is the plasma voltage. A
complete description of calculations and the method can be found in [29,30].
5. Finally, we can combine the two functions Ysee (Vbias) from equation 3
and Emean(Vbias) from equation 5 into a dependence of the SEE yield on
the mean electron energy i.e.Ysee=Ysee(Emean).
Figure 5 represents the dependence of the Ysee on Emean of Sn and SnLi eutectic.
The data points to obtain Y (Vbias) and Emean (Vbias) were accumulated during six
measurement series (three per element) at different gas pressures and discharge
voltages. This procedure was made to verify the EEDF in different conditions
and to accumulate enough data to account for statistical effects. It is worth to
mention that SEE yield calculated for small energies (in the range below 50 eV)
should be interpreted with a great care. At such small incident electrons energies,
the secondary electrons are hardly distinguishable from the incoming electrons
[35]. The currents at lower electron energies are rather small and thus there are
bigger fluctuations in the measurements. This uncertainty is reflected in the
larger error bars as the electron energy decreases towards zero.
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Figure 5: SEE yield (Ysee) of Sn and SnLi samples
as a function of the mean electron energy (Emean).

The next measurement series were devoted to molten samples and XPS analyses
were carried out afterwards (see previous section eutectic type 2). SnLi samples
were melted at T=613-623K using the heater. A small overheating above melting
point [36] followed by extended heating for 30 minutes were made to ensure a
complete melting of the sample volume. Measurements of the sample and probe
currents in a liquid state i.e. after melting however gave unexpected I-V curves
(figures 6 and 7).

Figure 6: Comparison of I-V
characteristics of molten and solid
SnLi samples at different He
pressures.

Figure 7: Comparison of I-V of probe
measurements for molten and solid
SnLi samples at different He pressures.
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At low gas pressure the molten SnLi sample I-V characteristic has only the linear
part over nearly the entire biasing range (blue dotted line in figure 6). Moreover,
the electron current measured on the disk probe does not change much and even
does not have a steep rise as can be expected (blue dotted line in figure 7). This
indicates that the population of super-thermal electrons was not affected, but the
population of cold electrons was dramatically decreased. With the increase in
gas pressure a drastic change is observed (compare blue to the black lines in
figures 6 and 7). Both sample and probe characteristics become similar to the IV characteristics of the solid sample (see figure 4 and red dashed line in figure
6, 7). The increased helium pressure leads to an increase of charged particle
density as the power supplied to the plasma discharge was increased with the
increased gas pressured. On the other hand, the flux of evaporated tin and lithium
is defined by the sample temperature and therefore remained the same in both
experiments. Thus the pressure dependence observed here indicates that the
melting and strong metal evaporation had a large influence on the measured
currents. The causes of this are discussed in the next section. Unfortunately, it
also suggests that the method used to measure SEE yield of solid samples may
be limited for measuring the liquid surface Ysee. However, using the higher
pressure values, a yield of liquid SnLi was measured (figure 5), but due to the
complications described above statistical accumulation and a reliable error
estimation was not possible and the results should be treated with caution.

3. Discussion
The XPS results clearly show that both Sn and Li can be strongly affected by
atmospheric exposure. For Sn it is well known that it will slowly oxidize to SnO2
which is consistent with the observations of the “as-received” and “He exposed”
samples. The lack of metallic tin in the latter case likely indicates that it is fully
oxidized within the first 10 nm, while this is not completely true for the “asreceived” sample and therefore a mixture of states is observed. Melting in an
inert atmosphere permits metallic tin to be dominantly at the surface relative to
the thin tin-oxide layer which is presumed to be subsumed into the melt. For Li
the reactions are more complex. In the moist atmosphere lithium rapidly forms
lithium oxide and nitride (LiO2 and Li3N), but within a few hours it is
predominantly converted to LiOH in the presence of water vapor [37]. On longer
timescales it forms lithium hydroxide monohydrate (LiOH·H2O) and lithium
carbonate (Li2CO3) in the presence of water vapor and carbon dioxide
respectively [37,38]. Likely this gives rise to the differences in XPS signal for
the “Ar melt” sample which had only a short atmospheric exposure compared to
the other two.
The implication for the measurements in terms of impurities at the surface is
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quite limited however as all samples were sputtered with argon prior to the
experiments. It is expected that this would efficiently remove all compounds
from the surface. For Sn the oxidation is likely negligible during the experiment,
which is supported by the XPS results. For Li the top monolayer will oxidize
after exposure to 1-2 L of oxygen which would be expected within 1-10 s at our
background pressure [39]. However, the He plasma exposure with swept biasing
may be expected to also remove the oxygen again, therefore we would suppose
some oxygen (and nitrogen) presence on the SnLi surface but not full coverage.
What is more significant is that it can be expected that for the SnLi samples the
surface is dominated by Li, despite making up only 20 at.%.
The dependence of Ysee on Emean revealed clear differences between the yield of
Sn, SnLi and Li (figure 5). The maximum value of the Ysee of the solid SnLi is
almost 50% bigger than the yield of solid tin, and about three times higher than
the solid lithium surface when the electron mean energy is ~90 eV (Ysee ~0.5), as
measured in [40,41]. However, in the work [42] the Li SEE yield was measured
to be about 2.2, i.e. around 4 times higher than in [40] and larger than that for
SnLi reported here. Such a difference may be attributed to the effect of different
experimental conditions as in [42], as surface contamination by oxygen was
much higher. SnLi Ysee is about 1.4 times smaller than a lithium surface
contaminated with oxides and nitrides, as studied in [40,41]. This may indicate
that oxide and nitride contamination is less extensive in the SnLi measured here.
XPS spectra also show that the “He-exposed” sample does not have the Sn3d
metallic peak unlike others. One contributing factor could be due to the increased
ratio of Li/Sn on the surface (see Table 1) which leads to a thicker Li-oxide layer,
while the probing depth of XPS remains unchanged. Therefore, the metallic Sn
is completely obscured at the surface and only the oxidized Sn is present.
The observed currents measured at the low pressure during the molten SnLi
experiments had two issues. Firstly, only a small cold electron population was
observed which made determination of the EEDF impossible; and secondly the
ion saturation currents measured on the sample were much larger than in all other
cases. At higher gas pressures and therefore higher plasma densities these
problems disappeared. Therefore, we propose that the Li evaporation can explain
both observations.
If one assumes a segregation effect of lithium reported in [12], then the surface
of the sample should be enriched with Li atoms. Furthermore, our XPS
measurements made after exposures are consistent with [12] and also show the
surface enrichment with Li. It should be noted that XPS attenuation length is
bigger comparing to the low-energy ion scattering (LEIS), a technique used in
[12]. We estimated the attenuation length of 6 nm for Li and 4 nm for LiO2 based
on the XPS sensitivity data reported in [43]. These atoms can be evaporated and
the evaporated flux of lithium atoms therefore cools down the plasma. Assuming
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the evaporation is predominantly as a pure lithium surface the evaporation rate
of Li atoms can be estimated from [44] to be 1.1x1020 m-2s-1 at 623 K. At low gas
pressures this is comparable to the incoming plasma flux and may be expected
to have a significant effect on the plasma, for example by cooling the cold
electron population and affecting the plasma potential so that they are not
recorded. At higher pressures the problem is less extensive indicating that the
denser plasma is less strongly affected as the evaporated particles make up a
relatively smaller ratio to the incoming plasma flux.
Another effect of the intensive lithium evaporation is its deposition on the near
sample parts of the setup. The big increase of the sample current (blue dotted
line in figure 6) can be attributed to the enlarged effective area of the sample.
The continuous evaporation of lithium and its subsequent deposition on the
sample insulation lead to larger conducting and hence biased area. Therefore, the
current measured on the sample is increased. I-V characteristics shown in figure
6 were measured in several experiments after each other, with the lowest pressure
experiments carried out much later than the others. This complication prevented
us from gathering enough statistics for molten SnLi SEE yield. Nevertheless,
when the deposited amount of lithium is negligible, the technique can still be
used to measure the SEE yield. This was demonstrated in experiments with clean
insulation parts in the beginning of the experimental series with the molten SnLi
(black solid line in figure 6 and 7). In these experiments while the deposition is
negligible and the biased area is fixed to the sample dimensions, the increase of
helium pressure with adjusted power supplied to the discharge resulted in the
higher electron current on the probe. This occurs due to the rise in density of
sufficiently energetic charged particles in the discharge. As a result, we can
observe that the molten sample and probe I-V curves become similar to I-V
curves of a solid SnLi sample. We managed to extract a yield measurement for
a liquid SnLi as well (figure 5). But the values should be treated with a great care
due to above discussed evaporation and electron cooling effects.

4. Conclusion
Investigation of the SEE of Sn and SnLi under helium plasma has been
performed. Our measurements show that eutectics of only 20% atomic lithium
in the tin bulk increases Ysee almost 1.5 times comparing to the pure tin at electron
energies of 110 eV. It is also 3 times higher than pure lithium surfaces (Ysee~0.5),
but about 60% lower than a lithium surface with heavy nitride and oxide
contamination [40]. Molten SnLi demonstrates a lower yield compared to solid
state which may indicate a reduction in oxides and nitrides at the surface. XPS
analysis shows the segregation of Li to the surface of the SnLi eutectic after
melting and after He-plasma exposure. This is consistent with previously
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reported observations [12]. Sn was measured to be in an oxidized state both in
as received and after plasma exposure, while after fresh melting in Ar
atmosphere it is observed mostly in the metallic state. Li is present in the Li1s
compound state but on short timescales the compounds are different compared
to on longer timescales. The relative ratio of Sn/Li varied from 0.85 % at the
surface (depth of about 10 nm in all samples).
Molten surfaces of Sn and SnLi demonstrate certain complications in the
technique used for measurements of Ysee of solid metals. Despite this however
the SEE for SnLi could be measured using higher He gas pressure. The liquid
surface of SnLi shows a significant drop of SEE comparing to its solid state. This
might occur due to the high evaporation of Li from the surface and the
subsequent drop in the electron energy density function, or from the reduction in
impurities at the SnLi surface relative to the solid SnLi.
In all cases, except for the solid Sn, a SEE yield very close to or greater than one
was observed. SEE yield above unity may lead to over-heating of the surface.
Therefore, the power load on the SnLi eutectic can be limited by the sheath
disturbance and the increased heat flux from electrons. On the other hand, a
liquid surface of the SnLi indicates a partial suppression of this effect when the
incoming electron mean energy is greater than ~60 eV. As for tin in the solid
state it demonstrates a yield below unity when the incoming electron mean
energy is lower than ~80 eV, which is consistent with [33].
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6.1 Overview
In this thesis, we researched the re-deposition ratio and the secondary electron
emission yield of Sn and SnLi. In addition, we compared the re-deposition ratio
of tin with Mo and Cu. We investigated basic CPS application to expose a liquid
metal surface to the high-density plasma flux of Pilot-PSI and Magnum-PSI.
For a material under a high-flux plasma beam, it is important to extend the
temperature operational window of a material; it must have a high gross erosion
rate and minimum plasma core impurities. Therefore, it was important to
estimate the re-deposition rate of perspective candidates for liquid metal divertor.
The secondary electron emission is important due to the intrinsic nature for
metals to emit electrons under electron impact. A significant SEE yield vastly
affects the plasma edge and the power exhaust capability of a material. If the
SEE yield is close to one or more then the incoming electron flux deposits more
energy on the metal surface than predicted by the classical sheath models.
Therefore, the actual surface temperature rises significantly and this effect has to
be taken into account in the total heat flux calculation.
We implemented CRDS to measure neutral tin density sputtered from samples
exposed to high flux beam of 1.62.7x1023 m-2 s-1 argon ions (see Chapter 4).
Samples were made of molybdenum substrate with CPS structure produced as a
stack of tungsten and molybdenum meshes embedded in the melted tin. The
number of detected of sputtered tin atoms varied from 5.7 to 9.9x108 compared
to theoretical expectations of 5.5x10111.2x1012 assuming no re-deposition or
ionization, indicating these processes are important. Calculations and optical
emission observations show that both entrainment and ionization can play a role
in the reduction and this high ratio implies that ~98-99.8% of the eroded Sn
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atoms can be ionized and re-deposited.
Re-deposition of Cu, Mo and Sn was studied under high-flux Ar (0.3-8.5×1023
m-2s-1) and He (1.7×1023 m-2s-1) plasma exposure (see Chapter 5). Mass loss and
QCM measurements showed consistent results between the measured mass loss
rate of the samples and the mass gain rate on the crystal. XPS demonstrated a
radial distribution of re-deposited particles, rising to the edge of a sample. RBS
analysis was used to determine the deposited Mo mass on the sample surface and
take this into account for the re-deposition calculation. We observed a strong
dependence of re-deposition ratio on the plasma flux and particle density. Plasma
entrainment of sputtered particles is considered to be the primary process for
such high re-deposition ratios. The effect does not appear to depend strongly on
particle or target species, but is strongly correlated with the mean free path of the
particles, which for the entrainment process is inversely proportional to ni. The
maximum re-deposition rate is estimated at ~99.8% at the highest flux based on
the more conservative of the two measurement approaches. These measurements
and calculations are consistent with our 1st work, where a highly sensitive
absorption technique CRDS was used to measure the re-deposition ratio of tin.
It should be noted, that while these experiments were predominantly carried out
in Ar, cross-sections of similar magnitude would be expected for plasma
entrainment for such materials with hydrogen isotope ions or other species.
Investigation of the SEE of Sn and SnLi under helium plasma has been
performed in the 3rd work (see Chapter 6). Our measurements show that eutectics
of only 20% atomic lithium in the tin bulk increases Ysee almost 1.5 times
comparing to the pure tin at electron energies of 110 eV. It is also 3 times higher
than pure lithium surfaces (Ysee~0.5), but about 60% lower than a lithium surface
with heavy nitride and oxide contamination. Molten SnLi demonstrates a lower
yield compared to solid state which may indicate a reduction in oxides and
nitrides at the surface. XPS analysis shows the segregation of Li to the surface
of the SnLi eutectic after melting and after He-plasma exposure. This is
consistent with previously reported observations. Sn was measured to be in an
oxidized state both in as received and after plasma exposure, while after fresh
melting in Ar atmosphere it is observed mostly in the metallic state. Li is present
in the Li1s compound state but on short timescales the compounds are different
compared to on longer timescales. The relative ratio of Sn/Li varied from 0.85
% at the surface (depth of about 10 nm in all samples).
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Molten surfaces of Sn and SnLi demonstrate certain complications in the
technique used for measurements of Ysee of solid metals. Despite this however
the SEE for SnLi could be measured using higher He gas pressure. The liquid
surface of SnLi shows a significant drop of SEE comparing to its solid state. This
might occur due to the high evaporation of Li from the surface and the
subsequent drop in the electron energy density function, or from the reduction in
impurities at the SnLi surface relative to the solid SnLi.
In all cases, except for the solid Sn, a SEE yield very close to or greater than one
was observed. SEE yield above unity may lead to over-heating of the surface.
Therefore, the power load on the SnLi eutectic can be limited by the sheath
disturbance and the increased heat flux from electrons. On the other hand, a
liquid surface of the SnLi indicates a partial suppression of this effect when the
incoming electron mean energy is greater than ~60 eV. As for tin in the solid
state it demonstrates a yield below unity when the incoming electron mean
energy is lower than ~80 eV.
Overall, our research and results indicate that core impurity contamination from
tin surfaces exposed to high density plasmas such as would be expected in the
DEMO divertor may be more tolerable due to the high re-deposition rate. Large
re-deposition fractions may also increase the effective temperature range for a
tin PFM (and thus power handling capability) compared to assumptions of
negligible re-deposition. The SEE effect is more critical for a solid SnLi surface,
than for its liquid state and solid Sn, which have a greater potential in terms of
SEE yield and tolerable electron heat flux.

6.2 Outlook
Performed work allowed us to reveal and outline several complimentary studies.
These additional topics should broaden and deepen the knowledge of perspective
materials for a divertor of fusion reactors.
First, it is valuable to analyze chemical reactivity of Sn, Li and hydrogen
isotopes. This is important in order to understand potential limitations due to the
fuel retention [1] and the safety factors for ITER and DEMO [1][2]. There is
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already some indications that lithium hydrides can have a negative effect on the
Li application in the divertor area [3].
Second, CPS structures still require certain engineering effort in order to obtain
a continuously self-replenishing surface of a liquid metal. This will allow
manufacturing divertor elements, which are able to sustain a plasma load for an
extended period of time [4]-[6]. This is an important requirement for a power
plant, which should maximize the energy output in a continuous not intermittent
regime [4]-[6].
Thirdly, theoretical understanding of CPS principles for a full-scale DEMOenvironment is necessary. Such similar structures like filters or membranes can
assist in this work [7]-[9]. In addition, the theoretical background [9][7]-[9] and
modeling can provide valuable input for the development of future engineering
solutions.
Next important topic is the stability of a liquid metal surface in the presence of
strong electromagnetic fields [10]-[12]. Rayleigh-Taylor or Kelvin-Helmholtz
instabilities can bring certain constraints to the performance of the liquid metal
principle for a divertor region [10]-[12]. Therefore, it is favorable to model and
research these topics in more details.
In general, if liquid metals can resolve plasma material interaction issue, which
is one of the main challenges. There are still the neutron damage and
corresponding radiation defects and transmutation of structural elements of a
fusion reactor. These factors remain challenging topics, which require further
intensive R&D [13]-[16] in order to build a safe and sustainable source of
energy.
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Sputtering basics
In Chapter 1 Section 1.8 we described three important factors that can influence
sputtering process and measurements of the yield. In this appendix, we address
them in more detail. These three factors were denoted as important contributors
to the experimental determination of a sputtering yield by W. J. Moore et al. [1].
Above mentioned, ion beam properties are usually obtained by accelerators. An
accelerator or their assembly (for high-energy ions) give a well-defined energy
distribution, a spatial profile and an incident angle [2]-[5] of the beam which are
essential characteristics for reproducible and reliable yield measurements. The
next property is mass separation to assure that species of only certain types
(ideally only one type) are bombarding a target [6] during the experiment. If the
mass separation is not well performed, this can significantly complicate the
interpretation of the experimental results. Due to presence of impurities and
different charge states in the beam the calculation of the yield can be
overestimated. For instance, measurements of the yield for low energy beams of
molecular gases such as H2 can get large distortions due to un-separated species
[7][8].
The chemical purity of the target is an important factor that also should be taken
into account. So-called multi-component target sputtering [6] introduces another
dimension of complexity. Firstly, different elements have different sputtering
yields. Therefore, under sputtering beam the process does not need to be
stoichiometric. Secondly, the alloy itself can have homogeneously or
inhomogeneously distributed composition. Hence, the sputtering process will
depend on the region of the target exposed to the beam. For simplicity, we
consider homogeneous target and masses of components to be approximately
equal. In this case, a general coefficient for sputtering multi-component target to
take into account non-stoichiometric process is [9]:
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𝐺𝑖
≈ 𝑐𝑖 ,
(𝐺)𝑖

(𝐴1)

where Gi is the flux function of i-atoms in the alloy Gi, (G)i is the flux function
of i-atoms in an elemental i-target, 𝑐𝑖 is the atomic concentration of the
component i. Furthermore, the partial sputtering yield Yi for the i-component can
be expressed by [9]:
𝑌𝑖 = 𝛬′𝑖 𝑐𝑖 𝐹𝐷 ,

(𝐴2)

where 𝛬′𝑖 is the component dependent material constant, FD is the factor of ion
beam, which takes into account the energy and direction of the incident ions. The
factor 𝛬′𝑖 is expressed through surface potential by equation:

𝛬′𝑖 =

𝛬𝑖 ∗ (

(𝑈0 )𝑖 1−2𝑚𝑖
𝑈0𝑖

)

𝑐𝑖

𝐺𝑖
,
(𝐺)𝑖

(𝐴3)

where 𝛬𝑖 is the material constant for an elemental i-target, (𝑈0 )𝑖 is the surface
potential 𝑈0 in an elemental i-target, and 𝑈0𝑖 is the surface potential for an iatom in the alloy, 𝑚𝑖 is scattering exponent of element i. If masses of components
𝐺

are equal, ((𝐺)𝑖 = 𝑐𝑖 ) the formula for sputtering yield can be simplified to:
𝑖

1−2𝑚𝑖

(𝑈0 )𝑖
𝑌𝑖 = 𝑐𝑖 (
)
𝑈0𝑖

(𝑌)𝑖 , (𝐴4)

where (𝑌)𝑖 is the sputtering yield of an elemental i-target. Thus, one can
conclude that surface layers of multi-component target are enriched with a
heavier component with time and the least bound species tend to sputter
preferentially.
The challenge described above brings us to the other feature of the sputtering.
The target surface morphology is an important aspect that can influence the
experimental results significantly. Studies [10]-[12] suggest that surface
topology can influence the sputtering process as well as sputtering can lead to
modification of the surface morphology. The development of surface topology
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was prominently observed during experiments on multi-component targets
[6][9]. However, it is also crucial for single component targets. Here, we give a
qualitative picture of the processes, which take place on the surface with
formation of different structures.
In general, the surface topology is influenced by many factors such as a target
composition, an incident beam angle and energy, a target melting point and a
poly-crystalline structure (in case of a metal based target), a diffusion processes
and an ion-induced stress distribution etc. [6][9]. Of course, the overall surface
morphology formation can be a superposition of those.
Let us consider these phenomena on certain examples. For instance, it was found
that surface structures named cones are formed on Cu surface with Mo impurities
under Hg ion bombardment [10].

Figure A.1: Cone cluster formed on Mo-seeded Cu after 500 eV ion
bombardment [10].

Furthermore, G.K. Wehner researched the growth of these structures combining
many different metals [10]. The astonishing observation was that the cone
formation did not follow earlier assumption [14] that the heavier seed elements
always trigger cone formation on a lighter substrate metals. Therefore, one could
assume that if a seeding element has lower sputtering yield then it shadows
certain region on the surface from bombarding ions. Thus, lighter element nearby
is sputtered preferentially and a cone is formed. Later experiments showed that
the distinctive feature is the melting point of seeding and substrate metals. Seed
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cones were formed only when substrate metal has a lower melting point than the
seed. Figure A.2 illustrates this finding:

Figure A.2: Seed and substrate metals researched in [10]. The vertical scale
represents a relative position of a melting point. Solid lines indicate
experimented pairs of metals, which demonstrated growth of seeded cones.

Later in his paper Wehner pointed out several interesting conclusions [10]:
 to produce conical structures for pair Mo-Cu it is sufficient to seed 1 Mo
atom per 500 sputtered Cu atoms.
 the seed atoms need to be of a metal with lower sputtering yield but also
of the metal with higher melting point.
 the process of cone deposition can be temperature driven.
 surface contamination with oxygen or nitrogen can impede surface
atoms movement and thus seed cone formation.
 at energies of incoming ions close to the sputtering threshold a shiny
straight single crystal whiskers form on a metal surface under ion
irradiation.
At higher energies (~ several keV and higher doses), it was observed that similar
pyramid structures (Figure A3 and A4) are formed on the surface of a metal [2].
In that work of G. Carter, he conducted experiments with numerous metals such
as W, Cu and Pb irradiated with Ar and Xe ions.
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Figure A3: Structures developed on a
mechanically polished fine grained
polycrystalline Cu substrate by 5x 1023
m-2 40 keV Ar ion bombardment [2].

Figure A4: A single pyramid
developed upon Cu by 40 keV Ar ion
bombardment as viewed by SEM with
viewing at 40º to the macroscopic Cu
surface [2].

A theory was proposed by G. Carter et al. [2] to describe experimentally
observed results. This theory, named as the 1st order erosion theory, suggests a
model of a pyramid/conical-structure forming under ion bombardment on a
random isotropic surface of a solid with a rate of erosion (−𝜕𝑚⁄𝜕𝑡):
−

𝜕𝑚 𝐽𝑌(𝜃) cos(𝜃)
=
,
𝜕𝑡
𝑁

(𝐴5)

where J is a uniform ion flux coming perpendicularly to the surface, Y is the
sputtering yield as a function of incidence angle 𝜃 taken between direction of the
ion beam and the normal to the surface; 𝜌 is the density of a solid. In this case,
the surface profile can be characterized by surface points, which preserve a
constant orientation 𝜃 relative to the incident ion beam during all stages of
erosion to be defined by [14]:
𝜕𝜃

| |

𝜕𝑡 𝑥
𝜕𝜃

| |

𝜕𝑥 𝑡

=|

𝜕𝑥
𝐽 cos 2 (𝜃) 𝑑𝑌
| = 𝑣𝑥 =
,
𝜕𝑡 𝜃
𝑁
𝑑𝜃

and
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𝜕𝜃

| |

𝜕𝑦
𝐽 𝑑𝑌
= | | = 𝑣𝑦 = ( 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 − 𝑌) ,
𝜕𝑡 𝜃
𝑁 𝑑𝜃
| |
𝜕𝑡 𝑦
𝜕𝜃

(𝐴7)

𝜕𝑦 𝑡

The velocity of such points are given by equation:
𝑣𝜃 = √𝑣𝑥2 + 𝑣𝑦2 ; (𝑋𝑋)
Further studies made by Ducommun et al. [15] and Carter et al. [16] showed that
the time rate of change of radius of curvature R of an element of orientation 𝜃 is
given by:
𝜕𝑅
𝐽 𝑑2 𝑌
2𝑑𝑌
| | = ( 2 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 −
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃) ,
𝜕𝑡 𝜃 𝑁 𝑑𝜃
𝑑𝜃

(𝐴8)

This equation (A8) can be used to show that for a given orientation 𝜃 and an
initial radius R, the radius can potentially be reduced to zero. This process is
known as "edge" formation and indicates a local discontinuity in the developing
surface [17].
While giving explanation to the general experimentally observed features, this
theory as 1st order approximation leaves certain effects untreated. As was
mentioned above, spatial local variations of the flux and the yield are neglected.
Although some attempts to take these factors into account were made [18][19].
Other neglected in the theory, but important processes are worth to consider: the
re-organization of the surface by either thermal or radiation enhanced diffusion
[20]-[22][23], effects associated with concurrent surface and volume atomic
migration during sputtering [23][24], defect migration and agglomeration [25][29], atomic re-deposition and atomic diffusion [27]-[30]. Overall, the
complexity of surface modification and topology features diversity still require
thorough research and theory development.
The opposite influence of surface topology on the sputtering process is also
possible. As an example of such an influence, one can consider a work of J.L.
Whitton et al. [31]. This paper showed that in experiments with pure copper the
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pyramid structurers on the surface have 1.5 times bigger sputtering yield under
Ar ion exposure than the “flat” surface.
Finally, the vacuum level is the third impacting factor listed above. It is important
due to several reasons: the impact of the background gases on the target’s
surface, as well as on the target’s volume (at high energy of incident ions), and
the influence on the sputtering beam properties. The influence on the incident
beam is rather simple comparing to the target properties changes due to vacuum
level. The effects are similar to the consequences of not properly defined beam.
If the vacuum level is not sufficient, then the incident ions can experience energy
distortions, changes of charge state, and as a result, the incident beam near the
target will have rather different characteristics than the necessary one.
In addition, a bad vacuum can affect the target properties. Modification of the
surface layers or even the bulk of the target are two major concerns. If
background species are implanted in big amounts to the bulk of the target then
subsequent mass change should be corrected by their presence. This is rather
important at high incident energies where implantation is more probable.
Another issue with the target surface composition is important for both small and
large incident energies. Particles, which are adsorbed on the surface of the target
have different sputtering yield than the studied element. This is a result of their
different atomic number, loosely bonding to the surface, different interaction
with the incident beam etc. The overall effect should be taken into account by a
certain correction or simplification, which is roughly given by formula [9]:
1 𝑑𝑐𝑖
= 𝛤𝛾𝑖,𝑠 (1 − 𝑐𝑖 ) − 𝐼𝑌𝑖,𝑠 𝑐𝑖 ,
𝑎𝑖 𝑑𝑡

(𝐴9)

where ci is the surface concentration, ai is the the area per absorption site, t is the
time, I is the projectile flux, 𝛤 is the background flux, 𝛾𝑖,𝑠 is the sticking
probability of background-gas species i on a clean substrate s; Yi,s is the
sputtering yield of species i absorbed on substrate s.
For a steady state, it can be simplified to:
𝑐𝑖∞ =

𝛤𝛾𝑖,𝑠
,
𝛤𝛾𝑖,𝑠 + 𝐼𝑌𝑖,𝑠
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It is reasonable to assume that 𝑐𝑖∞ <0.1 [9], then a very simple approximation
gives:
𝐼𝑌𝑖,𝑠 ≥ 10 ∗ 𝛤𝛾𝑖,𝑠 ,

(𝐴11)

This formula gives an idea of what the background pressure and the incident flux
should be to neglect the influence of particles in the residual gas.
Modeling gives reliable approximations for sputtering yields to some extent, but
of course, even thorough and comprehensive simulations and models have
certain assumptions such as the elastic binary collisions [32] approximation
(BCA), molecular dynamic models [33]; the choice of an interaction potential
[6], assumption of a certain material structure (crystalline, polycrystalline or
amorphous) etc. [6].
We briefly discuss two most developed models for sputtering simulations: BCA
and models based on molecular dynamic (MD). In general, BCA approach
describes sputtering by a series of independent binary collisions between
particles, while MD calculates the time evolution of the multiple interaction of
each moving atom with all the neighboring particles in some vicinity.
Monte Carlo programs based on the BCA were developed already since 1960-s
[35]. First programs were created to simulate ion penetration in solids [35]-[38].
Today the most widely used programs are TRIM [39] and its modification
TRIM.SP [40]. There are two main assumptions in this approach: the collisions
between atoms are approximated by elastic binary collisions described by an
interaction potential and the energy loss to electrons is handled separately as an
inelastic energy loss. Some interaction potentials used for BCA are Coulomb
screening potential (the Coulomb potential multiplied by a screening function, a
sum of exponentials); the Moliere potential [41], Wilson-Haggmark-Biersack
potential [42], Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark potential [43] and a potential based on
relativistic Dirac-Hartree-Fock-Slater atomic charge distributions [44]. Down
side of BCA is the lower energy range (below 100 eV) of incident ions and near
sputtering threshold as discussed in [6].
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Molecular dynamic approach is another popular method to model sputtering
process [6]. It has advantages such as:
 MD can follow extensively the entire process of projectile-surface
interaction. The model usually starts with slowing down of an incident
particle in the surface layers of a target, then after multiple interactions
resulting in the dissipation of the initial incident energy it ends with
thermalization.
 The input parameters for MD take into account a wide variety of
important phenomena. Ideally to specify a complete picture of the
process one needs to define: chemical composition, related interaction
potentials including interatomic interaction potentials and bonding
energy; material dependent constants (surface binding energy,
melting/boiling point, etc.) and surface topology.
Once, all listed parameters are specified no further ad hoc variables need to be
added and it is possible to follow the total sequence of events without any further
assumptions and approximations [6]. As it can be seen, MD is a very descriptive
approach, but such level of details has some disadvantages. MD requires large
computational powers to simulate realistic spatial and time resolved interactions
of numerous involved atoms. In addition, a complete set of material constants
(in case of a complex compound) and interaction potentials is often not known.
There are two major types of MD simulations such as linear cascade mode [45]
and thermal spikes [46][47]. The linear cascade mode (LCM) is usually
implemented in the region of eV range and up to 1 keV [6]. Numerous works
studied single-crystalline targets applying LCM under well resolved energy and
angular distributions of sputtered particles for small irradiation fluences [6][45],
which is important parameters to verify LCM. As for the inter-atomic potential,
which is one of the most important input parameters, there are a potential
describe by De Pristo et al. [48][49] and embedded-atom-method (EAM)
potential [48][49].
Thermal spikes mode (TSM) is exploited to model the sputtering process when
in a certain sub-volume of the cascade the energy transferred per atom (Eatom) is
of the order of the cohesive energy Ecoh of the solid, or higher. In this case, a socalled high-energy-density zone, or a thermal spike is created. Macroscopically
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this means that the incident beam energy is in ~10x keV range or larger [6].
During TSM it usually assumed that material is Vander-Waals bonded and
described by a Lennard-Jones potential [6]. TSM is distinctive due to following
reasons. Firstly, an explosion-like velocity distribution. Thus, there is a radial
expansion of the material around the ‘centre of the spike’ [6]. Secondly, the
lifetime of thermal spikes is in the order of several ps, while linear-cascade
interaction is attenuated after ~100 fm. Finally, in TSM interaction is governed
by energy diffusion in the sub-volume of a spike, rather than inter-atomic
collisions [6].
One important aspect of TSM is worth to mention. The cluster ejection (CE) is
phenomenon modeled and experimentally observed [50]. The energy range of
incident particles for CE is ~keV and up to ~100 keV [6][50]. Typically, for these
regimes about 10% of emitted particles are ejected in a cluster [6]. This process
was observed in numerous works [51]-[53] for different metal targets. A general
power law was suggested to quantify the sputtering yield Yn of a cluster with n
particles:
𝑌𝑛 ∝ 𝑛−𝛼 ,

(𝐴12)

where Yn is the cluster sputtering yield, n is the number of atoms in a cluster and
𝛼 is the empirical or modeled constant dependent on the target and the incident
particle energy.
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Alternative target concepts for power and particle exhaust in fusion
application
Material performance under high particle fluxes and heat loads in future fusion
reactors is an important issue due to its direct influence on the power output and
a reactor lifetime. While tungsten will be used as the plasma facing material
(PFM) for the divertor region in ITER, the duty cycle and particle and neutron
ﬂuences in the divertor of a fusion power-plant (i.e. DEMO) will exceed those
in ITER considerably such that alternative material solutions may be better suited
for that environment. The disadvantages of the usage of solid materials as PFM
can be replaced by the superior properties of liquid metals such as immunity to
the effects of neutron embrittlement, the absence of cracking or melting and the
ability to replenish the eroded surface.
Lithium (Li), tin (Sn) and SnLi are candidates for a liquid metal divertor in DEMO. A
core-compatible power exhaust rate of ~25 MW m-2, a high boiling point with low
evaporation rate and demonstration of the vapour shielding effect make Sn a promising
PFM for DEMO. On the other hand Li has a high tolerable core fraction due to its low
atomic number. The combination of those advantageous properties in an alloy is a
promising solution for harsh environment of the divertor region, but SnLi properties
when exposed to plasma have not been fully characterized yet. Secondary electron
emission (SEE) caused by the impact of superthermal electrons is one of such important
plasma-material interaction process. Strong SEE can lead to the plasma sheath
disturbance and the subsequent overheating. Both liquid and solid states of Sn and SnLi
were investigated in an helium glow discharge plasma at mean incident electron energy
(MIEE) between 5-120 eV. Sn yield did not show significant difference between melted
and solid states. The magnitude of SEE yield (YSEE) of Sn was measured to be in the range
0.95-1.1. Solid SnLi YSEE was measured to increase up to ~1.7 at MIEE ~90 eV, while in
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most sheath models YSEE is assumed to be below unity. SnLi demonstrated YSEE twice
smaller than pure lithium, while YSEE of Sn was measured to be between that of tungsten
and stainless steel. These results indicate the necessity of adjusting sheath models in the
divertor region and that strong electron heating, particularly for SnLi, may be anticipated.

For a high-Z material such as Sn strong material erosion that is then transported
into the plasma core will lead to a drop of DEMO power output due to increased
radiation. Thus, impurity production and subsequent transport to the plasma core
should be understood and minimized. Cavity-Ring-Down Spectroscopy (CRDS)
was implemented to measure the re-deposition of liquid tin under a high flux
plasma beam in the linear plasma device Pilot-PSI. A capillary porous system
(CPS) consisting of a molybdenum cup and tungsten meshes (pores diameters of
0.2 mm and 0.44 mm) was filled with tin and exposed to argon plasma. The
absorption of a UV laser-beam at 286.331 nm was used to determine a number
of sputtered neutral tin atoms. The incoming flux of argon ions of ~50 eV was
1.6-2.7x1023 m-2s-1, and the sample temperature measured by pyrometry varied
from 850 °C to 1200 °C during exposures. The use of CRDS for measuring
absolute number of particles under such plasma exposure was demonstrated for
the first time. The number of sputtered tin particles in the cavity region assuming
no losses would be expected to be 5.5x1011-1.2x1012 while CRDS measurements
showed only 5.7-9.9x108. About 98-99.8% of sputtered particles were therefore
found to not reach the CRDS observation volume. Spectroscopic ratios of Sn I
to Sn II ions, as well as equilibrium considerations, indicate that fast ionization
as well as plasma entrainment of neutrals is responsible for the discrepancy. This
would lead to high re-deposition rates, implying a lowered contamination rate of
core plasma and lower required replenishment rates at high-flux conditions than
would otherwise be expected.
A high re-deposition ratio of PFC allows to have a high gross erosion rate. This
relaxes sputtering requirements to an material. Therefore, this is particularly
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valuable for any PFC. This work addresses the re-deposition ratio of several
different metals (copper (Cu), molybdenum (Mo) and Sn) under a high flux
plasma beam were carried out in Magnum-PSI. Cu was chosen as a metal with a
relatively high sputtering yield and which can visually indicate the presence of
impurities on its surface, while Mo was used as a reference where sputtering
should be negligible.
Samples were exposed to high particle fluxes of 0.3-8.5x1023 m-2s-1 in argon and
helium plasmas with electron temperatures in the range 0.6-2.1 eV and with ion
energies ranging from 5 to 63 eV. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy identified
that Mo from the clamping ring was the predominant impurity deposited, while
Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy was used to determine the total mass
gain from this deposition. Controlling for this, the re-deposition rate was
determined via two methods: mass loss measured by micro-balance after
exposures and mass gain on a quartz crystal microbalance measured during
exposures. Both demonstrated a high level of consistency. For both Cu and Sn
re-deposition rates greater than 99% were determined at high flux. Considering
the high plasma density and low electron temperatures plasma entrainment of
neutral impurities is considered the most likely process which could cause such
a high re-deposition rate, and mean free paths of a few mm are estimated. Such
high rates imply that large gross erosion rates could be acceptable in DEMO.
Particularly in the case where evaporation is the dominant erosion mechanism,
which is the case for liquid metals such as lithium (Li) and tin (Sn), such a high
re-deposition rate could also increase the temperature window for operation of
such a PFC.
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